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1 UNITED STATES OF ANERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULAIORY COMP.ISSION

3 ----

4 PUBLIC MEETING

5 WORKSHOP ON ECONOMIC, ETHICAL AND
SOCIOPOLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS

6
PANEL C

7

.

8 Marsten Room
Rickey's Hyatt House

9 4219 El Camino Real
Palo Alto, California

10 Thursday, 2 April 1981

11

12 The meeting was reconvened at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to

13 adjournment, with Dr. Paul Slovic, Panel Chairran.

14

15 P RESENT:

16 Messrs. Charnof f, Cochran, Ernst, LaPorte, MacLean,

17 Bari, O'Dennell, Okrent, Page Perrev, Starr.
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I PROCEEDENGS.

'2 DR. SLovICr I think first I would like to receive

3 any comments about what I should have said that I didn't say,

4 or what I didn't say that I should have said. Briefly.

5- DR. COCHRANr It is not a reflection on your summary

6 but the sunmary points up the need to try to be a lot more

7 focused today, and really sharpen a few things that we agree

I on or don't agree on, and so forth, rather than continue the

9 way we operate now.

10 DR. SLovICr Any other comments?

11 DR. PERRCWr I think you could have outlined more

12 some of the ethical issues that seem to divide us, in terms

13 of future generations of current things, the prospect of

( 14 current social chaos if we don't get more of our enerey from
I
'

15
'

nuclear, and the current -- the fact that we shouldn't --

16 some fuel that we should not take sacrifices today for the

17 future -- we should worry about today -- those kinds of ethical
'

18 issues which are in the title of our panel are not laid out

19 and might draw some response.

20 DR. CCCHRAN r I would like to come back to that

i 21 maybe now because I think we ought to sharpen up that apsect

22 of it. .W understanding from yesterday's discussion was that

23 while it was an interesting discussion, there are more

24 important ethical issues that we should be identifying with

25 respect to this sort of narrow problem of reactor safety goals

_ _ - . - - - . _ _ - - . . , _ . - , - - - . - - _ - . - - - _ - - -- - _ . - -_
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I and reactor licensing or whatever. I mean , the inter-

S .

generational transfer of risk is an interesting issue, but
~

3
there may be more important ethical issues for us to focus on

4
with respect to --

5
DR. PERROWr Like what?

6
DR. COCHRANr Well, it's --

|

7
DR. LA PORTER Before we get to the whole procedure, ,

in considering ethical questions, really I have two points to

9
make. I think that for us to try to get some sort of agreement

10
of what should be an ethical position is an interesting

11
exercise in self-learning, but we won't get anywhere, because

we will have our cwn feelings about these things and rather

13 than to try to say to one another that we should change them
.

'

14 to meet someone else's -- so first of all, I thought what'

15
various ethical positions one can take, and then the imolica-

16
tions of having taken that position for evaluation of safety

17
goals.

la
DR. COCHRANr I think we would get more agreement on

19 the ethical issues, but less on the empirical analysis that

'O
leads one to conclude that one is in compliance or not in

~

;
.

II 21
i comoliance with an issue. If we stayed away from empirical

I 33
-

~~

data, I think we can get somewhere.

! 23 DR. LA PCRTEr Well, I don't mind staying away frem

'4
that -- what I am striving for is to try to put it in the~

25
context of having arrived at one's own personal ethical

'
_ - . _ _ _ _ _ __
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position, does that have an implication for how you und'er-1

2 stand safety goals presented to you by others , whatever they

3 are, or would one want, if you were a person who was primarily

4 concerned about protecting the far future, rather then the

5 present, and let me take what I think is an extreme positic:: |
!

6 here, but you are more concerned about the future than the

7 present, does that make a difference in the kind c2 safety

8 goal that you would seek? Or evaluate others presentations

|
9 of safety goals to you? What I want to try to suggest, not

10 that we woEld come to some consensus on this, but to inform
!

11 others about what the implications of having chosen.

12 DR. COCHRANt I think the answer is yea. Howeve r

13 I think the particular example you use is not the more important

1

14 one for this area. It is more important for some waste con-

15 siderations and so forth, but not for this.

16 .MR. O'DONNELLt I thought that our discussion

17 yesterday had reached some sort of, if not consensus, some
:

18 conclusion wherein I think we were saying that these things are 1

|
I

19 important considerations but can to dealt with not exclusively ,

|
| 20 but in terms of insuring that the risk levels that y6b end

|'

21 up with quantitatively are low enough such that you are in fae: |
|

I
22 not only protecting the existing generations, but as a result

)
1

23 also limiting the future generations. I agree with Tom, that 1

24 to deal explicitly is waiving on the scope of what we are

15 trying to dela with here. But I think vou can inclusively

. _. . - __. _ _. _ . _ . _
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include those considerations as you can considerations such
,
~

a genetics, by having an index of risk that is maybe based on

3
present risks, but is set low enough so that you insure your-

4
self that you have somehow covered those other apsects.

5
I think an important issue that we ought to try and

6
deal with, and it has ethical and sociopolitical ramifications

7
is the basic question that was discussed in the plenary session,

8
that is, should the level of safety that is demanded of nuclear

,

9 power be established on the basis of equity with other energy
10

technologies, or with technologies in general, or are there

11
reasons, and one of them could be your concerns about future

12
generations, to somehow set a icwer standard for nuclear power ,

13
I think that is an important issue, that we are to try and

14
deal with here.

15
DR. PERROW? Lower?

16
!4R. O'DONNELLr Excuse me?

17
DR. PAGEt Stricter, you mean?

13
DR. SLOVIC: I agree, I would like to discuss that.

,

19 |
First, let's continue with the evaluation.

20
; DR. PAGEt Critique,

i 11
! DR. OKRENT Let's see. I can't remember. Did

f 22

3
you suggest that the new NUP.EG 0739 did not deal with the

! 23
ethical problem? I can't recall.

24
DR. SLOVICr Well, I don't know exactly what I

25
said. I erobably said somethine like that, that if we
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1 neglect these issues of spatial and temporal equity -- I meant

to say, and if I didn't, the point that Ed raised, about the

risks being aimed at a ic-? 'evel so that this would be taken.

4 care of that way.

DR. OKRENT! As I think, think in fact, as I said

6 in our discussion, in my opinion, in fact it addressed both
1
'

7
the question of people getting risks without commensurate

8 benefit, and the question of intertemporal risks by having

9
in fact very low risk ot the individual, in today's family,

10
and in fact much lower ones to the individual in future

"
families.

DR. PAGEr Is this discussed directly or is this

13
your interpretation of what the numbers mean?

DR. OKRENT! No, to me it is implicit.

15
I don't remember if --

16
DR. CHARNOFFr Didn't you have a discussion in'

17
there of the lowest risk group? Wasn't it in that context tha t

18
you were discussing that?

DR. OKRENTr No, the point is that I think somewhere
I

~O'
in here there is a point where you have to think about these

'l~

thing. In other words, in the general discussion in part one.

I'd have to ge back and find where. My point is that I think

23
it would be not correct to assume that this was neglected in

'~4
~the process of developing these recommendations, and we did

25
try to indicate the kinds of things that had been considered

. . - - - - . - . _ _ _ . - - _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 in some of the previous proposals to bring out how people had
,

addressed the reviewer's admittedly incomplete' --

3 DR. CHARNOFFr It was already too thick,
i

DR. PERROW: Whether it is absolutely neglecting,

4 .
*

it's hard to say, but I don't remember any substantial dis-~

6
cussions. I thought we had a sdbstantial discussion yester-

day which indicated the importance of that topic. I don't

8 think that the relative importance we gave it is reflected

9
in the others.

0 The other thing that you said was neglected was
i
'

11 the discussion of genetics. I am not sure whether you were

saying it was neglected or not in the panel, in 0739 or what-
13 ever;

14 DR. SLOVICr I am saying that it was neglected

15
in the ACRS.

16
DR. PERROWr ACRS, yes. And there may be a mention

17 of genetics in there, but I don't find any significant

. 18
|

study of it.

19
DR. OKRENT No, in fact it says specifically that

~O'

|. the risks of early death and delayed cancer are assumed to

I' 3~1
!! cover other risks such as the genetic or other health effects,
!:

and it was proposed not to set specific limits on genetic
;

'
13

effects. New someone might do sons analysis and come up with
'~4

a conclusion that this is invalid. In other words, you might

25 have a situation where you have in fact met the levels, let's

|

|
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say, suggested with regard to delayed cancer, and have an

,
~

intolerable genetic ef fect. I would be interested in seeing

3
that.

4
DR. PEF 30W: That is what the German study said,

5
in effect, didn't it?

*

6
DR. OKRENT: Which German studies?

7
DR. PERROW: There was one on a plant that took into

8
account icng term radiation. I think that was the one that

9
took into account strontium-90. It was dismissed by the NRC.

10
The NRC said that they were only picking out the negative

11
studies. They reviewed twenty years of studies. They only

12
picked out the negative ones and didn't look at all the others

13
and there was a flap about if the NRC would not address itself

14
to it. Is that what you mean?

15
DR. O'DONNELL: The uptake of strontium-90 in vege-

16
tation?

17
DR. PERRCW: I think that was in that and that might

18
have been the Wisconsin stddy. I forget which.

19
DR. MAC LEAN: On this particular point, I am

20
sympathetic with David, that you just sort of make explicit

21
that point of view with the delayed cancer effects, and assume

22
that this will cover the genetic aspect. I can't see how, and

23
I don' t know enough about it, but I don't know how else you

24 could measure the genetic effects and bring them in. I think

15 the proper place to raise that, unless you have some way of |

\

_ . , , , _ . - - - , . _ . , - . . . , , , .- ,
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l 1 incorporating that --

2 DR. COCHRAN: You've got' numbers and all he is

3 saying is that he is going to use the best estimate approach.

4 You have a number, say 135 cancers per million man-rems of

5 exposure, and you can get a best estimate genetic risk number,-

| 6 and I don't know what it is, but let's say 200 serious genetic

7 effects per million man-rems of exposure, and all he is saying

8 is that, you know, since it is a ratio, if you have covered

9 one, we assume you have covered the other one. In fact, what

10 it does is say the real risk is maybe twice what the numbers

11 suggest because it's a per two type.

12 CR. MAC LEAN: And I guess if there is anything

13 special about genetic ef fects , then maybe the place to conside: -

14 that issue is under the question of whether the risks to
;

15 nuclear power --
.

16 DR. COCHRAN: They are, but they don't particularly

17 apply in the reactor safety area because you don't have a lot

| 18 of control over the ratio of sexes that are exposed, or age

19 groups. For example, if it was an occupational exposure you

20 could have differential goals for people in the genetically-
,
*

| 21 significant age groups, under forty-five or whatever, as
;
|I 22 opposed to older people.
II.s
!E 23 DR. SLOVIC: Chick, did you say you found the study?
|

24 DR. PERROW: Yes, it is the Heidelburg study, dealt

15 with the Lyle reactor on the Rhine. It did deal with strontiup,

l
'

t

-
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1 cesium and plutonium. The estimates by the NRC being from

2 ten to one thousand times too low on the amounts.-

3 DR. CHARNOFF: There has been an NRC response to

4 that hasn't there?

5 DR. COCHRAN: What's your point. There's a lot of

6 controvery there.

7 DR. PERROW: There have been studies about the genetic

8 effects of Icw level radiation from these plants, and here is

9 ene of them.

10 DR. CHARNOFF: Now that is not a strictly genetic

11 effects study. That is a study of the uptake through the food

12 chain and so on, that has been responded to by the NRC, but

d that was not specifically a study in genetic effect.

14 DR. PERROW: There are genetic consequences of that.

15 DR. CHARNOFF: The real question, it seems to me, is

16 whether or not, assuming there is even enough technical

17 competence around this table to deal with that question, is

18 whether or not one can use a surrognte for genetic or future

19 generations by way of establishing a low enough level for

20 sematic or current generation harm. If there is, the question

21 of whether this group would have the NRC recognize that they

22 ought to be concerned with future generations and the ethical

23 considerations associated with that, but do so through a

24 mechanism of the type that David has su'ggested. I guess that

25 depends on whether there is enough of a technical consensus

i

_. . _ _ _ _. _ _ .
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1 that that is an adequate surrogate. I don't know if we have

2 that competence in this room, but assuming it is there, the

3 question is whether we identify the reason we are doing it and,

4 as you indicated, at least show that we all recognize that it

5 is being taken into account that way.

6 DR. CHARNOFF: Certainly establishing safety goals,

7 that would seem to me to be a fairly reasonable priority among

8 several others to look into.

9 DR. COCHRAN: Let's see if we can tighten this up.

10 I think we can all agree and have enough expertise around here

11 to agree that ,it is a proper calculational methodology. There

L2 is nothing wrong with the mathematics and the approach, and

13 then let's see if we agree or disagree on this matter of

14 whether one should use that approach given the confusion it is ,

|
'

15 likely to generate by people like ourselves. One has to spend

15 some time to be brought up to date that in fact it is in

17 there as a surrogate method and so forth.
|

18 DR. CHARNOFF: What is the confusion that you anti-

19 cipate?

20 DR. COCHRAN: I anticipate that a lot of people will
;

| 21 do just what I did, and that is, won't read the report care-

I''f 22 fully and won't realize that it is in there but it is not
!

! 23 explicitly stated.

24 DR. OKRENT: It is explicitly stated on page 65.*

25 DR. CHARNOFF: Footnote two?

l

. _ _ . - . _ ._. .. -. . ... ._ - _. _. ._ __
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JB10 1 DR. OKRENT: No, it says on page 65, under 2.2.3.1,

2 (readingli "In the case of societal health risk it is assumed

3 that the control of both early and delayed death would

4 adequately control other effects."

5 DR. PERRCW: We all know the problems.

6 DR. OKRENT: There are not cnly genetic, there are

7 teratogenic and whatever.

3 DR. CHARNOFF: I'm hearing, I think I'm hearing

9 that the people around this table are saying there ought to be

10 a more explicit recognition that this mechanism is being used

11 for this purpose. If that is the ccnfusion that Tom is talking

12 about, I think it is clearly there.

13 DR. CCCH RAN : The confusion is that people who are

la in a hurry will turn to the tables to look at the limits. The

15 tables speak of cancers and the immediate question is, well,

16 they haven't considered genetic effects. Now they have, but

17 as you say,,it's clearly stated on page sixty-something.
|

18 DR. SLOVIC: Do you feel comfortable with that

19 assumption, or were you just doing that because you did not,

20 at this point want to get into an analysis of genetic ef fects?

||
|| 21 DR. OKRENT: In fact, my limited knowledge of the
:!

.t

!, 22 extent of genetic effects and the probability of cancer and:

i so forth suggests to me that you will have exercised a reasonable23!.

24 control on genetic effects, when you have exercised reasonable

15 control on cancer, especially using linear energy models --

.-.- -.-_ - - - - - _ . . . _,
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I not energy, the linear models of radiation and cancer, a

2 non-threshold model -- I may be wrong but I think, in fact,

3 this will come out. I am not, you know, opposed to some kind,

4 at least initially -- let me discuss this -- to a consideration
1

5 of some kind of a specific limit on genetic effect. But I

6 think you have to be careful when you raise this question and

7 say, well, I- think. we should impose a limit here, that you ask

8 yourself, am I going to single out nuclear power for this kind

9 of limit, or am I going to have some kind of a limit, impose

10 some kind of a limit on all activities in society? One what

11 basis am I going to do this? Suppose there is some other
.:

12 activity that leads primarily to genetic effects but.. not other

13 things, how am I going to set that limit? I think you may

14 find, in fact, that there are many other things going on all
,

! 15 around you that are much more important with regard to genetic
l

16 effects than nuclear power, and in f act, I don't know, to me

17 it's not a question that one dismisses. On the other hand it

18 is not a matter that one sets limits on without some kind of

19 perspective.

20 DR. PERROW: You have brought this up at least three

21 times now, and I just want to get this straight. Let's say'

,
22 I am much more fearful of atomic weapons and broken arrows,

23 missiles that have fallen, much more fearful of that, the

24 consequences of that, than all existing nuclear plants. And

25 I don't think we are doing anything about it. The public

__ _
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1 is aware of it. I think the safety technologies are sloppy

2 and everything else. Now, that does not, however, lead r..

3 to say that because nothing is being done in there, or nothing

4 is being done about acid rain, which could be done fairly

5 easily and economically, that does net lead me then to say

6 that now we are talking about nuclear power and we should pull

7 back from this and set some limits because there are all these

8 hazards and risks. I thcught our subject was nuclear power

9 and if we find some riskt in nuclear power then we have to dea?.

10 with them, we have to deal with safety, and it doesn't matter

11 whether there cold fire plants out there that are also bad,
|

12 or broken arrows or worldwide defense military command systems
:
(

' 13 which are probably the most hazardous activity of mankind, we

14 are dealing with this now. And you seem to keep saying that

15 it makes a difference that this is not the only hazardous thing

( 16 on earth.

17 DR. OKRENT: Yes, I think is does. I wouldn't care

18 myself, however, to mix in military operations and their effec <:s

19 into a consideration of risk levels from non-military aspects

20 of society. I think that leads to somewhat untenable decision-
|

|; 21 making processes or whatever. But I think, in fact, it would

|;

!! 22 be a mistayu co look at nuclear power or at coal or at any
i
! 23 other source of energy generation and to set requirements with

| 24 regard to safety without considering the alternatives that
!

| 25 may result from the use of dif ferent things. In fact, I only

|

|
1
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1 today or yesterday heard scmebody, Toby Page perhaps, tell

2 me how EPA, in the process of trying to restrict the use of

3 pesticides that are carcinogenic, adepts regulations that have

4 led to the use of pesticides that produce early effects. In

5 other words, the tradeoff is not from something that prcduces
.

6 a carcinogenic effect to something that has a zero effect. It

7 may be a different effect and it may or may not be better.

8 DR. PERROW: So the EPA shouldn't do anything?

9 DR. OKRENT: No, I didn't say that, but I think it

10 would be a mistake, and in fact, I will give you a better

11 example. There was a considerable concern about children's

12 clothing catching fire and so they put an anti-flame retardant
i

13 en which then they found could or might produce cancer. To

14 take a narrow pe-spective may in fact lead to less safety, not

15 more safety. That is my point.

16 DR. PERRCW: Should we try to do anything at all

17 about these risks?

18 DR. OKRENT: We should try to consider the overall

| 19 balance.

20 DR. COCHRAN: We are getting far afield of our topic ,

f 21 Wait just a minute. I thought the issue before us was whether

| 33

,j we should deal more explicitly in the tables and so forth with--

23 the genetic consequences as well as the somatic. The error

24 bars in the risk estimates of genetic effect overlap the

25 error bars in the risk estimates of sematic ef fects, given the

. - _ . - , -, -- - -- - . .- . _ . . . -
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I same whole body exposure to radiation. And the means of the"

2 two are within the overlapping error bars. It is not going to

3 make or break nuclear pcwer to explicitly put an explicit

4 requirement in the tables on genetic effects, just like one does

5 the somatic effects. It may require no additional containment

6 requirements and so forth and so on. I think we are getting

7 very far afield in worrying about what the FDA or so forth

8 does in these areas, and I would like to see if we can get an

9 agreement, or whether we still have disagreement over whether

10 it would be more appropriate if the NRC adopts this type of

11 approach, to have a more explicit layout of the limits oE

12 genetic effects or genetic in combination with sematic effects ,

13 and the limits that are proposed.

! 14 DR. SLOVIC: I would say that it has to be considered

i 15 if only because people are going to be concerned about it.

16 They are coing to want to know. This is an assumption in this

17 document, and I think it ought to be addressed explicitly.

18 "o me, I would say Fiat a document like this needs to attend

19 to that issue, and to have an analysis of the genetic effects

20 built into it.

21 DR. O'DONNELL: I think it probably warrants more

,, discussion of why the single numbers proposed here is in fact--

23 as index or surrogate for these other types of risks.

24 DR. COCHRAN: I think we have heard that, because

25 David wasn't very comfortable with discussing genetic effects,

!
u-.-___ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ __ __ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ . __
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.JBl4 1 he didn' t know as much about it as he did somatic effects, and

2 so forth and so on, and it is an easy way to get around the

3 problem, and it is mathematically correct. But the question

4 is whether you want a more explicit treatment?

5 DR. CHARNOFF: I think this really is the issue, be-

6 cause I think the dabate between Dr. Perrow and David is a nice

7 abstract proposition, but I think that my reading of the

8 BIER Committee report and the others would suggest that what

9 Tom said is basically right, and I think that most of those

10 people who have written on that subject would suggest that, in

11 effect, if you are protecting against somatic harm to some

12 extent,you are protecting to basically that same extent acainse

i

13 genetic harm. I guess the difference would be between where'

14 Tom has articulated, where I would come out is that I am not

15 sure that I would need to make it explicit by way of putting

16 a number in the table, as distinguished from having a suffi-

17 ciently cogent and clear discussion that I am using that somat: .c
|

I 18 index as a surrogate'.

19 DR. COCHRAN: Let me point out a difference, though.

20 DR. CHARNOFF: Excuse me, let me just finish. I

; i

21 think that once I begin to get explicit about what the numbers
'

)!

I 22 ought to be in the table, I engender a whole new debate about
i

23 the validity of that particular number, and I begin to raise ;

24 the question that David, in effect, was raising, of how are

25 we protecting this versus alternate technologies, and taking

| |
'

l
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JB15 1 that into account. I do think we ought to recognize that it

2 can be taken into account if, in fact, so-called experts in

3 this field have said what I think they have said to me, and

4 what I think you have said. But I don't know that there is

5 a need for numbers, per se, to make it explicit. I don't know

6 what that does for anybody.

7 DR. CCCHRAN: Let me tell you why I think the number

8 is needed. There is disagreement in the radiation protection

9 community over the issue of what kind of model one uses,

10 a linear or some sort of threshold model or absolute versus

11 relative risk-an?,so forth. You can get some people believing

i

12 that somatic risks are very low. There is no disagreement in

13 the radiation protectienicommunity over the use of a linear,

14 non-threshold linear model to estimate genetic ef fects. There

15 is still a wide uncertainty for it. If you write your regula-

16 tiens solely to protect -the somatic ef fects , you are opening

17 yourself up to people ecming in and saying, well, there are

18 no risks with somatic effects because, you knew, you are dcwn
,

1

19 at the 1 mr level, there is no effect below the threshold, and

20 so in effect these things are safe. And you still have not

'E
| 21 dealt with the genetic problem properly.

i5
i 22 DR. CHARNOFF: I don't know if you are really

!
i 23 representing that debate quite accurately. It is certainly

24 not my field, but it has certainly been my impressien that

15 whereas twenty years ago people were more concerned about thej

.
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JB16 1 genetic impact than they were about the somatic impact, that
,

2 has shifted.

3 DR. CCCHRAN: Has it shifted more than once?

4 DR. CHARNOFF: Well, but it has shifted. That may be

5 and it may continue to do that. My sense is that if you are

6 trying to get at something that is practicable and not going

7 to be -- and I am looking at this as a lawyer, from the stand-

8 point of how are we going to establish and litigate these

9 things and proceedings -- it does seem to me that you have

10 just opened up a whole new area that will take whatever period

11 of time and controversy needed to get a number.

12 DR. COCHRAN: You are giving the argument for putting

13 it in explicitly because you are stating that people's

14 perception of the relative hazards of genetic versus somatic

( 15 have shif ted over time, and I think that is an argument for

16 being more explicit about it rather then less explicit.

17 DR. CHARNOFF: Well, we could have a debate on the

|
18 sematics, the word more or less explicit. I want a discussion

19 of it, but I am not sure that I need a number. I think you are

20 fighting for a number.
|

| 21 DR. COCHRAN: Why do you want a number for somatic?

|
| 22 DR. CHARNOFF: I think you need something. If you

23 are going to go to a quantitative approach at all, and I have

24 my own reservations on that, but if you are going to go to a

25 quantitative approach at all, that is a way of establishing a

1
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1 number, in effect, and if it is a reasonable approximatio or

2 a stand-in for some equivalent effects, I have taken care of the

3 manner. I think what is most important is that it does not

4 appear like it has been neglected or ignored. One can read

5 this document except for the word "other" and wonder whether

*

6 it is in there or not,

i
'

7 DR. OKRENT : I'm sorry about that.

8 DR. O'DONNELL: We are talking about how complex

9 we are going to make the numbers, and my major criticism of

10 this approach right now is that there are too goddam many

11 numbers in here. We could partition the goals further. We

12 could break it down into what types of cancers. We could have

13 leukemia and bone marrow cancer, GI cancer -- all of these

14 things.

15 DR. CHARNOFF: Which are the goed ones?

16 ~'DR.'O'DONNELLi Yes -- and genetic effects, and we

| 17 could break it down, but all of them are related to the same

18 model in terms of health effects, that is, there is a relation -

19 ship, or assumed relationship, between level of dose and these

20 reffects. And I think the use of single value as an index is

21 the best way to have a simplified and understandable quantita-

22 tive structure. But I think it dces, in supporting documenta-

23 tion, deserve a full discussion of why this is the case, and

24 why this goal in fact covers and insures that these other

25 elements of risk are in fact addressed by the single number.

i
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JS16 1 DR. OKRENT: Without arguing pro of con on this, and

2 I really don't have any set opinion on the matter, if you were

3 to try to calculate the somatic effects, the cancers, I have

4 heard people say, well, should be calculate out to i r, to
i

5 10 mr, to 1 mr? Shouldn't we have some kind of a cutoff?

6 In other words, do integrate out to the smallest dose? It

7 is a practical question, in effect, and also I suppose over

8 what time period will enter into this. I think just having a

9 number here doesn't answer that. In fact, that will affect

10 the assessment that goes into the comparison.

11 So that is one point, and I think the point that

12 Tom has raised, that there are differences of opinion was to

13' whether or not below some value in fact the .e is a zero effect ,

14 Some people do think there is, in principle, I suppose, a

15 negligible effect or whatever.

16 So chere end up being differences in these fine

17 points. By the way, it wasn't because I was unable to specify

18 something on genetics. We were torn between having too many

19 things and too few. I an aware of the argument that comes

20 from industry that there are already too many things in here,

21 by the way. And we tried to put in what, to us, was a least

22 number that kept constraints. For example, we were talking

23 earlier that we tried not only to provide a risk number for

24 the individual, but to require certain both prevention and

|
25 certain mitigation features, and not let it all appear in one
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JB19 1 area, and we also thought it was relevant, for example, to

2 distinguish between early deaths and delayed deaths, although

3 there are people who have a different opinion, because we

4 thought that, while one of those might end up being limiting

'

5 for nuclear reactors, if you try to compare with other techno-

6 logies, at least energy technologies, the effects are not the

7 same going from one to another, and that might be useful.

8 Whether that approach is correct, I don't know.

9 Whether we had to right number in here, I am not trying to

|

10 take a position on.

- 11 DR. COCHRAN: Does your most exposed individual, is'

12 it a standard man or a child? And does he possibly have

13 emphysema?

14 DR. OKRENT: No, but I think --

15 DR. COCHRAN: Because the risks are very different.

16 DR. OKRENT: No, no. In fact, we in effect did give
I

17 a definition. I'll find it for you if you wish, and I'm not

18 saying it is the one that should be used, but we chose, in f act,

l
19 to give a definition of the most exposed individual. I am not

20 sure that it is important to this discussion.

21 DR. SLOVIC: I think we have a consensus that

22 this needs greater attention. There is disagreement about the

23 treatment. The is discomfort with the present treatment that

24 is ceing done'. The surrogate issue needs to be addressed.

25 DR. PAGE: Is it necessary that NRC has goals set

. _ . . _ . . . - - - - . -. . - . - . - - . - - - - - _ . .. . - - . . --. - - .
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1 in terms of stone, that is, these are the goals and they are

2 sprt of going to be there forevermore? Or is it conceivsble

3 that we could suggest that some things have more uncertainty

4 than others? The genetic harms are considsred more uncertain

5 than the somatic harms, and . apparent focus has been on what

6 we know the most about, but this also means that we think that

7 NRC should encourage more resolution of the uncertainty in the

8 genetic effects. Can it be a part of NRC's goals to learn

9 more about the genetic effects?

10 DR. CHARNOFF: The only comment I would want to make

11 on that, I don't know if we really should do that, make that

12 observation, withou ourselves reviewing that literature and

13 deciding, yes , that needs more, or possibly something else.

14 Now in fact'mygeneral impression of the recent

15 literature is that there is more comfort now with genetics

16 than there was before.

17 DR. PAGE: My impression frcm reading this book was

18 that there was nothing on genetics. I didn't know what

I 19 "other" meant.

20 DR. OKRENT: We apologize.

21 DR. PAGE: That is the point. The point is that

22 in reading this book it was all on cancer. There was none on

13 genetics, except subsumed under this powerful verd. Okay,

24 now we know what it means. Okay? But other readers won't

*25 know what it means.

.
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1 DR. OKRENT: You are perfectly right. I absolutely

2 accept the criticism. We should have been clairer. But there'

,3 is a separate question of is it sufficient to use it as a

4 surrogate after you have discussed it'

5 DR. MAC LEAN: That'c what there is some division

6 that has been expressed here. Maybe we ought to get a

7 sense of the group.

8 DR. PAGE: Before we do that, we're busting to be

9 like the other panels, where they all have neat reports and

10 our chairman didn't, and we are all trying to help him out

11 today.

12 DR. SLOVIC: Now what's the question you wanted

13 to address?

14 DR. MAC LEAN: It seemed to me that there was a

15 consensus that we don't have to discuss any more, that there

16 should be something more explicit about genetic effects, and

17 there was a difference about whether that discussion should

18 take a verbal discursive form or should be included as extra

19 numbers and tables.

20 DR. PERROW: Well, is it a quantitative safety

21 goal or a qualitative one?

22 DR. MAC LEAN: I don't know if that's the question.

23 DR. COCHRAN: Whether it is surrogate methodology

24 or explicit.

15 DR. CHARNoFF: The surrogate one is still a

. . _ ____ _. _ . . _ , , . . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _. _ __,, __ . _ _ _ _ _ . , _ , ~ _ _. _ . _ __ -
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1 quantitative one.

2 DR. COCHRAN: Yes.

3 DR. MAC LEAN: I was thinking that it might be worth-

4 while to just discover whether the group is divided or whether

5 there is a near consensus on one or the other of these approaches.

6 DR. SLOVIC: Is there agreement that there should be

7 more in depth treat =ent of this issue?

8 DR. MAC LEAN: That we all agree on.

9 DR. S LOVIC: I have the feeling that there r.re sore

10 strong differences of opinion about a fine point here of

11 quantitative and qualitative approaches. It seems also that

12 the surrogate issue is sorewhat separate from that. That is,

13 the surrogate you could say that you want it quantitative,

14 but then there is the question of can something serve as a

15 surrogate quantitatively? There are two questions.
|

I 16 DR. MAC LEAN: I didn't mean to get difficult. I

17 just thought it would be more useful or = ore accurate to say,

18 whether you are going to say the group was divided, that the re

19 was near consensus, all but one, or whatever.

20 DR. SLOVIC: I think we have two positions here.

21 My feeling is that we are not going to get consensus on that

22 or resolve it. I don't know quite what the balance is.

13 DR. COCHRAN: The chairman is pleading for a vote

24 on what the sense of the disagreement is.

25 DR. SLOVIC: How many lean towards the quantitative

_ . . . - - . _ _ . - . . . _ _ . - _ . _ . - - _ - - - . - - . . ._,. _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - . . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ - ~ . - ___ __- .
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1 analysis?

2 DR. MAC LEAN: I'm not good at devising these

3 ques tionnaires .

4 DR. COCHRAN: I would propose that limits on risks

5 or goals include explicitly limits on genetic effects, and

6 not as an alternative, to handle the genetic effects -- the

7 somatic effects as a surrogate of the genetic effects. That

8 is the motion. All in favor?

9 (There was a show of hands.).

: 10 DR. SLOVIC: Opposed?

11 (There wa- a show of hands.)

12 DR. SLOVIC: Undecided?

13 DR. LA PORTE: I want to know what we are doing here .

14 My sense is that we are behaving as though we are panel A.

15 That is fine, as long as we understand that is what we are

16 doing. Though I thought we were concerned with another set
t

17 of issues, and I am interested in the way we ata going, because

18 there is sort of a message here to all of us, that in this

19 group on this topic we think that some attention to an area

20 that has a degree of public concern, more explicitly in some-

21 thing that is a matter of potential official concern, is

22 sensible, and that something -- it is recognized that in light

23 of that social interest that if one aspect is quantitized, so

24 should the other, that if quantification is to be used, it

25 should be used even handedly across the effects of concern.

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . . . _ . . _ _ _ _ ..___._.__ _ __ _ ___.-- _ _ _ _ __, _ ._ ,_ _ _._ _ --._ _ __ _ _ - .
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JB24 1 Now I'll stop there in terms of that point, and while I have

2 the floor let me say that I am perfectly.,yilling to start with

3 the quantified safety goal as something that you would want

4 to try for, and that what you have done is just fine for a

5 start. I think that is what you meant it to be, and that to

6 ask, af ter we get through, if we are going to take a vote on

7 this, to change the agenda a little bit, to consider the impli-

8 cations of the establishment of safety goals, for how one

9 considers the implications of choosing a quantified way.

10 DR. SLOVIC: I am uneasy with this voting business.

11 It seems to me that our job is to kind of elicit ideas and

12 points of concern. I think we have done that in this case.

13 I think we have really laid out a general issue and some

14 specific points that need further concern.

15 Then we just have to worry about --

16 DR. COCHRAN: (Interjecting) I would like to propose

17 a new issue.

18 DR. SLOVIC: Okay. I have some, too.

19 DR. LA PORTE: Before we start proposing issues, I

20 think we ought to go around and get what we would like to talk

21 about on the table new, so that we have an idea of what we

22 will have before us.

23 DR. SLOVIC: That is a good idea given the time

24 we have.

25 DR. OKRENT: And allocate the time, by the way,

- _ , . _ - . , . . - , .-_ .-. . _ - _ - . _ . . - - - - _ - _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . .- - _ _ _
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1 so that we can all identify important issues to be covered

2 before we run out of time.

3 DR. LA POETE: I would like to know what is on your

4 minds and well as I want you to know what is on mine,

5 DR. COCHRAN: I am troubled by the .way we left the

6 discussion on ethical issues yesterday. It focused on the

7 inter generational transfer of risks and benefits, and

8 without attention to perhaps more important ethical issues

9 that we should focus on and try to find some consensus or

10 points of disagreement.
!
: '

11 DR. S LOVIC: Such as?

12 l DR. COCHRAN: Oh, one might be related to whether you

13 license nuclear plants in the manner that is currently being

14 done, in face of large public opposition, or whether there

15 is some sort of goals related to behavior of the institution

16 that would be more appropriate in light of the widespread

17 cpposition to nuclear plants.

18 DR. SLOVIC* Okay, David do you have something to

19 add to the agenda?

20 DR. OKRENT: I don't think we have covered socio-

21 political and economic. I will make that observatien, and I

22 would like to come back to the point that Professor LaPorte

13 raised about the difference between the few and many , cecause

24 I would like to understand it better.

25 - DR. S LOv!C : Okay, Ed?,

I

- _ _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . - - - - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . __ _. _
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JB26 1 DR. O ' DONNELL: The issue I just raised previously

2 that I said needs discussion I think is the concept of the

3 safety goals for nuclear being in relationship to other tech-

4 nologies. I think we ought to be very clear on whether we

5 think they should be the same or they should be different.

6 DR. MAC LEAN: I share Tom's sence that I didn't

7 want to leave the ethical issues with questions ed dsitribu-

8 tion, which I think are only a very minor part of the important

9 issues. And I would like to see what I consider the major

10 issues discussed. Really it covers both of these in that

11 the way I would phrase it is that throughout this report we

12 see acceptable and non-accentable used all the tire. And I

13 would like to know what we rean by that.
|

,

| 14 DR. LA PO RTE : I would like to talk about the

! 15 scaling question and the implementation of goals as a way cf

16 evaluating the sensibility of the quantified goal, as you
|

| 17 propose to accept it.
1

18 DR. SLOVIC: Say that again.

19 DR. LA PORTE: I want to talk about the requirements

20 for implementation and as a way of getting into considering

21 the sensibility of the quantified goal, md I'll talk about
i

12 what I mean by that in a little while.

13 DR. OKRENT: I assure you have a note of my general

24 request that I made before -- the risk aversion? You already

15 have that? .

I

I

|
. _ .
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JB27
2 DR. CHARNOFF: I think there is a socio-political

3 or an ethical imperative of dealing with standards in such a

4 way that they put this risk in some context, and the question

5 I would like to raise is whether there is such an ethical

6 imperative that in establishing a standard for risk A, whether

7 one does not owe it, somehow or another, to the public or

8 whoever we are addressing, that this be done in the context

9 of total life risks. Isn't there an ethical question there?
;

10 If so, how do we deal with it?

11 DR. SLOVIC: Chick?

12 DR. PERROW: If I know what Todd means , I guess

13 I am primarily concerned with whether any of this stuf f is

14 insurmountable or not. , What it means -- that is still the

15 problem I had when I was reading it before.

16 DR. P AGE : I am also concerned about the meaning of

17 the term " acceptable," and the difference between developing

'

18 notions of acceptable risks in terms of certain normative

19 ideas as opposed to social engineering. We have heard several

20 times, if only the industry could educate the misinformed

21 public then everything could be okay. The question is

22 essentially running the causality the other way and making

23 the system work.

24 The other set of issues that I think we are beginning
,

25 to touch on has to do with the use and meaning of goals in
.
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1 to .'ms of performance. I am not just thinking of verificaElon.

2 I am thinking of incentive structures, so that the risk

3 assessors have an incentive to be accurate in their assessment ,

4 which means some form of keeping score and some form of

5 rewarding the ones who are in some sense better risk assessors

6 and punishing the ones who are worse. Also it means incentives
;
:

! 7 to make the system work on the operating level so that the

8 actual managers, operators and so on work towards the achieve-

9 ment of the goals. Otherwise the goals are kind of empty.

10 I think that those issues have to do with legitimacy ,

11 I don't think we finished our discussion on the distributional

| 12 ethical issues, the intertemporal ones. So if we can clarify

13 some of the things that came out in a rather foggy way, that

14 would be nice. It may be hard to go further than what we

15 did say, but I sense that some things can be said, especially

16 in this idea that the distributional problem melts away if

17 only the risks are icw enough. This may be a practical way of

18 dealing with the problem, but I think we need to deal with it

19 a little more explicitly than what we have seen so far.

20 DR. SLOVIC: Okay. Some of my concerns have been

21 mentioned, but one that has not explicitly been mention is a

22 more general concern is the general level of risk incorporated

13 in these goals, and this relates to or interacts with the
j

|

24 question of scale, with the risk aversion question, with the

i
25 question about whether nuclear power should be treated'

|
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1 differently. Well, we have at least half a dozen different

2 topics - that have been raised. Going back to the ethical

3 issue, we have this level issue that I just mentioned which

4 includes the scale problem, the meaning of acceptable risk,

5 the quest' ion that Jerry raised about the total concept of life

6 risks, the problems of implementation,-the incentive issue,

i 7 and I don' t quite know how to allocate time for these things.

3 I would like to try to cover them all, but I would like to try

9 to look now at the question of level of risk, including some

10 discussion of risk aversion and whether nuclear should be

11 treated the same or differently as others. I would like to

12 make some comments on that because that is an area where I

13 have some special interest and concern, and I think these

14 concerns arise out of socio-political considerations, and in

15 particular I have the belief that, for example, the risk

16 aversion approach used here is not a proper way to model the

17 impacts of nuclear accidents. I think it is much too simpli-

18 stic, you know, the notion that we have some sort of coefficient

19 alpha that we can attach to the loss of life in an accident '

20 that can model the impact, I think is likely to lead to stan-

21 dards which could be very costly to society and to the industrr.

22 My reason for saying this is because I don't think that the

23 impact of an accident is a function that closely of the number

24 of people killed, the number of latent cancers, or the amount

25 of property damage or direct clean-up costs.

_ . - _ _ _ _ _ __ __ -
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JB30 1 DR. COCHRAN: Excuse me, are you sliding into the

2 issue that is before us? I am not clear whether you are

3 laying on your sense of priorities or whether you are leading

4 us into the agenda.

5 DR. SLOVIC: Oh, I'm sorry if I didn't make that

1

6 clear. I am taking the prerogative of the chair, and I am

7 just putting on the table the issue of level of risk and the

3 related issues of, say, risk aversion and the way it is

9 treated here, and the question of should nuclear be treated

10 differently, should we aim at a different level of risk for

11 nuclear power than for competing technologies? That is the

12 question I am addressing. I am~ approaching that from the

13 standpoint of the risk aversion factor here, and what I am

14 saying is that there can be accidents which are small in the

15 sense of immediate life lost and so forth. TMI is kind of a

16 prototype of this kind of accident. They nonetheless have

17 i=mense costs to society. These are higher order costs. They

18 are costs due to a shutdown in the industry and all the rami-

19 fications, the ripple of the stone in the pond, and these

20 rippling effects which I think are very important. They are

21 very difficult to model. It may be possible, maybe not. But

22 what is being done in this approach is to use extremely simple

23 functions as a model for the impacts of a mishap, and it seems

24 to me that the implication of this notion that small, or so-

25 called small accidents can have immense costs, that costs need

|
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1 to be modeled in a more sophisticated way, and when we do that ,

2 if we bring in these social and political costs, it will imply

3 a much lower acceptable level of mishap. It would also imply

4 a shift in the balance of attention towards prevention. You

5 know, there is some sort of balance of resources that we

6 allocate for prevention versus mitigation, and I think taki:ig

7 this notion seriously implies that there may have to be more

8 weight given to prevention of small, but frightening, accidents.

9 Not that mitigation should be neglected, but it would be im-

10 portant to prevent this.

11 It also implies that just the events, the single

12 events, the occurence of another TMI-like sort of mishap will

13 have great costs, and I think this interacts with the scale

14 issue that Todd raised yesterday because with more reactorsj

1

15 cperating, the liklihood of one such incident in the near

16 future, or in some time period, is greater. That would also

17 imply that one wants a stricter, lower acceptable level of

| 18 risk. So that also suggests that nuclear maybe should be

19 treated dif ferently. I think this is really an area where

20 I can see a major discussion on this point, but if society

21 will react in such a costly way to a nuclear accident, more

I 22 so than it would to some aspect or a mishap in another energy

23 technology, does that not imply that the risks , the target

24 levels should be lowered.

25 DR. CHARNOFF: Can we discuss the assumption that is

, . . . ___ . _ _ _ , - _ _ . - __ _ __..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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1 in that statement of concern, and quite an appropriate state-J332

2 menc of concera. We have had the empirical situation in the

3 airline industry where airline X had problems in the fifties

4 with the Electras, and shut down all the Electras. Gradually

5 over time, as I have seen it, when an airline or an airplane

5 has had a problem, we have had less large shutdowns. It's

7 clear to me that when we had a TMI type accident in the late

8 fifties or early sixties, we might have had a shutdct.n of the

9 total nuclear industry. In the late seventies, you had a TMI,

,

10 and in effect you had an almost shutdown of all of B&W type|

11 reactors, but not all the reactors. And I have wondered

12 about it in the context of the day when we might have a hundred
I

! 13 and fif ty reactors cperatine. Is there a scale questien of

14 the type you are talking about, Tom, but it runs differently.

15 When we have many more reactors operating and many more people

16 are accustomed to having them as neightbors, do we get the

17 same type of regulatory or public response that we are all pro -

18 jecting here, that if there were another TMI, everything would
|

19 shut down. I don't know what the experience is, but it seems

20 to me that it is not inevitable that we have that particular

21 cost, and it is cnly one of the costs.

22 DR. SLOVIC: I think that is a goed point. I think

13 that you have adaptation effects, you have increasing dependence

24 on the technology which will lead to greater tolerance of

25 the risks, and living with this more will lead to different

.- ,- - . _ - _ - _ _ - - . _ _ - _ _ _ _ - . - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ ._
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JB33 pe rceptions . One of the causes of the reaction, say, to the

2 T.vI is the fact that the technology is, to a great extent,

3 viewed as an unknown sort of thing, and this is seen as

4 providing meaningful information about the risks or their con-

5 trol. So you have these forces going in both directions which

6 I think just increases the uncertainty about the impacts.

7 DR. LA PORTE: I would like to add to that because

8 we have thought a lot aeout the air traffic control airline

9 situation, and in thecontext of scale, it seems to me that

i
10 what you've got, on the surface at least, what you have des-

11 cribed, a kind of increased tolerance and the way we say that

12 is with a slightly positive valence to it, sort of an okay-nes s.

13 I think what you have is a sort of ambivalence. As your I

14 dependence en technology grews, as you can't imagine not doing

15 without it because it is there and there are so many people

16 involved, it's sort of a technological imperative, which in

17 a sociological sense seems to grew, that you have a -- two

I8 things happen. In the air traffic control area, you have
,

|

19 great insistence and a considerable conflict when you can't
20 shut it all down. So the DC-10 is a good example. At the

'l same time you have great social investment in trying to make-

19
the damn thing work reliably. We spend two billion dollars--

|

23 a year on air traffic control alone. We have 25,000 air

'4 traffic controllers and 15,000 high-tech technicians in suppor'.-

25 of that system. It is very reliable and we new have a major

. - . . - . - - . _ . .
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I flap over the next generation -- if you watched Sixty Minutes

2 last Sunday -- a big flap ~ over the next generation of auto-

3 mated equipment on board aircraft, so that we are going to make

4 an immense social investment to reduce the sense of anxiety

5 people have about flying. I think it is because people fly in

6 large groups raf;her then small groups. If you look -- one

7 more paragraph here -- if you look at the behavior of general

8 aviation, we kill about 1,500 people a year, just continually

9 in general aviation. We kill a whole lot less than that in

10 commercial. We kill them on the average of about 2.2 persore.

11 per fatal accident in general aviation. So ve perceive it

12 as being much less catastrophic activity, though it is a lot

13 more dangerous with regard to actual numbers. So that the

14 perceived sense of risk had to do, I think, with the notien of

15 increasing numbers in single events.

16 If you put that new in the context c nuclear pcwer,

17 and -- you see, the prcbability of any kind of accident in

18 commercial aviation is terribly low. In fact, given the amount

19 of activity that actually goes on in the system, it is actuall r

20 stunning. I don't know if it is on the order of the sorts of

21 things you are designing, but it is really quite remarkable.

22 But the potential catastrophe that is envisaged by people with

13 regard to other technologies, in this case, nuclear, if it is

24 a lot larger, I' think it will have the same ef fect, that is,

25 you have considerable investment, or it will seem sensible to

- _ . . . _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ . __ ____ ._- --
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1 make the thing and the system, not just the nuclear power

2 plants, but the whole nuclear fuel eyele, at a high level of

3 reliability. I think that, and I guess I am argui,ng or coming

4 at your conclusion from a different set of points of departure ,

5 that insofar as the technology, in this case, nuclear, then the

6 society, by great institutional investment, to make the thing

i 7 work right, as contrasted to other ones where you don' t care

8 if it works so reliably, so the investment, therefore institu-

9 tional and regulatory investment is a lot lower, that this

10 becomes special, at least in that regard, perhaps not unique,

11 but special, and ought to be treated that way. It may not

12 he logically, in some physiolocical sense, different. But it

13 is special.

14 DR. O'DONNELL: The discussion on this issue of risk

15 aversien and whether it should be treated dif ferently, the

| 16 discussion has centered mainly on the public perception reason

l
17 why you might want to make it safer. That is a valid point of

18 discussion. I would like to leave that aside for a minute

19 and explore whether there are any technical, logical reasons

20 aside from public perceptual concerns wherein you would want

21 to build in risk aversion to the goals and to somehow establish

22 a different level of safety for nuclear than non-nuclear. I,

13 myself, can't find any that are very compelling. One would

24 be uncertainties. That is, if in one technology the risks

25 were more uncertain than in another, you might want to build in
i

L
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1 a different le rel of safety er target, and I think that can

'' 2 be argued if you are looking at comparing things, and it

3, might even possibly favor allowing a higher level of risk for

4 nuclear, because in fact the comment has been made many times

5 that although we are uncertain about the effects of radiation

6 on health, we knew far more about those effects than we do

:

| 7 about other effects in terms of chemical hazards. And if

8 uncertainty would argue for conservatism, then that would say

9 we should be more censervative in regulating things like coal

10 power plants than nuclear plants.

11 DR. LA PORTE : That is a curious way of arguing.

12 DR. O'DONNELL: I receat, if uncertainty argues for

13 conse rvatism, then you could make the argument that nuclear

14 power risks are less certain than risks in many other areas.

15 DR. S LoVIC: That is just one aspect of uncertainty,

16 say, the dose-response relationship.
|

17 DR. O ' DONNELL: Yes, but I said you could a-~ue with

18 that. I am saying that I don't see any compell!. g reason

19 to say that uncertainties are in fact greater in nuclear than

20 in other fields.

21 The other aspect would be the large consequence
:

22 low probability aspect of things, which may argue for a greater

23 degree of safety. Again, here, I think you can even make

24 counter-a rguments, particularly if you' re talking about

25 accidents wherein you may harm ten thousand people, but

- - . _ - - . - .. .
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1 the probability is on the order of one per million years. Okay,

2 so that would mean that on an actuarial basis you would expect

3 less than one in a hundred per year. And I think that if you

4 had a technology -- and this concerns the question of scale --

5 if you had a technology such as nuclear power fission reactors

6 that you would say would be a thirty-year lifetime for this
>

7 technology before we get it into transition to some other

8 technology, and probably the maximum number of reactor-years

9 we are going to have with this technology is probably ten

10 thousand, the probability of getting this large accident

11 therefore is, say, one in a hundred. And if you were then

12 to compare this with a very certain risk of killing one hundred

13 people per year with an almost certainty of one, it would

14 screhow argue that the low probability, high consequence risk

15 is somehow less important than the more actua .al certain.

16 levels of risk. So I think those arguments can be turned

17 either way and I don't see, as I said, any compelling technical,

18 1cgical reason for establishing either risk aversion into thes e

19 levels or ft: treating nuclear power differently, because I

20 think you can make arguments on either side of that, and I

21 don't see any firm conclusion.

22 So I think you are left essentially with the issue

23 of public perceptions as a basis for doing something.

24 DR. SLOVIC: Let me elaborate that. I think that

25 there are those who would argue from a logical standpoint

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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I that any nonlinearity in your function is either risk aversion

2 or conservatism, leads to an allocation of resources such that
1

3 you end up killing more pecple, on an expected value basis,

4 so there is another argument for this sort of no risk aversion

5 approach. In an expectation sense, that will maximi =e the number

6 of lives saved or minimize the number of lives icst.

7 DR. OKRENT: In an ethical sense.

8 DR. SLOVIC: And that raises an ethical issue.

9 DR. LA PORTE: Just a point of information, what

10 does it mean when you say risk aversion? You both use it as'

i

11 if we all understood what that meant, and I think ycu may be

12 using it differently.

13 DR. SLOVIC: What I mean by it is treating an

14 accident that takes a hundred lives as more than ten times

15 worse than an accident that takes tenlives , sort of an expo-

1 16 nentially-increasing function of seriousness as a function of

17 scme measure of cost.

18 DR. PERRCW: Or losing a hundred dollars ten times.

I

j 19 DR. PAGE: I think we are mixing up the number of
i

20 concepts here. It seems to me, first of all, the concept of

| 21 risk aversion is well defined in econcmic literature, the

22 Morganstern kind of stuff. It basically means that people

23 do not accept actuarily fair gambles, depending on the structure

24 of the probabilities. And the sort of intellectual basis of

1 25 risk aversien in the economic literature is based en essentially
1

_- - _ _ _ . - - . . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ -- ___ __ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ . -_ _ - _ , - _ .
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1 positive, in other cwrds, descriptive ideas of how people

2 actually value things, what their preference structures look

3 like in fact, in terms of how they behave. It may be that

4 when we talk about risk aversion we mix up the idea of how

5 people actually behave towards gambles in their own lives.

6 The evidence goes both ways here. Mix up that with notions of
,

(
i 7 equity. The reason why a lot of people argue for conservatism

8 with respect to nuclear power is because they are concerned

9 about imposing risks on other people, and the smaller the

10 risk and the larger the number of other people, the more the;

i
11 distributional consequence becomes important. The greater

! 12 the irreversibility, the more you are imposing risks on other

1

13 people, because you are imposing the risks further out into the

14 future. This gets mixed up again with the economic with the

15 econcmic notion of irreversibility which has to do with the

16 use of information, where if you lock yourself into a decision

17 today which imposes a risk now and for forty years, because ye a

|

| 18 have designed a plant this way rather than that way, and then

| 19 the consequence of the accident might be centuries long, whate ve r ,

1
20 that you have frozen the kind of information that you may be

21 able to make use of later, so if you assume that you are living

22 in an inviren=ent where it is possible to make sequential i
;

23 decisions and it is possible to make use of information that
<

24 ccmes later on, rather than new, then in an expected value

25 sense, you will do well to preserve options over an above

1
,

. _ , . , _ , , . . . , , . . _ . . - . ~ . _ . . . _ _ _ . . ~ . , - - _ . ..- ..-. ,. _ _ . - . _ _ . , _ _ .- - . . - - - - . - - -w- "'---
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2 existence of the validity of information flow coming on line

3 later. So that is a notien of risk aversion that is not real

4 risk aversion, in the sense that it does not depart from

5 expected value calculations.' Yet it has a lot of the quali-

6 ties of risk aversion in it. There is a whole literature on

7 risk aversion of that form.

8 DR. O' DONNELL: I was attempting to make a partition

9 to find out -- I recognized the public perceptions that people ,

10 if you give him choices, wilt. choose something that will not
.

always make what would be, let's say, mathematically or11

12 technically what you might consider to be a sound decision.

13 What I was trying to say, okay, we recognize that.

14 Are there any other reasons, other than things that are mixed

! 15 uo with public perception that argue for risk aversion or

16 for treating nuclear power differently. I haven't been able

| 17 to identify any, and I was just wondering if anyone else has?

18 DR. PAGE : Okay, it seems to me that things that

19 I touched on are directly related.

20 DR. PERROW: I disagree with that. *

| 21 DR. O'DONNELL: You are talking about public

22 perception, and I recognize that.
|

23 DR.PAGE : No, I am talking about the way in which

24 distributional considerations enter upon what operationally

25 becomes risk aversion behavior on the part of present

|
- .. - . . . ._ _ ._ _ -_ - .. _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _- . _ _
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J341 1 decision makers, the way that irreversibility does as well,

2 even though it is not technically risk aversion, it has the

3 same flavor, it has the same consequence in the way we set up

4 our decision procedures. And then there is the sort of

5 standard version of risk aversion, which Paul and you touched

"

6 upon, which is the greater salience of large njmbers that are

7 involved in acs idents.

8 DR. LA PORTE : There are two kinds of risk. The

9 first one is the first one that you talked about, it really

10 is a cencern for economic risk and economic operations in

11 the future as contrasted to sort of behavioral respense to

12 experience.

!

13 DR. O'DONNELL: But dces that f avor risk aversien

14 in the sense that it has been used in this report? That is,

15 putting a penalty on low probability, high consequence things?

16 DR. PAGE: If we define risk aversion as a preference

17 of decisien makers to take -- okay, if you have two actuarially

18 f air ga=bles , and one which has a lower probability of occur-

19 ence and high consequence, the decisien maker ranks that

20 worse than the secend one. Thr.t is sort of the standard defi-

21 nition of risk aversien.
1

33
DR. O ' DONNELL: If he dces. Is there any reascn he--

13 would autcmatically do that?

24 DR. PAGE: I'll give you three reascns.

15 DR. LA PORTE : Well, the one that I find =ost

- - , . - - .-- - _ .- _ - -
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2 irreversibility. The degree to which, as I understand it,

3 the consequences of icsing the het are irreversible constrain

4 the future, reduce the number of optiens one can pick up in

5 the future, as contrasted to an optien that did not do that.

6 You would take the one that mair.tains the future eption.

7 DR. CCCHRAN: I think ycu need to be careful, or we

8 need to be careful when we threw around the word public

9 perceptien when the process see=s to incorporate the issues

10 that you raise, as cpposed to being quite separate. Or unless

11 you are using the idea of public perceptien = caning irraticna-

12 lity on the part of the public.

13 DR. pERRow: I think Ed's use of public perceptien

i 14 creet in. It has to creep in.

[

| 15 DR. O'DcNNELL: I recognize that there are public
,

|

| 16 perception reascns --
|

17 DR. PERROW: When youtalk abcut uncertainty, you, irJ

18 a sense, brought in public perception, just like he was bring-

19 ing it in, because you said if we don't know the censequences

20 of scmething, it is worse than if we do knew the consequences

21 of secething. Who is the "we"? It's got to be the public.

22 So when he is talking about risk aversien, he is bringing in

13 the same sense. I think your criteria is similar. It's a

24 gecd point. Public perception is one thing. Let's talk abcut

25 other technical kinds of things, but you cannot sever the twc
|

|

|

._ .-_ _ . . . _ - . _ , . _ , , . _ _, , - _ . _ ___ _ _ . , _ _ . . _ . . . ,
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1 completely, as you have, or I could bring back the same thing

3 and also in your low consequence, law probability thing you

JB43 3 have, in effect, perceptions in that. We perceive risks. We

4 have to talk about perception. So I don't think that is

5 part of the argument.

6 DR. O ' DONNELL: I am saying, and maybe it is just

:

7 theoretical, but if you were able to calculate these un-

8 certainties, and these probabilities, and could then make de-

9 cisions based on those mathematical models, is there something

10 that would lead you towards the risk aversion concept?

11 DR. PERROW: I would disagree with your argument

12 because that is like saying I am much more sure what is going

13 to happen to me if I get hit by a thirty-eight caliber bullet

14 than a twenty-two caliber bullet. Therefore I favor the

15 thirty-eight because there is less certainty. I think ulti-

~ 16 mately that is what the argument gces to.

17 DR. O' DONNELL: But you could calculate what the :

,

18 probability is of dying from getting hit by a twenty-two or

19 a thirty-eight.

20 DR. MAC LEAN: Look, I think there are some very

21 different rationales for risk aversion being offered here.

22 One is the types of reason Toby was giving, have to do with

23 nature of the consequences, where the utility we want to

24 assign to a censequence differ frem the value in the expected

25 value sense, because there is something in the nature of

- . - _ . _ - - - - . _ _ - . .__ .- _ _ __ _ _.. _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ . _ _ _ _ - _ . ._. __
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1 various kinds of consequences that would lead us to be risk

2 averse about those consequences. The other is where the
4

3 probabilities are uncertain, and that could lead us, depending

4 on what your philosophical commitment is to the nature of

5 probabilities, where your degree of confidence in the probabi-

6 lity assignment is lower, and that could lead you to become
t

7 risk averse also. These are very different justifications.

8 New what you are saying is where we can get better

9 confidence about the probability assignment, should that lead

10 us to be less risk averse? Well, yes, if the reason we were

11 risk averse is because the probability assignment was one that

12 we did not have confidence in, but no if the reascn we were

13 risk averse was not because of uncertainty about the probabiliby

14 assignment, but because of sc=ething in the nature of the

15 consequence.
_

16
' DR; COCHRAN: ' I want to throw in another reason

17 that I think may be more important than the ones mentioned,

18 although you could subsume it in the definition. That is,

19 people are risk averse because they don't trust the techno-

20 crats who are cranking these numbers out.

21 DR. MAC LEAN: That is no theoretically inelegant.

22 DR. LA PORTE : And so true.

23 DR. PERacW: That's why I understcod it so quickly.

24 DR. COCHRAN: The best example is that the public

25 - at TMI won't let them put the water into the Susquehanna

_ . _ _ ~ - _ - . . _ - _ . . . . _ , . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . - _ ____ _
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JB45 1 regardless of how good the cleanup is. It is irrelevant what

2 numbers you do and it extends from, I think, a lack of trust#

3, of the utility and the regulators. It gets back, and I am

4 weaving in my issue into yours, which was the ethical issue

5 that has to be addressed in all this, what are you going ho

6 do about the process in terms of improving it in order to get

7 better public trust in the process, and therefore more likely

8 higher public acceptance if you want to continue to license

9 these things.

10 DR. PERROW: I just think there can be no doubt

11 about that. That has been made so clear, not just from TMI,

'2 but from long time.

13 DR. COCHRAN: It doesn't make a lot of sense to me,

14 other than it is entertaining to sit around here and discuss

_ 15 what these goals are, when the Commissioners are up there on

16 the Hill advocating speeding up licensing. I mean, it is

17 really a sham, what is going on. We are pretending the pro-

13 cess is working and that this As somehow an improvement over

19 the status quo, and it is really ignoring the central issue,

20 and if we wanted to really impact on the process we ought to

21 be talking about goals and behavior of the institutions and

22 the goals and behavior of the Commissioners and the choice

13 of Commissioners, choice of ACRS members and so forth.

24 DR. SLOVIC: I want to avoid that question. I thinh

25 it is really inportant but --

. . _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ . - _ _ .- _ _-
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2 DR. SLOVIC: But it seems to me that the discussion

3 of risk aversion is relevant and I would like to get some sort

4 of semblance of closure out of what we have so far.

5 DR. PERROW: His point about risk aversion ir right
P

'

6 on target.

7 DR. SLOVIC: I agree that it is relevant, but it

8 is worth discussion at perhaps another point.

9 DR. COCHRAN: People won't react -- the only way

10 they won't react is if they think they are safe.

11 DR. SLOVIC: That relates to my point as well. That;

12 is why they will react to a TMI because they see it as evi-

13 dance of a technology that is out of control, that is mis-

14 managed --

15 DR. COCHRAN: And they don't believe you.

16 DR. S LOVIC: -- and as a result there is a tremendous

17 and very costly social response, and what I'm saying is that

18 it is relevant to the target goals that you set. You want to
i

19 prevent that from happening. You don' t want these sorts of

| 20 events.

21 DR. OKRENT: Can I ask Toby if he would summarize

22 in plain English what he thinks are the important risk aver-

23 sion points? And my next question will be, does he see a way

24 of incorporating them into some kind of quantitative safety

15 goals? Let me see if I can have you restate that, please?

- - _ . - .. . _ _ - . .- - __ _ _ - .. . - . - _ . - - - .
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JB47 1 DR. PAGE: Okay. I hate to sort of duck the issue

2 completely but I was sort of interested in what Paul said,

3 that your for=ulatien of alpha equals 1.2 is just not going

4 to work -- I was just interested in hearing what you were

5 going to say.

6 But to respond just a little bit --

7 DR. OKRENT: I was going to ask him that next on

8 the list.

9 DR. PAGE: Okay, but to respond just a little bit,

10 what I wanted to say is that there are some formal reasons for

11 this, some informal ways of thinking about risk aversion that

12 are in the literature, that depend on different bases. One

13 depends en the base of locking at an individual as his own

14 decision maker and hev he behaves in the gambles, and that is

15 basically a positive theory.

16 DR. LA PORTE : What do you mean by that?

17 DR. PAGE: It is a causMdve theory means that it is
.

|
I 18 purely descriptive. This is the way people behave. It is

19 not the way they should behave.

20 Then the problem beccces harder when you worry about
1

l 21 it the way economists worry about it, the problem becomes
(

22 harder when I have to add up my personal risk aversion and

23 your personal risk aversion. It is defined individual by

24 individual, but then there is a big aggregation problem, and

25 that is similar to the other interest problems that we have
.

i

- . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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toworryaboutthatdon'thavetodowithriskaversion[just| 1

2 different interests. The way that it becomes sort of deeper,

3 that Doug would be worried about it, is it is not what people

4 de believe and how you get institutions to incorporate what

5 they do believe in some sort of great optimal way or potential

6 optimal way, which means trying to make some people better off

7 without making other people worse off, but if we start

8 worrying about what they ought to believe, then you open this

9 whole philosophical discussion on a very different level, and!
!

10 I think that what passes for a lot of- discussion of risk

.

aversion is concern over how peoplet ought to think about im-11

f
12 posing risks from cne agent to the next, and that is why the|

|
13 large numbers problem is a big, i=cortant prcblem, and that is

14 why the irreversibility problem is a big, important problem.

15 It just happens that the irreversibility problem

16 is important in the economic literature for a totally other

17 reason, which jas to do with the cost and use of information,

18 and you can sort of see intuitively that if you know more

19 about making decisions tomorrow than you do today, then you

20 want to present a more open opportunity set tomorrow to ex-

21 ploit the information better. So under an expected value

22 criterion, which we just agreed was not the criterion that

23 defines risk aversion, it is departures from accepting

24 actuarily clear bets that define what you mean by risk

25 aversion. But when we take into account the use of later

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .__ _ .. _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ ... _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ - - _ _-
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2 that looks like it is risk averse, but it is not risk averse

3 in that sense.

4 I think what it all boils down to, and I think becomes

5 more for the purview of this comm!.hten, the way I view it, is'

6 that the fundamental problem is not whether alpha should be

7 1.2 or whether we should have se:ae other formal way of taking

3 these numbers into account and slightly bending a bit to look

9 at larger scale kinds of accidents, but that people behave as

10 though they are risk averse because they don't trust the

11 experts ' judgments. I look upon it sort of the way Tom looks

12 upon it. To the extent that we can build a performance

13 as surance , so that people sort of make predictions and the

14 predictions come true, and there are safety requirements and

15 they are met, and we don't see the kind of slope we saw in

16 Three Mile Island, I would say that one of the main reasons

17 Three Mile Island became politically so explosive was not

18
because of the accident, but because of the perception that

19 people were lying, and that it was being mismanaged on that

20 level.

21 DR. STAVIC: I would like to comment on that. I

12 think that what it boils down to is the notion that there migh t

13 be an accident like Three Mile Island that ccmes off improving

24 people's confidence. Again, this .s a probablistic question,

15 but my guess is that any time you have a major, low probability
1

- . . - - - - _- - -. -
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1 but major in its import, and it is covered very closely bf"

2 the media, it will come off in a way that makes the managers

3 'who were responsible look as though they weren't doing their

4 job properly. Now that is an assertion. You may disagree with

5 it and it is probably not always going to be the case, but

6 the feeling of the notion that you can have a well-managed

7 type of accident like that, I am suspicious of.

|

8 DR. MAC LEAN: I think we j us t had one , didn ' t we ,

9 a few days ago? The performance of the Secret Service was

10 exemplary.

11 DR. SLOVIC: But they tried to make it -- the media

12 tried --

13 DR. OKRENT: I am surprised at the statement. If ,i

14 anything I would say it was not exemplary in that they per-

15 mitted the event.

16 DR. LA PORTE: But what the media tried to do is
:

17 do exactly what Paul suggested, and they had an answer for it.

18 DR. COCHRAN: In the case of TMI, the person in the

19 press who was identified for his exemplary performance was

20 Harold Denton, the man responsible for allowing it to happen.

21 And yet, after it happened, he went there and performed

22 admirably and got an award for his great behavior and so

23 forth, and yet he was the head of the regulatory arm.

24 DR. SLOVIC: I want to address David's question.

25 DR. CKRENT: Can I counter that. I don't see

__ _ _ . _ _ - _ , , , _ _ _ . . _ . , ___ .._. _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ . _ _ _ _ ._ _
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1 Toby, in fact, I still don't have really a clear picture, I

2 must confess,.of how you are defining risk aversion, other

3 than the economic one on the bet. That on I understand and

4 in fact there is a somewhat equivalent one, I think, in the

5 area -- it's not the same -- but on society's reaction to large

6 events. Possibly. Certainly people don't take fear bets and

7 they may not do the same on accidents. But at the moment I

8 can't see how to incorporate what you are saying into some

9 kind of approach, and so I guess I should ask the second

10 question. Do you have something specific to reccmmend that

11 NRC should be doing, either in qualitative or in quantitative

12 safety goals, or rules or policy -- take your choice.

13 DR. CHARNOFF; When you open it up that way, David,

14 then you tend to be a lot more responsive than when you say

15 how do we do it with a numerical constant.

16 DR. OKRENT: No -- should they do something with
;

17 regard to risk aversion? If so, what do you recommend?

18 DR. PAGE: Basically, the line that I am thinking

19 towards --

20 DR. OKRENT: Because I am not an advocate of the
1

21 1.2. We put something in here so it would be on the table.

22 DR. COCHRAN: Between 1.1 and 1.27

23 DR. OKRENT: No. If we had not mentioned risk

24 aversien at all, in fact, it might never have been a point of

25 discussion.

- _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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2 concern of risk aversion that have different bases, and it

3 can be looked upon in terms of a purely technical problem

4 the way I was doing originally, or it can be looked upon as

5 a legitimization problem -- how you trust the experts. Does

6 the system perform?

7 To the extent that the plants are managed in such a

8 way, decisions are made in such a way that people can keep sco re

9 and see who is doing well and who is doing badly, and the

10 people who are doing well and doing badly get rewarded and

11 punished, scme sort of liability, and it's working, then

| 12 I think this problem of risk aversion will become less im-

13 portant. Certainly it won't matter if alpha equals 1.1 or

14 1.3 in the same way that these distributional considerations

15 become less important.

16 DR. SLOVIC: What are you talking about in the

17 way of adaptaien?

18 DR. PAGE: You mean building performance checks?

19 DR. S LOVIC: Yes, which leads over time to scme

| 20 dif ferent view about risk aversien.
|

| 21 DR. COCHRAN: I like this discussion because it

22 is leading into my issue. What it's doing is tabling the

13 idea of tryinc to define a better model, a better formula,

24 a different formula, and instead focusing on hew does one

| 25 create a process that instills competence and acceptance and

|

|

|
- ._ . - _ . . . . - - _ . . - - _ - - -. -__- _- _ -_ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ ..
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1 so forth.

2 DR. PAGE: Not only corpetence but actual perform-

3 ance. My view is that if nobody isserutinizing these people
,

4 who are making the risk estimates, and there is no post hoc,
i

5 af ter the fact test of it, it is still likely to be done badly ,

6 DR. CHARNOFF: It seems to me, just an cbservation

7 first, that certainly things like remote siting are related to
:

8 risk aversien. In a sense it is not quantitative, but I am'

9 curious on how you have considered, in terms of your concern

10 with the large accident aversion, how certain things are

11 factored into your mind in that regard with respect to the

12 kinds of statements that Levinson and others have made with

13 regard to the prebability that perhaps the accidents are not

14 going to be nearly as large as people postulate. How does

15 that enter into your calculus?

16 DR. OKRENT: Well, let's see. If one looks --

| 17 DR. CHARNOFF: You are familiar with that statement?
l

18 DR. OKRENT: Yes, I am f amiliar with that. If one

19 looks at the approach described in the NUREG, again one would

20 calculate expected values and compare them against the goals,

21 and if in fact people had decided that the expected value was

22 larger or smaller, that is what they would get. So if in fact

23 this risk certification panel er whoever it is were persuaded

24 that the expected value was smaller because of the points

25 raised by Levinson, Stratton and so forth, here would be such
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2 thought there were other sequences that remained an important

3 contributor in this that would change the overall total signi-

4 ficantly, then that would be the result. So, while I am

5 talking about this, maybe it would help to give a couole min-

6 utes of background and make a couple of points.

7 I believe in fact within society there is an aspect

8 of risk aversion that relates directly to the point first

9 raised by Paul, which is this questien of aversien to big

10 numbers, and I happen to have run across recently an article

11 in Science and Public Policy, October 1980, by a man nared

12 Sudeliff, and he quotes in fact the provincial government of

13 Greenigen in Holland that is adooting an interesting sliding

14 scale, in which accidents capable of causine ten deaths thought

15 to have a probability of not exceeding one in ten thousand,

16 over a hundred deaths not exceeding one in one hundred thousand,

17 and that is a linear scale so far, and of a thousand deaths,

18 complete unacceotability. So they were unwilling, at least

19 in this consideration, and it had to do not with reactors

20 but with chemicals, hazardous chemicals in fact, explosions

21 and so forth, they in fact had an expected value approach and

22 then a cutof f, rather than some other --

23 DR. CHARNOFF: Is that some form of legislation?

24 DR. OKRENT: In fact what is at issue there is

25 probablistic stuff showing decreasing probabilities of

_- _ _ _ - - - - - - - .- - ___ ~. . - .
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'

2 Arguing that these are suf ficiently small that their expected

3 value is either small or just sufficiently low probability that

4 you don't have to consider it, and the town council wants

5 to have something like this. I don't think it has been resolved

|
6 because in fact in the end I suspect the federsi government will

7 have to get into it. I want to point out, in fact here is

3 ene example of it being an actual issue, and that was the

9 aspect of risk aversion that we tried to talk about. There

10 have been papers that have been published that suggest that
|

11 society acts this way, but that they do want safety to be much

12 greater if you can have many more people killed at one tire,
i u

f
13 and we have done other studies that you can arrive at sort of

14 illogical eenclusions if you go blindly down this path. For
,

I

| 15 example, you take an alpha of 2.0 and you find that we would

- 16 never permit certain things that we have going on in this

17 country. There just could not be a low enough probability of

18 the event.

19 DR. PERROW: What's your point?

20 DR. OKRINT: One point is that there is this aspect

21 of risk aversion. That was the one that we tried to call up.

|

22 New let me indicate in fact how it relates to some of the

23 other things we were talking about. We were talking about

24 siting, and remote siting and so forth -- in fact if you put

15 in sore kind of a coefficient into your calculation of

-. - _ _ . .. -- . - - - - - -. ._ _ - . _-
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2 you provide an incentive to remote siting.

3 DR. PAGE: Sure.

4 DR. OKRENT: Okay? In fact that is one of the

5 reasons it is in here, although it does not rule out the

6 Commission from separately adopting a position. But this*

7 nevertheless moves the man. If he has a choice of two sites,

8 he now has an incentive towards remote siting because of seme

9 kind of a risk aversion factor, and that is one of the principal

10 reasons why I, for one, felt it was worth putting one in. I'

11 cannot in any way d efend the 1.2. What I know is that it is

| 12 no so big that it is ridiculous. That is the only way -- let

13 me just stop at that point.

,

14 By the way, the uncertainty, the effort to cover|
i

15 uncertainty is picked up in the expected value. I hcpe you

- 16 understand that. In other words, if there are big uncertainties

17 the expected value gets larger in principle.

18 DR. PAGE: Is that true? Basically, we are sort of

19 wondering how firmly held is this idea?

20 DR. OKRENT: If you are doing a calculation, if your

| 21 best estimate is like 10-4, and there is a factor of ten
!

| 22 either way, your expected value is going to be -- suppose you

23 assumed a uniform -- all probabilities are equally probable,

then vou would be weichted heavily dcwn to the 10-324
|

25 DR. PAGE: Why wouldn't you just have this expected

1

- . - _ . . - - - _ . . ._ - _ _
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2 rates, since it is a linear function? The expected value is

3 a linear function, so whatever you have as a probability

4 estimate, it will be translated into what you have as an

5 expected value.

6 DR. OKRENT: What I am saying is I think you will

7 find that if your uncertainty swings a factor of ten each

8 way, and I mean a factor of ten --

9 DR. COCHRAN: Let's say from one to ten.

10 DR. OKRENT: No. In other words, if it is 10-4

11 and your --

12 DR. PAGE: 10-5 to 10-37

13 DR. OKRENT : Then you will find an expected value

-3
14 that is down to the 10 area.

15 DR. PAGE: Well, it will have the same range as

16 the uncertainty estimate.

17 DR. LA PORTE: I guess I am really puzzled abcut what
,

18 one does with the sort of work that David and his group have

19 been doing. I have been listening to try to understand. It

20 has been helpful to go through that, to hear what you have

21 been saying, because I was puzzled about it. I am quite

22 willing to start with your values. You have a ratioiale for

23 those values. You know, your criteria, your goals. And why

24 not? There is sort of a reasoned quality to it, but it seems

25 to me to evaluate their utility in this process , you have to

. _ - . -- .__ . _ _ - _ . - ._. __ _ _ _ _ _ ____ __
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1 say something more about, considerably more, than an evalua- )

1

2 tion 'f the logical basis from which those are derived, and |

3 the empirical material you had to do this, developine a
|

4 robability statement and so forth about ef fects. That has
.

l
5 to do with whether, .if you had them at that level, what do,

6 they mean for implementing? Can you begin to approach them?

7 What would it take in operational terms to -- reactor opera-

8 tions and so forth -- to :ccually appraach them so that later

9 on you could verify whether you had or not?

10 I mean, there is a history of forty to a hundred

11 years before us to which these could ultimately be applied,

12 presumably if they were to be instituted. Now I would like

13 ask that at lunch, and it's almost that time, that we ask the

14 question, what does it mean -- and I don't really care what

i 15 number you choos, a number, and it could be varied by a factor
!

16 of ten -- and that is, ask the question, well, when you try to

17 implement them, does it turn out to be a sensible thing to try

18 to do?

19 DR. SLOVIC: Okay, but that interacts with the

20 number.
I

21 DR.LA PORTE: I know it does, but then you begin
!

I 22 to say, well, how much could you relax the number, or wculd

13 you have to relax the number, or would you have to relax the

24 number to meet them? And did you want to 67 that? Because

25 richt now, we are acting as though -- and that's why J asked

- - _ . . . _ _ - . - - _ - _ . _ - _ _ --. -_- . - _ . -- ._. . - .
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1 those questions yesterday -- that you assume they can be done.

2 You are not an unreasonable person. And what is back there

3 in your head that says these can be done frem an cper,ational,

4 from my point of view, an institutional point of view? What

5 does that lead onto society so that they will be ret?

6 DR. S LOVIC: Ed and Doug have had their har.2s up for

7 a while, but there was a question that David raised to Toby
.

8 which I don't think was answered, and I would like ec cc==ent

9 on it. It has to do with what is the implication of this?

10 First of all, several of us have been critiquing this notion

11 of risk eversion, and I think it is unresolved. Where does

12 this lead? What is the implication for this- decurent? I don't

13 pretend to have the answer for it, but I have one sort of

14 rough answer. My view is that this notion that ycu were

15 referrine to this other study where your criteria varies

16 with the number of deaths, that to get at the .medeling issue,

17 it is sc=ewhat analagous to the view of what we were talking
;

18 about with genetic ef fects and the surrogate issue. Here

19 you are using this very simple functional relacionship as a

20 model for what I see as a very complex impact crocess, that

21 has really significant costs to it. And I feel that the

22 costs cannot be predicted very well by the kinds of expected

23 things , by this model. For example, you would never predict

24 the impact of Three Mile Island on the basis of this aloha of

15 1.2. Three . vile Island may be equivalent to an alpha of 10 or
1

__. ._ . _ - - _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . .
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1 something, and of course you point out that if you had alpha

>

2 of 10, it would lead to a lot of other things that we feel.

3 are absurd. So it seems to be like a paradox here, and I
,

4 guess I am saying that I don't think the Three Mile Island

5 response -- I think it is understandable in light of the

6 very specific qualities of nuclear power in this day and age.

7 The trust problem, the uncertainties and so forth. This is

8 likely to be a changing thing over time, as has been pointed

9 out. It is not likely that you will get the same response if

10 we have another Three Mile Island today. It may or may not
i

11 lead to the same response. If you had another one next week

12 maybe there would be a damping out of it. But what I am

13 saying is that the process is very complicated, there is a lot

14 of uncertainy to it and yet I think it is relevant to the

15 kinds of goals that are set.

16 Finally, just one handle on it might be to say that
|

17 if there is a high enough probability that these so-called

18 small accidents will have social costs of tens or hundreds

| 19 cf billions of dollars, you might want to adopt as a criterien

20 the kind of thing that we set standards auch that there will

21 not be another TMI-like event in this century. The cost to

22 the industry and to society would be so great that those

23 sorts of economics would argue to have that as a goal.

24 MR. COCHRAN : T'. tat is a more understandable one.

25 DR. ? AGE: Isn't that sort of what Kemeny was trying

--. . --. . - , . _ , - - _ - - . _. - _ . _ . . - - _ - -. - - _ __ ___ ___ _
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2 DR. OKRENT: I don't know what it means to say there

3 will not be another one.

4 DR. SLOVIC: You can couch it in terms of return

5 frequencies which are functions of probability.

6 DR. OKRENT: Because as I think I mentioned around
(

7 here, the dikes were designed for the five hundred year floodi

8 and it occurred sooner.

9 DR. SLOVIC: It would have to be on a probability

10 basis.

11 DR. MAC LEAN: I would like to make two ccmments

12 on David's question, and I hope they respond to David's

13 question to Toby. The first is sort of contentious. If you

14 think -- when you pointed out, with the large number problem,

15 that if you build an increasing degree of risk aversion you

16 might get the problem where, if the numbers are large enough,

17 there is no probability small enough, a nd then you have some

18 formal problems for a model. If you don' t have that, you have

19 formal problems , too. You get real formal paradoxes if you

20 just have expected value and no degree of risk aversion. These

21 have been known since the last century, but that is the con-

22 tentious comment.

23 DR. OKRENT: I accept that. We didn't know what

24 was a good model for risk aversion. We chose not to neglect

25 it. Okay?

|

!

_ _ _ . - _ _ _ . _ _. . _ _ _ - - _ - _ . .- -_ . - _ _ . . --
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j 2 Toby the types of different kinds of consequences that you
!

i 3 want to assign risk aversion to, how can you build that into

4 the model, I, myself, am very pessimistic that you could ever

5 do that in anything other than a totally ad hoc way. That

6 might be what you want to resort to. And that is because

7 the consequences that seem to trigger risk aversion in people,

| 3 so far as I can see, differ, are identified in purely quali-

9 tative ways. Some risks people jdst don't think are worth
|

10 taking, in ways that vary independently from the amount of

i 11 the risk. Hell's Angels vill ride around without their motor-

l
12 cycles, but you don't --,

13 DR. CCCERAN: Hats,

14 DR. MAC LEAN: Without their hats on, but you don't
i

!

15 see them driving down to Three Mile Island to breathe the

- 16 air. It is just some risks people don't think worth taking,

17 and I feel you have to pick those out, and I don't see anything

18 other than a qualitative way to pick those out. Then you

19 might assign a risk aversion: number to each one you can identi-

20 fy. That is one of the real problems. You are going to have

21 to resort to this ad hocery, especially in this area.

22 DR. O' DONNELL: I think the point Tem raised, that

13 people are risk averse probably because they don't trust the

24 experts. Putting a factor of 1.2 -- an equation does not

25 change that. It is irrelevant.

-._ . .. - -_ . - _ - _ _ - .-_ - - - - . . ._. . . _ .
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1 DR. OKRENT: I said what I think it does. One thing

2 it does is provide some incentive for moving away frcm --

3 DR. LA PORTE: Well, for whatever reduces the number.

4 DR. OKRENT: Or from rescuces that would be very

5 expensive, or so forth. It gives some incentive.

6 DR. CHARNOFF: But it is almost like what I think

7 Tom rentioned yesterday, the concept of defense in deeth might

8 be sorething people understand, just as remote riting or sc-.
I

9 other qualitative statement to deal with that big risk-iw

10 scrething that is far more understandable. And accescan2ei -

11 DR. OKRENT: Not to me, unfortunately. I know what

12 is in the defense in death thing and in fact it does not serve

13 the purpose.

14 DR. COCHRAN: Separate the methodology frcm the

15 empirical application.

16 DR. O' DON'TELL:- You have illumina'ted the reasoning-

17 behind the 1. 2 --

18 DR. OKRENT: Well, it's one reason.

19 DR. O ' DONNELL : You indicated it was really to get

20 to a determinative, that is, remote siting.

21 DR. OKRENT: No, I said this provides an incentive.

22 By the way, it is not easy to put incentives in here. Also,

23 and I have said this earlier, I think, in fact, society does

24 tend to be risk averse in the same way the Dutch alderren, or

25 whatever they are, are and in fact they would prefer not to
1

1

. . - . . .. _. . - - . _ _ _ . _ .. . _ - _ -.- _ . _ _
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1 have these large acci, dents even though they give the sar

2 expected value. They would prefer to see their frequency re-

3 duced. So I think in fact it is reasonable to build in what

f 4 I call modest risk aversion in some way, to large events. In

5 fact this is not to say that there is not a very big penalty

6 currently associated with events that are very expensive to

7 clean up, but may not have pesed any substantive public risk.

8 I don't think it is an either/or situation. I think you have

9 to decide in your mind, do you do sorething with regard to

10 events which might have large consequences. There is a sepa-

(

11 rate question: what do you do about events that we would call

12 our first hazard state. Our first ha ard state -- I think if

:

13 I followed Paul's Iocic I would rake the probability of that'

14 first hazard state sraller by a factor of a hundred or scre-

15 thing like this. But it would not necessarily change what

16 I did with regard to limiti5.g ~1arge events. I would have to

17 address that question separately.

18 DR. S LOVIC: I would like to close the session and

19 invite you back at one-thirty.
|

20 DR. CHARNOFF: I was going to sugcest that we have

21 a little experiment this af ternoon to deal with Tom's concern

22 about trust. I was coing to sucgest that we go out on the

23 street and bring twenty people in to sit here this af ternoon

24 and listen to this discussion and decide whether they have more

25 or less confidence in the process.

.

-y s.-- - - - - , - - , - , , -,- ,- - ---
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1 DR. SLOVIC: I think the NRC is going to do scmetninct

2 like that in a month or two, so I would ra'ther leave it to

3 them.

4 DR. LA PORTE: New we could leave right new, but I

5 am interested in the fact that the thing that you chose to say

6 were at risk was essentially the public health and safety, and

i 7 the social impact, did not include the risks to institutions.

8 It didn't really say, what if we wreck our institutions?

9 Could we say that some technologies put them at risk? I'll

10 say some mere about that after lunch.

11 AR. 02CF?ag; What do you mean about instituticns?
,

12 DR. LA PORTE: Confidence in the process.

13 DR. CV.CC : I:s the family?
,

14 DR. LA PO RTE - No , I didn' t mean that really, I meant

15 in terms cf governgental influence.

16 DR. OKRENT: That is certainly not in here.

17 DR. LA PORTE: No, it's not. If it turns out in this

!
18 area that the major safety coals should be to enhance the

19 public confidence in the instituticns involved, it would be

20 quite important.

Ej 21 DR. SLOVIC: Let's talk about this af ter lunch.
5

j ! 22 (Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., a recess was taken until

5
'

3 23 1: 00 p.m. the sare day.)

24

25

(
!
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2 CHAIRMAN SLOVIC (presiding) : I'd like to begin again ,

3 I don' t really want to linger on this risk aversion thing, but

4 I'd like to just mention another facet of the issue that came
_

5 up during lanch in a discussion with David, and that is, it

6 seems to be tied into what one sees as the responsibility, sa y,

7 of an agency like the NRC, that is, sort of a definition of

8 wha t it is to protect the health and safety of the public. How

9 broad is that mandate? What is included in that? If you take

10 a relatively narrow view and start looking at the traditional

11 :ypes of health ef fects and health consecuences, maybe some of

12 thea: :an :arns about r s:: aversion aren 't as serious and maybe

13 chi a a;proach is more reasonable. If you take a broader view,

14 looking at the secondary and higher order of costs and those

15 sorts of things, then I think there's slot of concerns that can

16 he ra is ed , so perhaps there is a fairly important issue to be

17 decided that is relevant to these goals as to what is the

18 =andate of the Agency?

19 32. CoCHRA:!: Le: me see if I can reframe that. Are

20 you suggescing that, on the one hand, the Commission saould loc':
!

21 at itself as sort of ist prima donas who have been told by the

ns
dictator cha: they ara :=sjonsible for insuring public safee;--

23 as op;osed to the five conmissioners seeing themselves as

24 acting "in the public's interes: on behalf of the public to

25 133ure __.-

.
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L2 1 CHAI2fiA:i SLOVIC: :To , !?t's ar; acting in the public' s

2 interes: to insure the public health and safety.

3 32. COCH2A !: What are meaning the public?
.

4 CHAI2!Ali SLOVIC: Mell, how broadly do you construe

5 health and safety? To what extent to you bring in higher

6 economic costs into that? Obviously those things will impact

7 health an.1 safety at some level.

8 3R. PAGC: Well, why would you argue on principle?

9 C:IAI:tuti SLOVIC: Well, ma'rbe David can rephrase this .,

10 3a. OKar.;;: itell, all right. Let me pu: it in a

11 differen way and maybe in a specifi: way. Paul was suggesting

12 Ona: in considering risk aversion one should think about the

13 large costs due, not only to .tirect effect, but seconiary ef f ec ts

14 as a accilent, like Three : tile Island, and one should therefore

15 if, in fact, :his was part of your concern, arrive at a--

16 conclusion that such an accident needed to have a very low

17 p ccamility because of these large ecencaie eff ects. These wer e

18 not health effects. These were econcmic effects. You can
.

19 translate unen into health effects if you wish by saying that i f

20 we spend money here, we can't spend =eney elsewhere and --

21 32. COCH2A::: Opportunity costs.

22 33. OK3ENT: Opportunity costs, but they're net direct

23 ac21:n effects, so, in effset, you eculd say the N2C would be

24 trying to protect the industry's econcmic inves: ment; prevent

25 them from going broke because they have a very expensive

. _ _ _ _ .. .-
._
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L3 1 economic accident which, in fact, didn't have any important, no t

2 :ero, but any important effect on the public health and safety

3 =eaning that there are large numbers of people who were either

4 directly, or on some statistical evaluation, might have been

! 5 killed or injured.

| .

6 Well, is it the N2C's role to protect the industry

7 against itself, that way? That's another way of phrasing his

8 que s tion, as I understand it, because I was questioning at

9 lunch whether, in fact, it was the legislative mandate that the

10 NRC should provide adequate protection of the puolic health

11 and safety to provide that kind of protection and I was

12 suggesting, myself, that it wasn't clear to me that it was. I

13 said, in fact, in our Alara criterion against accidents, s ince

14 economic costs were in it, if, in fact, this were really

15 judged to be a big cost wnen you did it, you would pick it up

16 presumeably as so:sething that was an incentive to improve the

17 reliability of plants to prevent it. I think the industry

18 already has this incentive, but through another mechanism, but
1
.

19 there is a q 2estion, I think Paul was trying to bring out, is

1

|
20 that one of the roles of the NRC? If it is, then you might

21 reflect it in your approach to quantitative safety goals. Is

22 tha t okay? Did I state it right?
|

23 cgAI3ian stovIc: yes,
I

i

| 24 D.L PAGE: Nell, let me slightly change it. A

25 standard economic analysis of the problem would be to interpret

|

|

__ _ - - . - _ _ . . _ . __ _ - . .
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L4 1 Alara as essentially a cost benefit analysis and then all the

2 costs and all the benefits would be in there and all the

3 indirect costs would be in there as well as the direct ones.

4 The only problem would be one of double counting so essentially

5 you'd worry about everything.

6 Ja. OKRENT: But it would be in Alara, as it's

7 proposed here and he was suggesting that it might be in a limit

8 earlier on saying the probability of the TMI event occurring
.

9 has to be very small. In fact, that's the conclusion he was

10 drawing as a possicle one.

11 33. PAGE: But that seems a very indirect way of

12 jhrasin7 th2 nroblem. Uhat you're saying is becsuse we're

13 excluding cartain costs from the safety standard because it's

14 just basal on he11th ef fects, then we're going to insist upon

15 a lower probability of these health effects occurring in order

16 to somehow capture the idea that we've lef t something out.

17 72. CoCHaAN: No, no. What he's saying -- well, I

18 think that that interpretation of wnst's demanded or required

19 under the Act, and so forth, is wrong. I think a fair reading

20 o f the Ac t is that you've got members of Congress representing

21 the public saying you can license certain types of commercial

22 activities, but you've got to insure the health and safety of

13 the public, pe riod. It's got to be safe. Now, the question is ,

24 under who's definition? Is it under the Commissioner's, under

25 the Congress or whatever. I would say that my interpretation

. _ , _ - . __ .-.. . - - _ _ - . . - . - - _ - - -
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L5 I of the way that should be interpreted is that the Commission

,
are representatives of the public. I mean, they're public-

3 servants and they should be doing the public's will and somehow

4 if the public doesn't think they are safe enough, they've got

5 to go back and do a little more -- add on a little containment,

| 6 or change the process or whatever, and I think that what we are

7 witnessing is, at least with respect to some large, but

8 undefined percentage of the public, thinks they're doing a
(

9 lousy job; thinks these things are not safe, and I don't think
.

10| you can operate under that mode. I think if you're going to run
i

11 an industrial activity, you've got to have more than 60%
:

| 12 :onfilan :s : hat the machinery is oper2:ing safely and so f orth,
l
i 13 3ng wg3 you.re sayir: 1; t'n - the public is demanding a gcod

14 bit more, and I don't think you should interpre: the rule to

15 that you go out and pick five technocrats and theysugges:

16 decile what they think is safe. .

17 CHAI3'1A': S*.0VIC : So are you implying that if the

18 public feels that these higher-order costs are part of the
19 whole picture o f saf ety that --

'O 3R. CCCH3AN: I don't think the public gives a dann~

21 about the higher order of costs in shuting down the industry.
1

I ,,

j I mean, I think there's some, but the public sentiment, in larg e~~

23 measure, is that the plants aren't safe, period, and they' re nce
.

'4
.

internalizing alot of costs to shut down the nuclear iaiustry~

1

25 or anything like that.
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L6 1 M2. CIIA2NOFF: Ne do have some law on the subject as
.

2 to the higher orler of costs, at least as far as the Atomi:

3 Energy Act is concernet. It has been interpreted by the courts

4 for example, in 1963 or 9, to include consideration of thermal

'

5 ef f ects, okay? The courts have clearly held that as far as

6 the Atomic Energy Act is concerned, the jurisdiction of that

7 permission is limite.1 to rafiation health eff ects, and it

8 :o ulin ' t go into it - is not permitted to go into thermal

9 effects. Certainly under that context, it can't go into

10 e co no=ic e f f ec ts.

11 Now, of course, subsequent to that, there's

12 legislation. The '.!ational Ground and Policy Act talks about

13 e va l uat io n, at least, of these, and maybe there's scme

14 jurisdiction under that Act, to look at these questions, but

15 if we're flying under the standard of protecting the public

16 health and safety, the so-called higher order of effects that

17 you are concerned about from an econcaic effect, just is a

18 matter of law and not within the Atomic Energy Commission or

19 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's jurisdiction.

20 That doesn't mean that I disagree, Tom, with you, but

21 can we have an industry that can supply when 40% of the public
,s opposes it, and holding apart from the Nuclear Regulatory--

23 Co c. mis sion , I think it's pretty clear that the private utility

24 industry, and no private ind.ustry, whatever the nature of it,

25 is going to be able to force a technology upon an unwilling
L

,n,- , ~ , -
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L7 1 public. That's a different question and we have a different

2 kind of charter or problem' to deal with in that context, but in

3 terms of the question that you two wer,e discussing, I think

4 David is clearly right and I think the law has already been

5 decided on.

6 MR. O'3ONNELL: Yeah, my understanding of tne law is

7 also that the N2C doesn't have the authority to worry about

8 economic considerations such as the health of the nuclear

9 industry.

10 3R. COCERAN: The NRC doesn't. MEPA does not, under

11 the atomonic industry.

12 !G. C:n2NOFF: Nell, it 's a dif ferent question.

13 Ma. O'DonurLL: 'iell, ny feeling is that the cost

| 14 benefit is really where you pick :p those economic ef f ects, but
;

| 15 to turn to the specific formula or model that's set forth in
!

l

16 this document, i think it goes one beyond that in that when you
i

I
'

17 do a cost benefit, normally you would consider the economic

18 impact of an accident on a cost side of the equasion, that is,

19 if you had an event tha t had a probability of 10 to the minus
t

1

i 20 6 and it could essentially destroy the plant, well, then the
|

21 economic consequences of that would be a billion dollars, let's

22 say, of an expected rate of one in a million, so that would be,
;

!

| 23 let's say, 31,000 per year, which would be, if you were to
1

24 fix that sc:ident sequence, would be a cost savings involved,
|

I

25 and that would show up in balancing the costs agains t the
,

- - - , - - , , - - - , .-n c y , --- - - - - - - , n. . - - - - , , - .
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L3 1 benefit meaning the radiation or risk reduction. What this

2 'does here, in chia Acas document, is add a thirf term, t'ho ugh,

3 tha t is strictly t balancing of economic costs and economic

4 benefits, which is this third term in here which is the two

5 divided by Delta I, sub r, 1,and that would seem to indicate

6 that if you had a particular acciden sequence that had

7 essentially very little radiological consequences, okay, in

8 ter=s of manram exposure, and the other terms essentijlly being

9 sero, you would still somehow be requred to fix up that !

10 sequence because it has some economic e::posure, so I think that

11 although the economic consequen=es of radiation exposure or

12 accidents is pickel up, and should be picked up, in the cost

13 benefit on the cost side of things, I think the particular

14 model tha:'s proposed here, does something in addition to that

15 and it pues an additional tern in that's related serie:1y to

16 balancing economic interests and I think that is -- that's not

17 really an appropriate conclusion in this cost benefit equas ion

18 in the context of a safety goal.

19 DR. OK2Z::T: Let me just make one comment on that. Jn

20 that economic part of the proposed Alara criterion, there =ight

21 he three dif ferent contributors to the economics. Cne could be

22 all side effects. My own opinion is that those unequivecally

13 should be in this. They're as important as health effects

24 when you're trying to consider the meri: of some possible new

25 f ea ture. A second one could be damage to the plant, which, in

- _

.-.
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L9 1 fact, is covered by insurance or within the capability of the

2 company to withstand without going to the rate payers. I prefer

|
|

3 to say within the insurance because if it's beyond the insurance
r

I

| 4 eventually they'll be ending up going to the rate payers, so ,

l
5 if it's within the insurance, I think you could say it shoulf'

6 be excluded.

7 32, o'consg;;: Well, not necessarily. They have

I tero costs.
,

j 9 Ja. OK2ENT: Yeah, but they've already paid for it,
,

! 10 so if that occurs, you shouldn't buck. If there is an
!

l 11 economic cost to the plant that is not covered by the insurance,

12 whatever the form of the insurance is, in the end this refletts
i

l

13 back to society. It's as costly to clean up some cetium that

14 got outside the plant, and so I think that should be in the

15 formula, so, to repeat, if I were going to say what I would
,
'

16 include in the economic costs and what I would e::clude - but
1

l

| 17 covered by insurance -- that part of the cost I think should

18 not be in that formula. I would put the rest in. The factor

19 of two we put in is pulled out of thin air and I'm not going

20 to try to defend that in any way.

21 MR. CHAR 3oFF: Well, whether it's insured or not,

22 it's a cost. If it's appropriate to consider costs when you're

23 cost benefitting the Alara, the fact that it's within or

t

24 witnout insurance is i= material.

l 25 Ja. OKREnT: Well, all right. You might even say

;

i

- - - - - - _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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L10 1 then it should be in because who pays insurance, but in the end

2 it's the rate payers. Well, all right. I would end up, then,

3 with all in, not out.

4 :ta. O' 30NNELL: Well, I think it should be in, but

5 I think the way it's put in here is not appropriate. It should

6 be in the cost when you do the cost estimate of some accident

7 sequence that comes in on the cost iide of the equasion.

8 32. OKRENT: Sut again, see, that 's -- you 've go t a

9 plant that's designed, and it, in fact, meets all of the other

10 criteria, but in the other criteria there were no other economi c

11 cost effects at all, right?

12 ' 12 . O ' 3 0:T. C L L : Right.

13 H. OK3E:r:': :ow somebody comes along with a new

14 valve, which if he puts in instea-1 of the old valve, he can

15 rec ace both the expecte<i value of early deaths and latent effec ts

16 genetic and senatic, and he can also reduce economic losses on

17 site and of f site. Okay, an1 what that says is that you sum

18 those all, putting some kind of dollar value in there - some

19 trial values there which are pretty large, and if, in fact, the

20 reductio n, let's say, in costs is less than it wo'11d cost you

21 for this new valve and if he lidn' t show any discount f ac tor

22 and I'm not going to try to argue pro or con on that because

23 you might -- but i costs less for the new valve than what you

24 calculate, then the valve is worth putting in on that Alara

25 criterion. ::ow, I don't see the question. Isn't that a trade.

_.
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L11 1 off of cost against benefits? .

2 :1R . O'J0:iNELL: 'le a h , but what you have here is a

3 trade off of costs against cost.

4 Da. 0x22:17: Hell, the benefit is the reduction in

5 this e:gectant, --

6 :1R. O'3ONNELL: Well, then that cost comes into the

7 cost, though, of the item, that is - maybe we're getting into

8 detail that we can discuss later, but --

9 M2. Ea:iST: You have two other costs that hadn't been

10 ide ntified, though, one, for e:: ample, is the :ost of the

11 policemic power and the secondary, the ripple effect on the

12 int 2stry.

13 Ja. c::22::T: :: ell, again, when I was talking with

14 Pau1I said in principle, those cos:s could be included in this.

|

; 15 I do n ' t k now, af ter hearning :tr. Charnof f, wha t the legalities

16 would be for the :I2C to include this -- a ripple eff ect, but I

!

; 17 agree -- those are costs of the accident.
1
i

18 tR. EaNST: Perhaps we should bring Marty in here

19 cecause I have a different perc eptio n, lately anyway, of the

20 legal position with the N2C of whether or not the cost should

! 21 be -- could :! arty step in?

22 C:iA!2'!AN SLOVIC: Yeah, I think so.

| 23 ca. PAGE: uhat's the reason for the two here?
!

24 Ja. OK22:IT: There were two reasons and neither of
i

25 them very good. One was we had feeling the way people had

1

I
|

i

,
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L12 I esti=ated costs in the past, they had underestimated it for

2 things like Paul has mentionel and other things -- other

3 reasons, an1 in fact, nash 1400, in fact, could be only on site

4 costs and not off site costs, if I remember correctly, so that

5 was one thing. The second thing was we say, well, let's provide

6 an incentive to prevent these events instead of a direct quid

7 pro quo. I repeat, I will not fefend the factor of two.

8 DR. PAGE: So you'd be willing to interpret this

9 criterion as a straight cost-benefit criterion?

10 JR. oxaENT: I wouldn ' t really -- if, in f act, te

11 costs were done well, I woulf be able to remove the factor of

12 two, but I think you would want to do them adecuately, you

13 know.

14 CHAIR:1AN SLOVIC: Let's move on to one of the half

15 fozen other topics.

16 JR. LA PORTE: I'd like to get mine in here before I

17 forget my little feature. What I wanted to do is go from the

18 proposed quantitative safety goals, such as David provided us,

( 19 and run through a logic that talks about the things you want tc

20 consider with regard to accepting them. It's very different

i

21 from what we've been talking about now, but it summarizes some
i

,,
of the things that we've ----

l

l

i 23 32. CoCHRAN: Nell, let =e stop and ask -- you're

24 basically tabeling the next issue and I think the Chairman was

25 abo ut to propose the next issue. I'm not sure his proposal is

I
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L13 1 the same as the one you're talking about.

2 D2. LA PoRTE: I thought I was being called'on, but

3 tha t's okay. Go ahead.

4 CHAI2'!AN SLOVIC: Well, you were being called on

5 because I thought you had a point relevant to the last question.
,

,

| 6 Da. LA PORTE: Oh, I misread --
I

l
7 CHAIRMAN SLOVIC: No, I was going to move on to a'

8 new issue. I do n ' t have a strong preference. We have alot of

9 loose ends from yesterday that people want to try to tie up on

10 the ethical side - the questions of the scale issue, the

! 11 questions about ingl e=entatio n, and then this concern about

12 acceptable -- frankly I think the;>' re all important, and I'd

13 like to cover them all this af ternoon. I don't have a strong

14 preference for order as long as we really try to cover them.

15 Da, LA PoaTE: Well, we just spent 30 minutes on

|
16 yours or whatever.

17 MR. O'DoNNELL: Did we cover the question of nuclear

18 versus --

19 CHAIRMAN SLOVIC: That's right. I don't think we did

20 really treat very adequately the differential versus equal

21 coverage or the overall level of risk. ?iow, let's just hold off

22 on this other just to see what the feeling is in the group abou.t

23 those issues. I mean, are they important? Do we have anything

24 to say on them?

25 Da. iAC LEAN: My own feeling is that they are very

i
1,

-- , -. - - _.
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Ll4 I important issues but that they are very closely related to

2 denotion of acceptability and I think that perhaps maybe we can

3 make a point of discussing those in conjunction --

4 DR. COCHRAN: The acceptability is very much related

5 to implementation. Maybe we ought to just kind of mush all ~of

6 those together and talk about those.

7 Ma. O'DONNELL: I ' m no t sure what we mean by

8 implementa tion, but it seems to me that one of the most basic

9 questions, and befcre you can even look at the numbers, is to

10 decide -- if you say, well, nuclear should be as safe as other

11 technology - it gives you some frame of reference and gives you

12 a way to s tart taking cut at numbers and things. If you say

13 it has to be safer, then you have the problem of how much safer ,

14 which is a question all unto itself. If you cross that first

| 15 hurdle and say, well, it should be as safe, but not necessarily

16 safer than other technologies, I think you've provided an

' 17
| a nc hor, at least for alot of the other discussion.

18 CHAII!AN SLOVIC: Well, I think that's really important

19 issue to address here. We touched on it this morning, some

O' reasons why -- over the last few days -- reasons why nuclear

'l we might want to have it safer, and questions of maybe*

33
uncertainties are, perhaps, larger, than with other technologies -~~

23 at least some aspects of the uncertainties. The ethical or

"

'4 distributional considerations may be dif f erent. I think all of-

'S these are debatable, though. There are t.vo sides to that, so I~

-_- _-_ __-.
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L15 1 don't know quite where to --

2 DR. LA PORTE: What would it mean if nuclear weren't

3 saf er than coal? What would that mean? It already is safer

4 than coal, but what would it mean, I guess, in terms of

5 every day operations? What would it mean if it weren'' safer

6 than coal? It seems to me that the way of posing it that way

7 is not very helpful.

8 MR. CHARNOFF: Well, let's try and answer to your

9 question. If you're saying that it's already safer than coal,

10 but it ought not to be required to be safer than coal then it

11 is wasted means that you're not to make the present safety
'

12 criteria any more strigent.

13 33. LA PORTI: Well, vnat would it mean in operational

14 terms? How would you know?

15 MR. O'DONNELL: You can takc what Gerry is saying.

16 You may say, well we've already reached that level of safety.

17 I think it should be a regulatory premise that --

18 DR. COCHRAN: Black coal one at --

19 MR. CHAR'IOFF : Whatever it is, I mean, it would have

20 an impact in that context.

21 3R. COCHRAN: How about a social disease? I mean, is

22 tha t a better refence?
!

23 MR. CHAR'iCFF: Well, I don't know. Is there somethir.g

24 simpleitic aboub nuclear power?

25 3R. COCHRAN: No, . I'm just wondering why you pick out
i
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L15 I other things that are not very --

2 |ta. 0 30NUELL: tiell, if you're going to start looking

3 at alternatives, I think the first place to look would be the

4 alternative means of doing what nuclear power is intended to do

5 and that's generate electricity. You can go on from there, if

6 you can, but I think that's a very good --

7 Ja. LA PORTE: If we're going to do this, we're going

8 to have to open up the question of the whole nuclear fuel site

9 because if -- it seems to me that as you've run -- if you go

10 f rom safety of power plant, talking about operation, to is

11 nuclear safer than, or something else, you're going to -- the

12 whole nuclear fuel site sill hate to ha taken into account, just

13 like you :ake :he whole coal cy:la in:o account and do we

14 want to do that or no:. It seems to me that on a power plant

15 op eratio n , itself, that nuclear power plants should be -- I

16 don't know what it means to be safer than a coal fired power
r

17 plant, because of the potential catastrophic eff ect, though
!

18 low probability of something going wrong and that justrare -

19 on its face, tne :acility itsel: is not comprable, tne nuclear
- - - - - -

|

20 fa:ility is not comprable with say other entity -- any other

21 power generation facility. I'm not sure that's true, but I

v
think, as a layman, it seems-- --

23 :13. Cli m OFF: ??ow about dam?

24 33. CCCH2AN: There is another approach. You could

25 say we want to make the reactor sr.f' and we could go out and

_ _
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L17 I sort of get a sense of the potential people that live around

,
these . things as to what that means. I mean, tha t 's a mes sy-

3 problem, but we could go out and try to identify how safe is.

4 safe enough, indepenlent of all these other things. :iow, once

5 you've made - set seca standards for safety of the reactor, the r.

| 6 you can come back and presumeably you fo this in other areas -

7 then you could come back and do this - the waiting, or
,

8 wha tever, and the licensing of this alternative versus another

! 9 which you migh: want to bring in the whole baggage to decide

10 which one of the alternatives is cheaper and which i better

! 11 and so forth, but I don't think you have to carry all that

l' baggage alon7 just to decid e how sa f e you wa nt to make the

13 containment system of the reactor. I think people that live
i

| I4 around the reactor want a safe reactor. I don't think thev want
, -

15 you out there comparing it to rock cuarine or whatever.

16 DR. STARR: The point that's been raised, what

17 would you do, first, if nuclear power were expected to be more

18 costly - visibly more costly than, say coal? Nhat you would

19 do then is you would build one or two demonstration plants and

20 you wouldn't buill any central station plants on a network

'l basis because you would build those plants to get enough-

! ,,

| experience to see whether, either by technology, or by~~

.

I 23
! verification of performance, you could reduce the uncertainty

'4
| so you would either try to reduce the risk factors, or you woul l-

'

5'
| re duce the uncertainties to the point where your perceptionof

i

_ .-. , _ _- - - . _ . - -
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L13 1 the total cost of nuclear power brought into a competitive

2 ra nge', so in effect, you would not expend power. You would

3 build demonstration plants and that's about it. That 's about --

4 for example, if fusion develops -- you know, there's a series

5 of papers. They wrote some and I notice Mr. Holdren has

6 written some too and so forth, pointing out that fusion reactors

7 have a rick equal to or greater than that of fission reactors,
!

8 and wha t will happen, if that ever gets into the engineering

9 stage, which is decades of late, if ever, is that there will
i

l

10 probably be some experiments done on demonstration plants

11 to begin to pin that point down and there won't be any big

12 expansion until the total econonics as far as cociety's

13 concerned, appears acceptable.

14 :To w , let's assume now that it is acceptable and

| 15 you've raised a second question. If you're going to icok at it,

16 why don't you inciule the whole fuel site. ::ow I, as an

17 individual, do not object :o this at all, but there's a reason

18 why, in effect, it's been pushed aside in all the discussions.

19 There are actually several reasons.

23 One is that one chemical reprossing plant will handle
i
!

21 a bout 50 nuclear stations. Second is that the risks associated

22 with public risks from operating a chemical reprocessing plant

23 are not anything like the magnitude of risks which are

24 potentially hypothesized for nuclear plants. The energy conter.:

25 is very low. The ability to spread public radiation is

I

. - - - - _ _ _
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L19 1 extremely low in comparison, potentially, and so neone really

2 has word of that to a great extent, that the public risk

3 associated with one chemical plant is of national significance

4 or even of much regional significance.

5 The waste disclosal issue - you know, the professionals

the waste disclosal issue is from the publia!6 in the field, feel

7 risk point of view, actually diminimus, and that, in fact,

8 *here is not any reason at all for there to be any public
.

9 concern about - over any length of time over the high level

10 waste disposal - the amount that has been proposed, and the

11 result is therefore, that there's an i=plicit assumption in

12 dealing with the n:: lear plant alone, that this is the one

13 area where, in fact, the risk =ay be high, potentially, and

14 where we may not knew enough about it or anticipate it enough

15 to have sort of protected ourselves against every element of

16 public risk. That's where they use the word litigation, as

17 well as --

18 CHAIIIAN SLOVIC: Let's address, again, this questior

19 about the comparison with something like a dam which has, at

20 least you can sort of plot a curve of prohnbility by magnitude

21 of consequences. It might look somewhat similar to a nuclear

22 reactor, and then the question arises, would one want to set

13 some different target levels of safety for a reactor as opposed

24 to a dam. Why would one want to do so? Sc=e reasons that come

15 to my mind are the, perhaps, greater uncertainties where this

. - _ .. .. . - - - _ . . _ _ .
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L20 1 curve lies for the reactor and some of the distributional

.

2 ef fects that - the effects of radiation as opposed to flowing

3 water and this sort of thing. Are those legitimate reasons to
|

4 have a dif ferent standard or are there additions to those?
:

5 What are your feelings about that?

6 DR. LA PORTE: Nell, the standards for dams, while

7 there is a probability, if I understand this right, they have

8 recently, within the last couple of years tried to develop the

9 breakage - the dam breakage figures and prior to that they

10 didn' t consider --

11 CHAImiAN SLOVIC: I'm not sure there are such

12 standards for --

13 DR. LA PORTE: The standard for dam was no break.

14 There was supposed to be no risk ~and they've been surprised

15 that there is a more or less orderly --

16 3R. CHARNOFF: I can't believe that any dam engineer

17 has ever articulated that there is no risk.
i

18 CHAII4AN S wvIC: :.o , but it wasn't a probable --

19 DR. LA PORTE: It was so low that they never got any

20 kind of cost benefit to the consequences of downstream of the
,

21 g ro wt h---

22 DR. STARR: I don't think it was the fact it was so
i

23 low. I think it was the fact that the nature of the dam

24 accident consequences were publicly accepted. It was publicly

25 acceptable to have a sudden catastrophy which might require

-- - _. --_. ---
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L21 1 evacua. tion or might kill hundreds of people, but that was it.

2 It occurred very infrequently and everybody forgot about it

3 and I think it was the nature of the acceptance of the p'iblic

4 of the consequences.

5 Ma. c!IAh:foFF: can I tell you a little anecdote on

6 that? The words first nuclear intervenor was a fellow

7 named Adolph Ackerman, who was an engineer who designed

8 hydro proj ects and he intervened in a case in Minnesota in the

9 mid-sixties, and what he demanded to know from norther states

10 power, which was proposing to build the 'tontecello plant, was

11 who is' the hydro engineer on this project and I asked him what

12 he meant by that and he said, "Well, when there was a dam -

13 I don' t know whether it was Brazil or Argentina - that failed

14 and so many people got killed that fellow commited suicide." I

15 want to know who that is here. That was the standard that they

16 used.

17 JR. OK2E:IT: In fact, d a_,9 are not designed with very

18 high sa fe ty s tandards. Most of them, in the United States -
|

19 the majority o f them are designed for a hundred year flood and, !
l
1
'

20 in fact, there's been a deprogram to fix that up. The majority

21 of them did not have seismic design considerations in them at

22 all and so forth. I think, in fact, the uncertainty in our

23 knowledge about the risk from dans is equal to that to nuclear,

24 except I. think for most dans I could move it in a direction such

25 that there was not such a large overlap. In other words, they

- . _ _ - . - _-. . _,
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L22 1 wouldn' t sit in the same space, because the risk for many of

2 the dars would have a higher probability for the same consecuence.

3 Agair, saying that, I still think, and I said nuclear should be

4 designed to be safer than other enery technogies. In other

5 words, not for the reasons you've suggested.

6 DR. COCHRAN: I think the whole slew of reasons of
,

1

7 why people's conception of the risk of dams, the fact that the

3 corps of enginears was the one that made the decisions. There' s

9 no licensing process. They're building all kinds of uneconomical

10 pro je c ts a nd 10 fort > - many of these things built years ago

11 are very different from what it is today and it's no - when

12 you look at all of these reasons, i t ' s ha r-! for r.e to say that

'

13 we should take that historical content and set c!at as a

14 standard for a new technology when people have long since
i

15 decided that they want a new standard today, for a very

16 different situation, and I think you'll make a standard for
I
i 17 nuclear plants and pretty soon you're going to have a very

18 different standard for toxic water pumps --
!

I 19 CHAI2:nN SLOVIC: I agree with you but you're looking
!

! 20 a t what was, bat supposing you're starting across the board now

21 to consider a variety of, say, energy producing technologies

22 and you started from scratch and you want to set some goals for

23 these t2chnologies. Then you should differentiate.

24 JR. CCCH2A": Let's make these reactors safe so that

25 the public at random is convinced they're saf e and ~'.ey're

l

I
!

1
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L23 1 opera ting safely and then when we come to coal, we ought to hava

2 people insuring that the mining of coal and these people don't

3 take these crazy risks when they mine coal, and clearly -

4 because of the nature of the political process and so forth and

5 leverage, they're going to be these vast disparities in these

6 nunhe rs .

7 D2. STA22: Can I pick up your thought because I'm

8 agreeing with your general thought but I would carry it one

9 step further. You may not like the entra step. The one step

10 further is that I would agree that the argument that alternative

11 energy sources are less safe than nuclear power, in an analytical

12 sense, is not sufficient because that doesn' t justify the leep

13 lower sa fe ty of the alternative, but if you then follow this

14 and say, well, they should all be from a public evaluation point

15 o f view, or social evaluation point of view, whatever it is,

16 equally safe, and they should all be mafe safer. Safety

17 requires a social investment, so there has to be a socal

18 decision as to how much you want to invest to reduce theset

19 areas of this versus other social investments that do other

20 things, so a society like the United States would have to

21 decide in some complicated fashion, roughly hcw much it investa

39
overall in the safety and energy sources. There is a cap.--

23 There is something that says that even thouen you equalize

24 these things, you don't necessarily continue to press every one

| 25 down because there's a point of diminishing returns from the

. . ._ - . - . _ - .- _ _ . __
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L24 1 point of your social investment, so that extra step has to be

2 applied and one' of the arguments that has to be considered, and

3 where we don' t know where the point is, is how far, if you set

4 nuclear as a standard for everybody else, how much are you

5 doing in the way of the alloca*. ion of national resources to maka

6 energy sources safe and is that the wisest allocation?

I 7 Da. COCHRAN: I appreciate that point and I, frankly,

8 think it may be a little bit of a red herring in terns of the

9 reactor's safety. I think it doesn' t require that you

10 necessarily vary these plants underground and so forth. I mean ,

11 the problem can be solved without pricing nuclear out of line

! 12 with coal and the kinds of problems you worry about, I see, m.o rn
i

13 or less being taken care of in a not very satisfacter; e y and,

14 when one does the trade of fs in picking ancngst the alternatives.

15 I think that's very political and it's a sham operation but

16 the process, in theroy, is there for handling that type o fc

1

| 17 tradeoff. You cannot, because of ethical considerations -
|

18 there's people that sit around these power plants, trade those

19 risks against some coal mining fatalities and say we're not
i

20 going to put a containmen. ca ti re because we've got so many
,

|
|

21 people dying in the coal mines. I mean, I think that you ' ve

22 got to protect the public health and --

23 32. STAaa: That's a distortion of the argument. I

24 can take the same coal data and say that that is a measure of

25 the level of investments that society wants to make in energy

-
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L25 I source --

2 D2. COC3?AM: I would say that's a level that society

3 has tolerated for a whole host of reasons and I want to make

4 a very dif ferent distinction between what people think is

5 acceptable and what people have to tolerate for all sorts of

6 reasons and I think the safety goal shouldn't be what people

7 will tolerate. It should be what's generally acceptable. I

8 mean, there's going to be some out liers in all of these things ,

9 but --

10 M2. O'DONNELL: The ACRS has gone on record as saying'

11 tha t they believe the nuclear power should be safer than other

12 tschn:logies and I guess you would endorse that. I'm

13 taterested in knowing the reasoning ~behind that statement or

14 tha t position. I'm not sure what it means.

15 Da. OK2 INT: It originally was found in an Acas

16 letter back around 1960. In fact, it was in a letter on citing',

17 if I remember correctly, in which they said that it has been

18 p rojected that the level of safety for nuclear should be that

19 which is being attained in other existing technologies. In

20 fact, at that time they said they wouldn' t accept it. One of

21 the reasons, but not the only one, was that, in fact, we didn' t

22 know that much about nuclear, so they said, in fact, because

23 of the uncertainty in what the actual level of safety for

24 nuclear was, they should be trying to make it safer and I guess

25 =aybe, altnough they didn't say it explicitely, they might have-

. - - -- --- -- - _ _ - . ,
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L26 1 said well, something along the lines, I was not a member at that

2 time. They may not have been saying what is happening today

3 elsewnere is necessarily acceptable, as the point has just bee.n,

4 made. I think tne ACRS has generally, since then, I don't know

5 of any situation where it has said it didn't favor trying to

6 make a nuclear safety -- if there was the occasion. ::ow, if

7 you want my own opinion, I think in part, it reistes to the

8 public acceptability. I think, in fact, it is relevant to have

9 a greater degree of public acceptability for a thing like this

10 although I am not trying to meet what I consider to be

11 misinformation which might lerive from talks which suggest that

12 there could be Isrge health ef fects from what was actually

13 released from Three :iile Island. In other words, I'm not

14 trying to get that kind of public acceptability where I want

15 to be - get an acceptance to a position really based on what

16 I'll call just misinformation. I think, in fact, it is

17 releva n t. I think the Congress has indicated a concern about

18 the sa fe ty. They have, in fact, said that they would like to

19 have a higher level of safety. We spoke to Governor Babitt -
|

20 the head of the President's :laclear Safety oversight Cc=mittee -

21 the Chairman, and we asked him about comments on how safe is

22 safe enough in nuclear. !!e said -- the one statement he was

23 willing to make was he thought they should be safer than other

24 sources of energy. Ona t wa s , I think, an official, responsible

25 elected of ficial - a knowledgeable official --
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L27 1 DR. LA PORTE: Well, it's s political intimaev. |

- 1

1

2 32. OKRENT: this sort of thing. Now, furthermore, j--

3 I think they can be made safer and I've said, if, in fact,

4 there's way of doing which is not necessarily more expensive. .

1

5 In fact some of the time when you're making it safer, you're

6 actually making it cheaper either because it's more reliable

7 or whatever, but not everything to make it safer makes it more

8 reliable, and I'm willing to spen 1 somewhat more money. 3y

9 the way, I have published elsewhere along the lines that Starr

10 has -- I think society has to think about -- where you spend

11 your money to reduce risks, and I think that is an important

12 conside ra tion, and nevertheless, I'm still --

13 Ja, s:AR2: It isn't just a matter of acceptability.

14 It's political penetration. Whenever you try to market something

I

| 15 new, it's got to be better than its co=petitor or it isn't going

16 to penetrate the market and safety and health and so forth is
|
.

17 a big political market, if you wish, an-1 in order to -- for him

18 to take that market as a politician, he's got tc -- if he's
i

19 going to back something up, it's got to be better than what is

20 already on the market an.1 I think that the politician

I 21 automatically thinks in those terms and I think it's a correct

22 answer, that if you want, on a political level, to get something

| 23 new in, it's go t to be better in the issues that the public is |

;

24 concerned about, than what already exists. ''

l
1

| 25 cEAIncnu s;cvIc: so v.ou're then iso.lving tha:
'

.

4

I

1

1
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L23 1 partialling out concerns that are fue to misinformation, there

2 are other legitimate concerns about nuclear that should be

3 accounte11 for --

4 32. OX2ENT: I think I've indicate 1 --

5 :ta. O ' JoNNE LL: aelatet to public acceptance.

6 32. OK2ENT: I'm using the terms -- Governor

7 3ab itt is a member of my public, okay? Congressman Udo11 is

8 a member of my public. I think they're important members of
.

9 m v. c. ablic.

10 :13. CIIA230FF: Well, in ter~.s of Governor Babitt

11 an1 Udoll --

12 17. GinZ'!T : Ani Chauncey Starr to form another triade.

13 11. cuaa.:Orr: In terms of that, when one says that

14 nuclear cu7.:t to be .:stter or safer, and I think I buy that same

15 description, by the way, clo we say that it ought to be better

16 than that which exists or in the context of the discussion we

1

1 17 had aroun d ten minutes ago, shoul-1 it better than that standard

18 we would now impose on coal and hydro were we to establish a

19 new standa rd. I think we ought to be clear about that.,

l
20 aa. oK2ENT: All right. In my opinion, if.we're

i 21 building a new nuclear, we should compare it to what we would

22 be foing on a new hylro,
i

|

23 :12. C3A230FF: And in that context, should it be safc c,

2J than the s tandard for --
t

| 25 That's not clear to me. It's perfectly
i
i

l

i

I
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L2 9 1 clear to me that we ought to ought to be safer than whatever

, the existing acceptable technology standards.-

3 32. OKRENT: Well, I think you have a good question.

4 It's not an easy one to answer because, in fact, we don't know

5 what the safety of a new hydro plant would be since we don't.

6 really know very well what the old one is. By the way, one

r

( 7 point of information, my knowledge is than no no dam that the

8 corps of engineers has built-has failed. That's about over

9 7,000 dan years of operation, but that's not to say thatother

10 dans have not, as you know da=n well that they haven ' t.

11 It may be, at some level, of safety for others. You

f 12 say they're all safe enough and, in fact, I woulf saymay

! 13 syself, you could in fact, lefine some kind of a level of

14 safety if you thought it was met with a sufficien- iegree of

15 you would now no longer try to match it against-assurance,

f 16 whatever the da= was doing and say "Now we have to go a factor'

!

17 of tenths or better." There is a level that's low enough, in

|
18 ry opinion, that you now would do cost -- so you then go to the

i

I

| 19 Alara criterion and not try to compare.

20 DR. ?I220W: Who built Teton?

21 DR. OK2ENT: It's not Whoppers.
|

1

22 DR. STAR 2: I could answer your question in a somewhat

23 different way. You build a plant because somebody decides than

24 they want to have another electricity source. Let's take she

25 practical situation - a 100,000 megawatt s ta tio n. Except for

i
t

, , - , _
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L30 1 the hydroelectric capabilities, which are very limited and

2 regional, your alternative to nuclear would be coal, so at the

3 ttne that you build the plant you either decide on a nuclear

4 plant or a coal plant. At the time that you make that decision ,

5 you want that nuclear plant to have the total integrated public

6 safety leval lower than that of the total integrated public

7 safety, however you measure it, of the coal plant. Now, ten

8 years from now when the coal plant presumably.a new coal plant

9 going on line can be improved, then that target may be lower

10 than the target was when you made the decision today. There

11 is a moving target if you want to use the issue of a

12 compara tive lis t. If you want to take a level of risk that's

13 sufficiently low that it's going to take decades for the

14 alternative like coal to meet it, you know -- my people in

15 our enviornmental groups say coal and alot of other people say

16 coal, and it's about 100 times more risky to the public in

17 terms of public health than nuclear, and in that case, if I

18 set a level for nuclear plants at -- let's say the level whict
,

|

19 Dave suggests, it may be 20, 30 or 50 years before coal catches

20 up, so the moving target aspect, that being really irrelevant,

21 but assuming they were very close --

22 M2. CHARNOFF: Are you saying that the same time -

! 23 if I'm advocating the coal unit, come up with a standard that

24 says my coal unit ought to be safer than your new nuclear unit -

25 3R. s Aan: No. Ne're talking atout the capability

|

|
1

-. _ -_
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L31 I of the technology at the time you made the decision. That's

2 all. Right now if we build a' coal plant now that meets all the

3 quality control requirements, as far as our own internal,

4 environment calculations show, we're for coal plants too. I

5 mean, you know, we've got a big group of people to fight for

6 this too. From a public health point of view, that integrated

7 coal plant looks to us like it's about 100 times riskier than

8 the nuclear plants.

9 DR. COCHRAN: Le t 's s tay away f rom wha t is rather than

10 what should be.

11 MR. CHAI;OFF : I don't want to get in an argument with

12 you over that issue or ye,:r statenent that reprocessing is such

13 a great idea when --

14 DR. STAR 2: ::o , I'm reporting the opinions of the

15 people in the industry. I'm not arguing that the facts ara

16 correct,

17 DR. PERRCW: We're not giving consent such as waste

18 disposal is no problem.

19 caAratAN S wvIC: Somehow I have the f eeling that

20 we' re not closing in on anything here with regard to this - what

21 seems to be a pretty fundamental question as to whether, if we're

22 setting, say, new standards now for energy technology, shouldn 't

23 we have some special factor of safety that we tack onto nuclear

24 standards for some reason. Does everyone agree that there

15 should be ? |

.. _.
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L32 1 :G. O ' don'.IELL : I did n ' t hear the proposition again?

2 CHAIItA'i SLoVIC: Well, if we're setting new

3 s ta ndards , say, for coal and nuclear, that we should :ack on

4 some special requirements, more stricter requirements for

5 nuclear --

6 3a. STAaa: What we should discuss is whether nuclear

7 ough to be safer than the other alternatives. I nay already

8 be.

9 :n. CHAaNoFF: That's the dif ference with the tiny yot

10 formulate it.

11 3.1. S maa: The question of whether it is or isn't

12 safer is a separate question, but the ceneral agreement that

13 nuclear power ought to be safer : nan --

14 :1a. CHAR';CFF: The way to ascertain that is snould

15 the NRC safety goal reflect a requirene-- ~%~ 4- Se safer char.

16 alterna tives, and --

17 Ja. CoCHaAN: I agree.

18 :n. o'303 NILL: I disagree.

19 3a. s:Aaa: I think, Ed, you ought to explain.

20 .sta, o' 3cNNz;L: Unless we say why -- if we say, well,

21 that should be because of issues of public acceptance, that's

22 one thing. If we say that that should be that way because of

23 some technical, basic, reason, I would have to disagree with

24 that. If we're going to say, well, we f eel that the NaC

25 should estab1: sh a level -- should require nuclear plants to be
#

- . - __ - -_.___ . _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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n~c4L33 1 safer than alternatives because that's presumably what the

2 public vants --

3 DR. CoCHRA:I: What fo you think the standard ought to

4 be and why?

5 aa. O' Do: NELL: I think the standard should be set

6 on a basis of equity and --

7 32. PEaRou: The same as all alternatives. All

8 standards should be the same.

9 aa. O'Do:r.tELL: Right. It would be such that the

10 level of risk to the public is a very small fraction of the

11 level of risks they already have, which I think is the case.

12 33. CoCH2A:!: !!cw do you ?rovide an inientive --

13 MT. O ' 70:r.ICLL: Chrou7h the cos benefit aspect.

14 Tha t is -- and this gets back to the allocation of resources

15 tha t if, in fact, you could take your money from one area of

16 society and invest it in reducing public risk at sone optinun

17 level, you ought to do that. The incentives are in the cost

18 benefit aspect.

19 :12. CHAR:IoFF: Are you e::cluding the Alara concept?

20 Ma. O' Do:::: ELL: When I say cost benefit, that's

21 concerning the Alara. I accept the Alara, yes.

22 D2. PE2Rou: But the Alara is fairly meaningless.

23 32. o'Jo:r: LL: 2;o , no. on a specific cost ':enefit,

24 cut Alara, to me, is tco vague a tern when we're really talking

25 about cost benefit.

_. _ __ __ _
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L34 1 DR. PA32: It seens to me that we've already talked

2 to sc=e enten: of the several reasons whv. we nic.ht want to

3 .. ,. ...3 a ,o..e as- 44 .:. e e.,.. 4 c ,.. v,. w. . . e . . . . , t., s o.. . e s. a.......-.2 -. . . t. . . . . . .... . .

4 one, Chauncey Starr says because it's a new technology, i
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6 newco=er has to bear special advantages over the existing
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9 sort of on a very diff 2se hasis because of existing ceal
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! 15 C"AII'A3 SLOVIC: :ie sort of ruled that en: except

16 inas=uch as it may come into the Alara principle.

17 JR. ? AGE: I'm no: sure -- have we ruled it cut? It

18 seems to =e tha: the concensue, except f or :tr. O'Connell is

!

| 19 tha we =av. want to ac.ree with 7an's e.csition --

" a ": a- ". . .= . .a . : i - -,0 , a . w- n . ,s . . . .w.e y s.e .v.o se .a.a.a.. s . ~ - ..n. . . . .

21 risk reduction. Sone people are trv. in3 to distinguish one as
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L35 1 DR. PAGE: Let me try to respond to that. It seems.to

2 =e that where these -- in my understanding you have two approaches.

3 One is aar *. of an absolute risk concept which are supposed to

4 be so low in risk that we side step questions of intertemporal

5 equitf - so low in risks so we essentially don't have to work

6 ahaut any severe consequences of shut:ing down the industry

7 because --

8 32. OKRENT: I don't want to say that. It's low

9 enough that I think you don't have to look at questions of

10 whether the person getting the risk gets a direct bene'it. In

11 o ther words, the person living nearest the plant may get --

12 JR. PAGE: so you're saying that you've triei to

13 chcose these nunhers such that the distributional considerations

14 both intertemporal are --

15 ca. s:Aaa: aight.

16 JR. PAGE: It seems to me that those are proper

17 considerations and if we can argue that the distributional

18 considerations are more important for nuclear power than they

19 are for, say, hydroelectric, then that's an argument that says

20 that these absolute numbers - these tens to the minus fives

21 should reflec the differences.

22 3R. STARR: I think that's right.

23 JR. OK2ENT: But I don't think they are from the poin t

24 of view of the people living today. In other words, there are

25 lots o f people -- -

. _ _ _ _ . . . - . . - - - - -
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L36 I DR. PAGE: No, I think they are both in terms of --

4
DR. COCHRAN: No, wha t I'm gettin to is that I think-

3 there are people living below dams who get no benefit from the

4 da=s and get much more risk than the people - than what we're

5 proposing here.

6 I think th$t's part of the point, thatDR. PAGE: But

7 people are more willing to --

8 DR. OKRENT: You get inundated in a place that would

9 never be under water after the dam is there.

10 DR. STAR 2: Toby raised a point which is a

11 sophisticated way of talking about the difference in the kind of

l' deaths and injuries that come out of a major nuclear accident,-

13 not out of a dam burst. A dam burst is like an airplace

14 accident or an earthquake. The effects are sudden, they're

15 fast, the living population in the environment gets immediately

16 aff ected but future generation effects are of a sociological
t
'

17 rather than a physical nature. The -- one of the big concerns -

II one of the reasons of the public imagery, if you wish, and

19 dif ficulty of evaluation, is that except for the very minical

'O
| probability of acute deaths from nuclear exposure, almost-

'l everything is latent and there are fears of mutagenic and-

ss
genetic effects down the road, whether they're right or wrong.~~

23 The costs are paid in an intergenerational fashion and --

'4 DR. COCHRAN: There's alot of uncertainty in dosages.-

25 DR. STARR: aight, exactly. All of these things are

i

I
'
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L37 1 uncertain and so there is a dif ference in the nature of the

1 public health risk --

3 OR. OKRENT: Excuse me, Chauncey. I just want to make

4 one point. In fact, people have not looked to see whether there

5 are not the long terms effects from dams, but I have little

6 doubt that I can find sites where dam failure will lead to the

7 dispersal of chemicals which will lead to these same long tenn

8 effects, and I can probably calculate larger ones than from a

9 nuclear accident.

10 :.13. CHARNOFF: But beyond that, I think the public

11 is concerned with a nuclear ac.cident. I think the public concern

12 with a nuclear accident is really -- it takes tvc fo rms. One

13 is what you might call the informed public, but I will wager

14 that the typical public reaction to the nuclear accident is

15 it scares them and it does not distinguish between near tern

16 and latent ef fects. They see it in terms of the mushroom and

17 the immediate effects.

18 DR. PAGE: Well, I think that's being unf air to ~~

19 I mean, if you. told me, you know, there are two gambles, one

20 o'f which is 13 enance of getting killed by a dam breaking and

21 the other you have a 11 chance of getting cancer, I would have

33
no trouble at all deciding which risk I'd want to live under.--

23 No trouble at all and I think --
1

24 3R. OKRENT: Excuse me -- which would be your answer?
;

15
.

JR. PAGE: I'd far rather get hilled hv the da -wn-
1

. -
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L33 have cancer.

s
DR. OKRINO: Well, let me pose a question. Suppos e-

3 you knew it was the dam this year or cancer 20 years from now?

4 In other words, the accident with of them would occur next yea =.

5 What would your decision be?

6 DR. PAGE: Well, that's harder.

7 DR. : TAC LEAN: That's not the question.

I DR. PAGE: No, tha t's not the question because I

9 think we've carefully finessed this this whole time. I keep

10 pressing the question about -- they think the number's low

11 enough and so it doesn't matter. Okay, if we made the numbers

l' low enough, then i: 20esn't matter, okay? I nean, either ws

13 acceg: your point o f view or we do n ' t . Let ne also respond

14 to :he question about the Jam and the to::ic wastes of the

15 chemica ls. It's perfectly clear to ne that when people are

16 concerned about long tern genetic failure, reproductive failure,
' 17

neurological disorders and cancer, people are very upset and
i

18
I think people have real concerns about their way of dying and

I

19 this is a proper concern. In other words, I don't think it

'O~
makas sense to simply add up number of deaths and that's it.

'l Some feaths are worse than other deaths and it has alot to do-

4,

with why nuclear power is viewed the way it is. It's not just
~~

23
the mushroom clouls. It's cancer,

,

| ' -~4 :12. O'JONNELL: If we've reached this point where;

r

| 25 ye ra saying, okay the standard should be a dif feren: scandard,

i
!
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L39 1 which I thcaght I heard a concensus forming here - we're making

2 the judgement that we do, in fact, that these temporal

3 intergenerational things, or whatever they are - that we know

4 enough about the problems, both on the nuclear side and the

5 non nucle'ar side te arrive at this judgement and I think we're

6 pretending that we know what the problem is. We think we can

7 reach that conclusion, I think we're kidding ourselves.

8 DR. COC92AN: Let's rela:t the statenent so that maybe

9 we can get a concensus rather than saying should they be the

10 same. Let's have the negative of there's no basis for them

11 being -- in our view, there's no basis that nuclear risk should

p- .ce :ne same as --.

13 :12. O ' 30'::IrLL: There is no basis for ny opinion of

14 saying they.should be different.

15 D2. STA22: Tell, what Dave has said and what I

16 think is the generalopinion of the nuclear industry, and again,
17 I don' t want to get in an argument over the n :=bers - I'm

18 talking abo'2: the thought behind the nunbers - the thought
19 behind the n inbers - the number sufficiently allows it so that

20 the areas of uncertainty about intergenerational ef fects are

21 supressed in that number. That is. if this number is achievel
22 then it covers the incertainties of the intergenerational ef fects.

13 It isn't tha t yo2 know enough Tbcut the intergenerational effec <.
'

24 even if you take upper linits. It's unimportant if this number

25 is taken, ant : think this is what you were referrina to before

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ - __________
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L4 0 1 and if you stop looking at that area of ignorance, as Dave

2 pointed out, there's an air of' ignorance on many other areas,

3 too. It's the uncertaintites of these aress, and by getting

4 a number low enough, you can push that aside as a secondary

5 issue and I think -- am I reflecting the thought behind the

6 numbers you' re proposing?

7 Ja 022:30: nell --

8 3R. COCH3AN: I agree with Chauncey. I think the

9 industry believes that the numbers that the -- the goals are

10 1cw enough that you meet the goals without undue economic harm

11 to the industry and therefore they find the goals acceptable

12 sai can be push 21 1; c 2.:u:: : lismis s 2'.at of these othar

13 problema. That's their arytnant. I :.unk Tion of people that

14 would probably accept the goals but would never accept the viek

15 of the industry that they're anywhere close to approaching the

16 gcal.

17 DR. STA22: But that's a dif ferent argument.

18 DR. LA PORTE: But it's a relevant one in terms of

19 safety goals.

20 :4a. o ' 70NNELL: I think we've cone at it at that way

21 in saying that these numbers are such that these effects ara

3,

minor but in answer -- to say that nuclear should be safer than--

23 other things would seem to say for other things we could have a

24 higher level of risk and I j us t do n ' t think tha t we ' re a t the

25 point where we know enough about these other risks to go that
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L41 1 far.

2 DR. S TAR 2: I disagr'ee with you, Ed. First, criteria ,

3 like this are good for what? 10, 20 years? There's going to

4 be other co=nittees sitting 20 years from now reacting about

5 numbers and changing things. The point is that we have more

6 experience - maybe not all the fine detail knowledge, but we

7 have more experience with those technologies that have been

8 around for 20,30,50, 100 years and based upon those e::periences

9 we're much less likely to be surprised and it's the uncertainty

10 in the nuclear areas because it's new and the surprises are ap

11 to be greater, and for thatreason, there'is a difference, even

12 though there are uncertain things about coal an ! the long range

13 ef fects on health 'an' so on. The total integrated uncertaintie s

14 are less. If you put a statistical distribution of our

15 knowledge on coal, it's going to be a sharper curve than that

16 on nuclear.

17 CHAIR:!A:i SLCVIC: We're going back and forth now on

18 some thing that we've -- there are a number of issues here that

19 I think we need to attend to and I'd like to call on Todd now

20 to get back to what he wanted to raise earlier.

21 DR. LA PORTE: Thank you. Now, there are sources of

22 uncertainty on the one hand, in thinking about moving from the

23 proposal of quantitative safety coals to thinking about the

24 implementation and let me suggest some logic here and then we

25 can talk about it if you choose to. Establishing quantitative

-. . - .
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L42 1 safety goals is based, or can be,'. based on the assumption that
2 if they are attained -- if the health and safety of the public
3 would be assured now and in the future - if you have uncertainty
4 as taken into account af ter what you've heard. In using these

5 goals as a basis for evaluating programs - safety programs in
6 reactor operations, it's assumed that reactors can be designed
7 and opera ted to attain the desired performance, or they can be
8 determined not to and shut down or at least limited in their
9 deployment. Otherwise the goals would be harmful rather than

10 helpful. Well, taking this as a point of departure to
11 understand the implications for agreeing on the proposed geal,
12 or perhaps for changing it. : think the three aspect:, four,

13 asscciated with attaining the fesired performance require
14 attention in the context of safety programs generally and the

t

'

15 requirementa - they 're the requirements that cost and
16 probability of realizing them in four different areas. Let - '

17 se j us t lis t tham, and what I want to do is finish with stating
18 what my preferences would be for safety goals in addition to
19 the quantified ones. They're the requirements for the

20 following .. developing and operating power plants as their
21 nu=bers grew from, say, 150 to 500, over their four to six-year
22 lifetimes. That is, can we assure - what are the requirements
23 necessary to operate at a higher level of the liability plan
24 says they go in number over the next number of years.
25 secondly, to develop and =perate an adequate 3:ste

.-- .
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L43 1 Federal regulatory system in parallel to the reactor fuel

2 cycle growth implied by the numbers I spoke of before.

3 DR. MAC CLEAN: *Till you repeat that again?

4 DR. LA PORTE: Development and operation of an

5 adequate S tate and Federal regulatory system in parallel to the

6 growth of reactors.

7 Thirdly, to develop and maintain an adequate plant /

8 community emergency response readiness capacity - to get the

9 hell out if you have to if your other things don't work, and

10 Finally, to provide the resources necessary to

11 redress of the consequences of major errors and breakdowns

12 were they to occur. That's the miti73. tion costs and cleanup

13 :osts, etc. Those four things.

14 DR. OK2ENT: Could you restate that first one again?

15 DR. LA PORTE: Sure. Just the operation.

16 DR. O KRENT: What about the operation?

17 DR. LA PORTE: Whatever you have to do to operate

18 plants at the level that maintains the operational requirements

19 that are necessary to meet the --

20 DR. OKRENT: To meet these same goals.

21 DR. LA PORTE: Ye s , y es . All I'm talking about that;

|
|
'

22 they have to do that assure that the qualified levels of

23 performance released and so forth, are obtained --

24 JR. ORRENT: Are still being met with large numbers.

25 DR. La PORTE: Yeah, with large numbers and --

. - -
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L44 1 3R. OKRENT: Not a change in goals, but --

2
~

3R. LA PORTE: No, not a change in goals.

3 3R. OKRENT: But you want to be sure that they are

4 being re t.

5 3R. L1 PORTE: Yeah. The reason I'm stating it this

6 way is that, I appreciate, as I said before, the logic

7 underlying the -- the analysis underlying the specifications

8 of a quantified - or the quantifications - what my concerns

9 are are really not only that we could agree on that logic, but

10 that if they are applied to an extending number of plants,
t

11 | along with the regulatory appartus that's necessary and the

12 emergence response capabilities that are 21sc acw nees33 r7,

13 along with that if sonething screvs up, ac tually ices--

14 happen, you have resources availacle to take care of the

15 problem.

16 :43. CHARNOFF: Resources other than emergency --
t

17 3R. LA PORTE: Yeah. I mean like the in -- it's a

18 TMI kind of a thing but that's the only thing I can imagine.

19 N ow, what the answer to these questions are - you my

20 discover -- I don' t know what the analytical answers are to

21 these but I want to know them to know whether the goals that

22 you specified -- what the implication the society would be for

i

l 13 trying to -- for attending to meet them, and --
i

| 24 32. STARR: That would be the same no matter what. :
!
|

|
l 25 mean if you're going to list, it vould be exactly the same no

!
.

1
.__-
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L45 1 matter what the number was.

2 32. LA PORTE: Tha t's true. It wouldn' t make a bit

3 of dif ference. Now, it's possible that when you went through

4 this against the goal, you say, that's not what you had in mind .

5 Let's see what we have to do in terms of goal structure, I sear ,

6 ?oal specification, to see whether the efforts to achirt- then

7 could be reali=ed on the level of socially --

8 CHAIRMAN SLOVIC: Coul1 you be a little bit more

9 concrete about where we might be surprised and feel that somehciw -

10 3R. LA PO RTT : - Well, let =e just specify what my

11 intuition is that as' you move past 100 power plants -- we have

12 70 or 65 or something like that now, up to -- upwards past

13 150 to 200, that the problems of assuring the kind of personnel

14 attention and so forth would be much more dif ficult to attain.

15 You have to do more things to keep people - all those people

16 operating a t the level of a reliability -- you know, we talked

|
| 17 about that.
l

18 3R. S TARR: Is that an e:: ample or a parallel to show

19 that that's true? I nean, you're just guessing that. Uha t

20 examples do you have that as the numbers go up the operational

t

| 21 attention and care goes down? You ' re ma king an a ssump tio n and
!

22 I want to know what leads you to that assumption.

23 3R. LA PORTE: Well, the stores that we're hearing

24 out of the submarine --- it may be difficult for them to now

| 25 maintain the quality of personnel that they seek and you have

r
,

. - - . .- . - - - - -
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L46 1 the same thing in -- what I'= saying is that it 's no t tha t you

2 can ' t do it. You go to more efforts to maintain the level of - -

3 32. STAaa: Well, would you say the airplane pilots

4 today are less competent airplane pilots?

5 Da. LA Poa:E: No, you're not hearing what I'm

6 saying. I sai1 the efforts to assure level of reliability and

7 competence - you have to --

8 3R. STARR: I misunderstood. I thought you were

9 implying that the -- you're making a basic assumption that if

10 the numbe rs go up --

11 D2: LA PORTE: You didn't hear what I said. I said

12 wha t are the requirenents and their costs of probability of

13 realizing the requirements as - for .loing four things, as you

14 increase the number of power plants, in the system.

15 an. CoCHRAN: As I understand, when you had one or

16 two airplanes, they only had sort of a compass and a stick and

17 so fo r th and wi th wha t we ' ve go t tod ay , they' re alot more

18 complicated --

19 3a. ;A PORTE: You have to work harder to --

20 MR. CIIARNCFF: That's not necessarily as a result l

21 o f higher numbers.

22 32. LA PCRTE: That's right. The other example you

23 asked for of what I meant by that - I think the other one is

24 well, the regulatory ve can talk about in a little while, but

25 there's a third point and that is developing and maintaining i
!

|

|
|
|

_
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L47 1 adequate co=nunity emergency response readiness. I think that

2 that's going to be - if we really believe that's necessary,

3 tha t's going to be really hard to ef fect over the lifetimes

4 and over the nur. tars of communities that would be involved.

5 Putting it the of.her way around, what you have to do to assure

6 that readiness on the parts of those communities.

7 DR. STARR: Well, you're confusing your objective

8 with where the objective can he reached and the objectives,
'

9 it seems to me, are already the traditional objectives of the

10 NRC and the industry generally of many other regulated areas

11 which- are similar to these. Your perception of the objectives
'

12 are going to be difficult to reach. I don't follow that.

13 JR. LA PORT: Nell, I guess I wouldn't put it that

well, let me tell you the14 way. I'm saying that it's not --

15 way I put this for the third time, that my intuition tells me

16 tha t it is not obvious that the increase in the number of

17 power plants, going fren what we now know with 60, can transfer

18 without change to 500. That there are no differences in

19 regulatory effort or personnel requirements.

20 DR. STARR: Yeah, but I was saying -- I don't believe

21 you're listening to what I was saying.

22 :43. CEARNOFF: Yeah but his question is how does that )

23 impact on the standard?

24 DR. LA PORTE: If you have - if your standard can

15 be usefully applied and then be attained for ten power plants, |
|

|

|
,

1
,

I.
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L48 1 where if you apply the same standard to 500 it couldn' t You

2 couldn' t maintain the --
'

3 Ma. CHAa:roFF: If the naswer to any of your four

4 questions is no, it couldn't be done then --

5 32. LA PoaTE: or it would be so costly that you

| 6 can' t imagine doing it. I me an , there's a number of ways you

7 could --

8 Da. pea 20W: Why did the cost of community scram go

9 up unreasonably, if you had 150 plants instead of 70?

10 Da. LA PORT 2: Well, I'm not sure that I want to put

11 it in terms of f rom - .that as you spread the requirement for

12 maintaining community readiness to leave, ynu have two kinds

13 of problems, one of them is that you have the plans - but to

14 maintain the social readiness to effect them over the time

15 frames involved -- that is, where nothing happens for 50 years

16 kind of problem -- simply to maintain -- I think the social

17 standards may very well be.|

18 32. CoCMaA:!: Let's take a hypothetical example, which

19 is not really required, but suppose everybody were required to

20 maintain the stock of iodine tablets for emergency purposes,

21 I would find it difficult to insure the implementation of that
J

22 on a 50-year basis.

.
23 ca. LA PoaT: I think that if you have 500 plants that

24 the incidents of accidents would be more frequent per unit of

25 time.
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L49 1 DR. STAR 2: The objectives here written down , 1 think ,.

.

'

2 are reasonable and implicit in many of the things the

3 regulatory agencies are already doing and I do think that one

4 has to consider how one affects the civil systems, if you vill,

5 and regulatory systems as the number of plants go up. I don't

6 think there's much argument about that, but your next step was

7 to carry an implication that this is going to be too dif ficult

8 to achieve, and therefore --

9 32. LA PORTE: Well, my own intuition is that we'll

10 be surprised of the level of ef fort that will be required tu --

11 3R. STAR 2: On the contrary, my intuition says just

12 the opposite.

13 Ja. LA PORT : Then we shoull r6e.: amine i:, shoulla':

14 we?

15 .4R . O ' 30:iNCLL: The four principles, I think, are

16 something that I certainly can endorse. I don' t know how they

17 relate to the safety --

18 CIIAIRMAN SLOVIC: It seems to me that we're lacking

! 19 a knowledge based on which to evaluate this. I mean, I think
l

20 that the re 's a feeling that your concerns are legitimate, but

21 there's no consensus about the direction --

22 DR. S TARR: Well, we have some knowledge of this.

23 operations evacuated on an emergency basis with no prior,

|
6

24 preparation at all and have been done very expeditiously and

25 any society which has some internal structure can focus in some

i

l

!
l

..
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L50 1 of these problems when it has to and this is not the only

2 problem. There's a whole nix of these in our society and so

3 society has to have some level of organization for emergency

4 responses. This is just one of many things.

5 Ja. CoCHRAN: Well, let me give you an example on

6 the second one, develop and operate a state and federal

7 regulatory system where I think we're e::periencing new is

8 something of a failure and that is after the TMI accident we

9 withdrew all of the staff off of the new licenses and applied

10 them to the lessons learned, and so forth, and now you get

11 a little pressure fran Congress to crank the licensing up and

12 you aba, don the TMI leeso,s learned and go bai: to ' i:3 .;i . ?

13 plaats until you canno - you Ion't have an adequs:s sys:em --

14 Ja. STAaa: Is that even now?

t

15 32. CoCH2AN: now, at 70 plants.

16 Da. STARa: no, what I'm saying is that by the time
t

i 17 we get to 500, we're goi:,q to have to have worked that

18 problem out.

19 Ja. LA PoaT": You misunderstand the point I'm
,

i

|
'

20 making. I'm wanting to know if we were to approach something

21 more than we have, what would be the loading on society to work

22 them out? What would it take? How much pressure on local

23 and state regulatory capacities would have to then be - anf I

I 24 don ' t know what the answer to that is but --

l
,

25 aa. cuAancFF: Do you think we grow different than|

!
i

|
t
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L51 1 linearly with the growth of the plants?

2 3A. LA PORTE: I enpect so' . There's two hypothesis

3 a bo ut that --

4 32. PAGE: Can we focus just a little more on sort of

5 the problem at hand and it seems to me that first of all,

6 the re's a large e=pirical literature on scale proSI -as *-?

7 industry cost control and that sort of thing. :Tasa projects

8 have been studied, and --

9 32. LA PORTE: That doesn't tell you very much.

10 32. PAGE: tiell, I think it tells you alot of what

11 you're worried about is that quality control becomes harder

12 when you scale up ani you have routinitei proce?ur s and when

13 you go away fron han ; teoling an 1 enat sort of stuff. This

|
14 is a well s tudia l problen, I think, an1 the point is, if I nay.

I

t 15 intero.re v. o u , is snar ene engnasts is ainos: e n t .4relv. u on
. . . . . .

i -
,

16 safety for one plant an1 there is an obvious thing - an
!

17 evolutionary lynamic problem, which I think we all agree. At

18 least I think we agree, that there is, and it's adiressing one

| 19 set of problems and id'it's put in the context of what the

20 industry's going to look like as it changes over time, then

21 somewhere along the line someone's going to have to address

22 these questions cha: you bring up.

23 :1R. CHAITCFF: We agreed with Todd yesterday when he

24 made that point that if we 're talking abcut 1,000 reactor

25 unive rs e, it could well be that these standards would be

1
|

|

|

|
--
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L5' 4 4 ##erent anf ought to be nade nore stricter.

,

CHAIR'!AU SLOVIC: If we don't have anything further*

3
on that --

4 :iR. O ' 00NUELL: I'd be willing to reconvene at this

5 time - the same group, when the 3 31st application comes into the

6
NRC. Ne can readjust these safety laws.

7 3R. COCHRAN: Are you implying that if no more met

8
them it wo11dn't --

9 3R. LA PORTE: I'm sure you were being tacetious and

10 I'm sure it's time for a break, but my own sense of this is that
.

11 what gets placef and put employees over the ne::t decade with

12 regar d to these safety goals. If there are, we'll have a very

13 long life and that the'f'll be pressure to maintain then for sone

14 of the reasons you raise 1 in the morning, that is, to maintain
1
'

15 expections of the industry --

16 3R. COCHRAM: They'll be pressure:I to utilize 'then

17 the way, like --

18 1R . O ' 30TCLL: From the industry viewpoint, we, in

19 f act recommendel, since noone's really attempted to do this

'O
before, that whatever goals are established be on an interim

~

'l
basis or some trial period of only three years or so. I think~

33

there's get to be -- the application of this has to go through
~~

23
some trial period. . think we're fooling ourselves if we think

'4
we're going to establish goals that are going to stand for 50~

L years.
|
,
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L53 1 32. LA PORTE: :ty point's a dif ferent one, and that

2 is that what I would -- if I were to ask myself the question,

3 wha t's the implicit error that --

4 32. STAaa: Omission.

5 Da. LA PORTE: Well, it's the surprise. Wha t is is

6 that by starting out - by using something like this and range

7 of other sort of apparent solutions to the nuclear materials

8 handed in the problem, which has a very long time into the

9 social future, that we get committei to arranging things

10 thinking it's going to be adequate for the very large scale,

11 etting the very large scale and discovering that it's not very

12 adequate at all and then we'ra stuck.

13 32. STAaa: If you' re proposing that these topics be

14 studied on the scale up time at advanced basis, I would agree.

15 I think it's worth doing system studies on these an1 on the

16 operation of the institutions, the structures and the likely

17 and the options, but for accomplishing -- well, for example,

18 one of the things that the industry suggests is standtrdizatior,

19 to simplify some of these problems. One of the objections of

20 standardi zation is it tends to free e engineering into a fixed ,

i

21 format so the fact that that ought to be studied and argued |

22 about and options developed for it, I would agree and I think

23 that's your recommendation. Is that it?

24 32. LA POaTE: Yeah. Nell, it's not -- sure. I

15 would say that I'm agreeing, but I's.also suggesting that
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L54 1 the - that we be infor=ed about the results of these studies, in

2 regards to the cost in dollars and in institutional change

3 implied by these questions to reach the goal if we were to

4 accept the goal. I can imagine a time -- ! can imagine a

5 situation of saying, well that's the goal we want and if that's

6 wha t it takes to do it, we don' t want to do it because --

7 J a. PE 22 cit: I think there are at least three things

8 involvel in here that haven't been studied and I think it's not

9 just a case, Chauncey, that you agree that they should be

10 studied. I think he's making a stronger case. They are, to
.

11 some degree, counter intuitive. They are not obvious and

12 the r - :: tere iagree they may be rather ex-lesive when

13 e xami ne 2, so they haven' t been particularly exanined. There

14 are three things. One is, when you -- it's just sheer resource .

15 It's like availability of manpower or regulators. You just

16 can ' t make the '!RC any bigger and expect it to be at all

17 efficient. I think there's a problem there. Then, there 's

18 another kind of problem, scale effect which you were referring

19 to which is a different thing than sheer resources. What

20 happens when something gets bigger in size, volume, time and

21 so forth, and then there's a third one which we call in social

33 science methdology contextual e:fects.--

13 D2. COCHRAN: Why are you complaining about the

24 people's big words?

25 :42. PE22CW: I'm trying to explain it because- well, I

_ ___ _ _ _
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L55 1 try and explain words when I use them and I prefaced it by

2 saying something we call in social science as contextual eff ects.
I

3 This is the difference between an individual being -- an

4 individual characteristic and a situational characteristic, so

5 for example, you can have, in group dynamics you can have a

6 tipping bal$nce of 25% level where you put in a little 51: more

7 and you just cover the whole group with the change of attitude '-

8 group pressures and other things come on which make you -- makes

9 the group behave quite differently than it would, with a very

10 little small increase or change, deviation in attitude. It

11 depends upon the context in which it takes effect.

12 Now, what Todd was referring to was one of these

13 would he the nuclear accidents that you're going to get every

14 year when you have 1,000 plants, if you have -- at the proper

15 probability affix figure. That's going to be totally

16 diffe rent, and I can readily see, from one every 100 years

17 with 100 fewer plants. That would be the kind of a contextual

18 effect. There's probably alot of others that we haven't

19 thought of, because we are just not used to this kind o f long

20 range planning with highly toxic kinds of substances and so

21 it's saying you may be in for some real surprises, which

22 the yellow book would not contemplate.

23 CHAn%N S LOVIC: How can you address that in the

24 context of goals? Can you build in an extra conservatism for

25 that factor or what --

|
. . ._ _ . . . - .- . _ . _ . __
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L56 1 D2. LA PORTE: Well, let me -- while you tackle that..

2 It says qualitative goals. I don't know what they nean. I

3 don' t know much about - what I'm saying here with regard to

4 exe=plications for plant design are operations but it's

5 something like the following and follow the first three points

6 here, that the plant design, facility scale and operational

7 req uire=e n ts , that it is on the plans to minimize the need for
,

8 extraordinarily organizational behavior and the cost of

9 remedying serious accidents. I don't know what ninimize means

10 here. I: doesn't =ean ero but it means probably a large

11 number. You work to minimize those kinds of things. You work

12 o i..4 m.4 e ...".e e ~, 1.a .o -v. 'os ...~, o. a-.1.es ..> ...c. "2.'.=....'.t a
. . . . . .

13 level. .Ts you design the operation to not require re7ula: cry

14 oversight or monitoring or watching at the state and :he

15 fe. feral level. Parenthetically, le =e just sugges: that in

16 this country, unlike France, perha ps , and certainly in the

17 So vie t Union, :ne requirsment of a technology to be watched or

18 regulated has some real political, ideological cos: to them.

19 Ne don' t like regulation generically, as part of our political

20 culture and one of the things that's hard to factor into

|

| 21 technological or any kind of policy cost bene"i- 1.- *. ; s i .

22 is the political cost of having to do some things that you

t

I 23 don't lik a politically, ideologically, so that you can have the

r

' 24 benefits of the other technology, and I think that when you

25 33ve aio: of nue; ear =aterials 5;oating around for instance, if

1

1

|
|

|
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L57 1 society wants to have watched - doesn't trust the operators,

2 tha t tha t's going to have your contextual ef f ect, at some point .

3 I don't know when it is, but as you grow with the number of

4 watchers that you have to have to be assured that the operators

5 are doing it the way you want to have ' them do it - that's a

6 real political cost because it makes us feel bad about our

7 government. : tot really us, but, as you see the regulatory

8 activities increasing, and that's only a trivial requirement.

9 Clearly it's designed to meet the nee?.s/ costs of the

10 co=munity, in order to maintain emergency response readiness --

11 well, I don' t know what that means e::actly because I -- but

12 as a lesign goal, that's flows from the uncertainties of

13 knowing wh3: those a.swers are --

14 Ja. STARa: As I understand the root of your
t

15 comme n t, it's not to make a decision today based upon a limitec.

16 quantitative analysis, such as presented here without trying tc.

17 make an estimate of the future trend, which that decision leads

18 to.

19 Ja. ?A3E: And the impacts of those trends.

20 JR. LA PCRTE: If you were to accept that as what

21 we were trying to meet in the face of whatever system you

22 envisage here --

23 3R. STA23: That's right. Your worry is that iecisic ns
~

24 are going to be made today on fairly limited criteria which the

|25 future consequences of which may be alot greater than is now

4

1
J
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L53 I perceived.

'

2 3R. LA PORTE: Yeah, it's another way of saying -

3 addressing that thing of -- you couldn't really address then if

4 you don' t know how to do it and that is what's the other costs

5 in your social costs seo: ion.

6 32. CCCHRAN: :taybe an exangle of this is the Desmo

7 process where the standard or the determination was the no

8 hazards consideration in loading the Big Rock plant, but

9 ultimately they were forced to address wide scale use of

10 plutonium before chev star:ed in at that step. 1-

11 3R. S TARR: Sure, and I think that's an example of

12 that issue, but then c'in%, if you' re willing to do that with

13 the nuclear case, than coming hack to where we were before, you

14 want to do that with the alternative option, if you don't go

15 nuclear, one is the same question for the alternatives.

16 3R. LA PORTE: Yeah, I agree with that in the main.

i
'

17 I think, however, and this is my response to the question of

18 comparing dif ferent energy systems and risks -- I think I

19 understand the general point and I agree with it, but : think

20 that we really can' t ask NRC to do that.

! 21 DR. STARR: Well, that's a difficult question.
!

|
22 3R. LA PORT: We keep asking as though that were a

|

| 23 part of our concerns for NRC's role.

| 24 32. COCHRAN: I'd like to plead to the Chairman for

15 equal time on some of these other issues.
t

|
l

l
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L59 1 CHAIR > TAN SLOVIC: Okay. I think we really have gone

2 througb this as much as we need to. I think there is an

3 apprecia tion of the points tnat Todd is making and feel that it

4 needs to be studied and considered although just how that might

5 be done is not clear. The direct implications are not clear, but

6 I think the point is very important.
|

|
| 7 JR. LA PORTE: I think the direct inplications are

8 that in terms of specification and quantitative goals at this

9 time, that the uncertainties in regard to its meaning for

10 implementation and the consequences of seeking to implement the n

11 is very determined. You've got to ask these kinds of questions .

12 I It's all intuiticn.
13 22. 7AR2: I would hate to see that go in as a

14 conclusion because the decision the NRC is facing is really

15 two steps: one, that they set a quantitative goal and the

16 other is what should it be and the alternative of not setting a

17 quantitative goal is to proceed without a quantitative goal,

18 anf your issues are just as relevant if you proceed without a

19 quantitative goal. The act of setting the quantitative goal
|

20 doesn't change the relevancy of your issues.

'21 JR. PERROW: It will decrease their visibility.

22 CHAIIDG SLOVIC: It affects the level of safety.

| 23 JR. OgRENT: Uhich could affect the level?

24 CHAII!AN SLOVIC: This indeterminacy. 1

;
,

I
l

25 oR. ogasNT: which indeterminacy? I think there may
|
:
1

,
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L60 I be more indeterminacy without these goals than with them and,

,
in fact, you may have a harder regulatory problem without them.-

3 It isn' t clear to me that there's a connection between the

4 concern and whether or not the U2C goes quantitative, qualitative,

5 or stays with exactly what it now has. It's related -- if it's

6 real and I don' t want to ascribe the same reality or liklihocd

7 of importance to each of those, I don't think, in fact, it's

I rela ted to this yellow --

9 DR. COCHRAEt Ue've spent a day and a half within a

10 narrow definition of what these goals are, namely some

11 quantita tive stuf f like in the yellow book and without addressing.

l '- Of ins:hsr :he goals thich the Consission should be considering ,

i

13 ' saould really address the implementation process of wnatever

14 ends up in the yellow book and that, I think, is a much more

15 important issue that we should have been discussing yesterday
16 instead of -- well, I hope we get that on the table before --,

1

I7
1 CHAIa:!AN SLovIC: Okay, well, I think rather than
1
1

I I8 start that, we'll break in eight minutes. I think we should

19 take our break now.

'O JR. OKRENT: Why don't we take a short break? Do we
-

21
| need a long break?
|
~

33

| CHAIRMAN SLOVIC: Let's reconvene at 3:30.**

!

23 (recess.)
I ,4
| CHAIR:iAN SLOVIC: We've covered quite a number of

-

I

15 the issues that were raised even though we didn't read into
|

|

|
|

_ __ _________ -
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L61 I them formally, we somehew touched upon them and at some point

i*

we may want to take stock again.-

3 George Sege inquired about -- I guess he took my

4 comment seriously about another day and don't get worrief. I

5 was just wondering if you want to decide that now, or see how it

6 goes or if there's so.me people who definitely have to leave at

7 5:30.

8 3R. :.tACLEAN: I wouldn't mind deciding now that if we

9 don' t get through with the agenda that we ei ther extend or

10 recon vent. I'd be in favor of reconvening, myself.

11 CHAII!AN SLOVIC: Tom, do you want to --

l'- JR. CCCHMN: t ?*.11, I lon't h v. e 17 - grs. speech

I3 or any good ideas but I think the process that the'n: and the

14 institution is operating 'ander right now, is wrong ani should

15 be addressed in terms of safety goals. I think arguably, the

16 issue's an ethical one of whether one is forcing the license
i

!

17
,

process through in what I consider a biased manner and
|

|
'

18
|

enforcing these plants on the public, a large segment of which
!

19 loesn' t want them. I think there are things that could be

'O done to increase the process. They could be formulated in goal s.~

'l
|

I haven' t any nice typed suggestions, but certainly the idea~

!

| ss
|

of the Commission being up on the hill at the moment, the~~

i

23 proposal which everybody refers to as efforts to speed up
'4 licensing, and I think the rhetoric speaks for itself that~

5 7,2 talkinn about streamlining the process and making the
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L62 1 process more fair. Everybody knows wnat the issue is. There

2 are a bunch of plants that have been built and people want to

3 get them operating and the name of the game is how do we get

4 them licensed, not how do we decide whether we're going to meet

5 the safety requirements, or should we license them, so I think

6 the whole process has always been and certainly now is not a

7 fair one and I think we should some of the goals should be--

8 addressed to improving that process.

9 33. PERRCN: I thought you were going to bring up the

10 other issue that I'm really insterested in, that you ild just

11 before the break. Supposing this here is all agreei on aTI so

12 fo rth. How is --

13 32. coCHaAN: How is it inylemented? That's wha t

14 I'm bring a'p. I mean, there .should be goals addressing how

15 one implements other goals, standards, or whatever --

16 32. STA22: " ell, in.2, i both agree and disagree witr

17 you. I agree that the NRC process ought to be reexamined. I

18 agree with you that the objective ought to be public safety.

19 32. CoCHRAN: How about public accer can :e?

20 32. STA2R: Nell, that was going to be my next point.

21 I don't there's anything in the '!RC charter or anything in the

22 congressional setting up of the N2C or any obvious roles for

23 the N2C that it should be responsible for public acceptance er

24 unacceptance of the - of any technology that it's regula ted,

25 tha t the issue of public acceptance is a political issue which

__
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L63 I Congress ought to be dealing with. .

s 33. 00CHRA!: Hell, I just gave you an example of-

3 why I think -- why I would argue the other side of that.

4 Congress has told the agency that it must make a determination

5 of undue risk compensation to the public. :;ow, to sert of

6 make a -- to overstate that issue, one way to do that is to go

7 out and get some technicraf t or a group of techni:raf t and

8 all together and make that decision on the basis of expected

9 value risk, all right, without ever consulting the public and

10 they may come to a conclusion that won't be accepted by li of

11 the public, and I would say that's not the intent of ths law

12 beca :se the inten: of the law is to set standards that meets
13 an undae risk --

14 32. STA22: I think you can make the point, but you're

15 no t getting back to what the intent of Congress in setting up

16 the licensing of the :12C. I completely disagree with you on

17 your interpretation. That doesn't mean that there shouldn ' t be

I8 a reinterpretation, but I don't see what that has to do with

19 setting this criteria because you any not like the way this
'O criteria has been arrived at in a political sense, but in an-

'l analytical sense lo you have any criticism of it?
'

-

,,

DR. COCHRA::: ;*o , that wasn't my issue. :ty issue was--

13 that there ought to be other goals aside from what's in the

'4 yellow book. It goes to the issue of how does one implement?-

15 What sort of process does one have of implementing what's in

.. .
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L64 1 the yellow book an! I think those are legitinate goals. I

2 think they address ethical issues. Cne of those ethical issues

3 is should we be operating in the way we're doing to ran these

4 things down people's throats when they don't want them.

5 DR. STAan: Well, your discussion of ramming people

6 down their throats, as far as I can tell, the ::aC has been a

7 great interference in successful development of nuclear power

8 an1 a great interference in enhancing public safety. I don't

9 think public safety has been approved one icta by the

10 intervenors or by the ::ac, but that's a separate natter. That

11 has to do with the ins:itutional structure and what function
,

12 and the very issues of who plays the role in it, but conpletely

13 aside f rom that, the issue of whether the evaluations of what

!
14 aro unt to the basis on which decisions are being made in the

i 15 present ::aC structure -- the issue of whether you have a

16 quantitative objective or not and whether this kind of approact

17 whien Opened, that is, colleagues have suggested - whether

18 tha t is a good approach, is, I think, the issue that's being

19 faced now. Your issue is a valid one but completely I think ---

20 Da. CoCHRA::: You just want to define the problem --

i

! 21 Ja. STARR: ;;o , I just want to say that this is no t

22 the place :o discuss it.

| 23 Ja. 1ACTEA'i: I think that this has to be the place
r

|

| 24 to discuss that throughout this report and I don't think you

|

| 25 could ever come up with any kind of quantitative or other repott
i

1

_ _ . . _ _ _ _ . , _, ._ _
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L65 1 tha t di dn ' t - that wasn' t like this in this respect. You see

2 the word acceptable throughout and at some point it's i=portant

3 to examine what we mean by acceptable. I nean, and he's got to

4 raise the question of when you define a level as accreptable, to

5 you mean acceptable to the public or not?

6 32. STARR: All right. I agree with that.

7 3R. : TAC LEAN: I mean, that seems to be --

8 3R. COCHRAN: To these technographs or to the public?

9 3R. OKRENT: But I need to understand -- I don't

10 understand what Tom's question is in view of his last comment.

11 I thought he had said that these goals, if in fact, they were

12 met and if he was satisfied by the process by which they were

13 =e t , might, in fact, 'be 0%27, but --

14 32. COCHRAN: If the public were satisfied by the

15 process, they might find those goals acceptable.

16 32. C KRENT: But I think he earlier said he disagreed ,

17 I think it was with Starr, that checurrent licensing process,

18 in fact, is achieving this and he's aise, I gues s, not convinced

19 that the current directions make it come closer to this. He's

20 possessing the fact that they're going to speed up licensing ir

21 a way that might, in fact, go the other way. If I understand

22 the implica tion of --

23 JR. CCCHRAN: Well, I'm willing to segregate two

24 issues. One issue is whether, in fact, the process is working

25 in a manner that some group, like the ACRS, some body would
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L66 1 conclude that the goals are indeed to be =et. I want to

2 separate that question frbm the question of whether the public
,

3 accepts that conclusion and I think , Charles here also wants

4 to make that distinguish --

5 32. STARR: They are completely dif ferent vantage

6 poin ts .

7 33. COCHRAN: He says it's irrelevant in terms of

8 what's being asked to this body and to this group whether or not

9 the public accepts these as long as we can find, as long as

10 ACRS or :PRI and the AIF agree, then it's quite proper, but

11 if there's some rag tag folks dancing at TMI that don' t

12 accept in, that's irrelevant ':e7ause they are uninformed.

13 .:2. STA22: nell, that's an entreme way of putting

14 it, but you're on the right trach. The analysis and the

15 evaluation of a highly complex technical matter ought to be
i

16 done by professionals. Now, your issue is a good one. Don't

17 spoil it. Your issue is, and I think you clarified it -- the

18 question o f what is publicly acceptable in the sense - and

19 you define that as acceptable to the public, rather than what
s

20 someone else thinks what the public ought to accept - tha t

21 difference - that .listinction isn't clearly ma.ie and there isn' t

22 a good mechanism from your point of view, to determine what the

23 public is willing to accept, versus what, say, a group like the

24 Acas says this is what the puglic ought to accept.

25 3R. OK2ENT: But again, I want to make sure I
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L67 1 unders tand the point. My understanding is that one might have
1

2 a set of goals like this and in fact, both of the industry and i

3 in fact, the rag tag people dancing at Three : tile Island, might
;

4 say "These goals would be okay if we believed they were being

5 met." Now, what -- if I understand what Tom is saying further, --

6 32. CCCHRAN: So we don't have to argue with the goal

7 issue but the nunber issue.

8 DR. OKRENT: Right, but he's not satisfied in the

9 first place, it would be enough.for either the commissioners or

10 some designated group to say, "Yes, these goals have been met,"

11 if, in fact, the public, whoever that is, and I'm going to ask

12 him in a 7.inute to tell =e, 5: 'J Nhti ritsrian fo : iecide---

13 chat the public is satisfiel. He asys :aare is a need for seme

14 other agree =ent, if you will and now I'll put the question to

15 you. How does one ge them the measure that the public, in

16 fact, also agrees, assuming that in the future there is some
i

17 set of goals and nine good men look at it and they say, " Yup, this

18 pro po sel reactor mee ts the goal . " Ghat is the criterion when

| 19 one decides tha: the public foes it? Does every member o: the

20 public have to agree? coes 991, 951, 511? I would assume the:e
i

I 21 would have to be, you know --
|

22 DR. COCHRAN: I think you're trying to measure

23 sometning that's not measurable. think it's not quantifiable

'

24 and it's not it may no t even be the real thing you ought to-

| 15 *

ce focusing on.
!

|

l

. ._- -
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L63 1 32. 032237: I think one can make qualitative

2 statements about public acceptance of this technology versus

3 some other system.

4 32. S 2.t22: :Iow do you get tha sense?

5 32. COCH2AN: Well, I think the public finds kite

6 flying to be sort of, not a risky operation even though 3en

7 Franklin may have taken some rif- . There are technologies

8 that people have confidence in, the regulatory aspects and so

9 forth. 2ather than try and run out and measure tr._ sn a ::arris

10 poll, we ought to be looking at goals. If measures address in

11 the process anel so forth, the institution recommendations so

12 t3;; .fe fili ge ;etter publi: 3 :eg 3n;s,

13 33. 37A22: 'ic ll , there were f&Oon?.endation3 7.i- W 5;
.

14 improve the .:2C's internal function, bu: not necessarily o

15 marke.ily change the ability of the public to connunica te. It

16 was jus: o streamline the operation, which was the word you
,

i 17 used before, to make the : RC nore ef fective in what it was

18 doing. Those were the recommendations that cane out of the

19 ::ennedy commission. They lidn't say anywheret that the public

20 wasn' t being consulted.

21 32. COCH2A::: I don't have the --

22 32. G7222: Well, I read the report and they didn't

i 23 make that n.oint. Thev. mala alot of the other points.
|

24 32. 00CIIRAM: They nafe points such as the process

25 was -- I don't enink they used the word sham, but it wasn't a

1
1
<

1

|
, - _ _ _
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L69 1 fair process.

2 32. STA32: I don't know whether they used the- word

3 fair, but they criticized the process.

4 Ja. CCC!i2AN: That 's right. And I think it's a

5 proper goal, qualitative goal if not quantitative, to be

6 a ldressed by this group to address that issue of how one goes
,

1
' 7 about implementing --

8 Da. STA32: Yeah, but your answer to Dave w s that ifa

| 9 the process were satisfactory, you would have no quarrel with

|

| 10 the --

11 JR. COCH2AN: I'm trying to set aside an argument fo:

12 the moment ~ hat we already directed as whether the level in the

13 yellow bcok is proper, and it raised the issue in that it is

14 also quite propar to set goals on procedure that addressed

15 .crocedure in an implementation and so forth, that it reallv. go
|
,

1

|
16 to the heart of public acceptance or whether people think it ar ,

|
|

i 17 undue risk to them by citing a power plant.

18 JR. S TA22: I thought you were talkinc about public

19 confidence.

20 93. : tac L;AN: You're not talking about something

|
21 separate f rom what is in here, I mean, you're talking about

;

1
'

22 something that's essential to these. I mean, you ' v e go t

23 various nummers and we don't want to dispute these numbers any

24 more, and :he lispute of various aspects of them, but you raise

25 the ques: ton, ar e these numbers acceptable? Now, is this an
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L70 1 acceptable level? '!ow, what do you mean? I mean, there is a

2 problem when you say acceptable to the public. !!ow are you

3 going to decide that, but there's no problem. I mean, let's

4 not raise that question right away. I see acceptable all over

5 here and I don' t know what that means. When you ask --now, it

!

6 seems to me that putting away certain disputes about various

7 minutia a t some of the things we were talking about this

8 morning on the quantitative level, it seems that Cochran is

9 saying that perhaps given the right procedures and some

10 qualitative requirements, that these numbers might be

11 acceptable an:1 that this might be an acceptable qualitative

12 goal. s 2ppose we could all agree on that? What would that mea t?

13 I don' t think it would mean that then, any time you regulated

14 down to that namber you've obtained an acceptable goal. It mea:is

15 only if you've done it in tr.1 right way. The right way would

16 have to be determined.

17 One of the qualitative standards, I would think, one
,

|

18 of the things that would count as processing, would be things

19 that would have to include things the putlic could accept and
,

!

20 I'm prepared to try to take a stab at defining what was

21 acceptable. I :tink -- I mean, let me just throw something

22 out for a suggestion. I'm not deeply committed to this because

23 I haven't thought about it hard enough, but it has to be some

24 sort of combination of empirical measure of public acceptance

25 and normative criteria of what we think that a reasonable

l
(

. - -. . - . . . - -- -
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L71 1 informed, rational person ought to accept, and that means that,

2 I think' in a very sophisticated technology, you're going to hav e

3 to rely very heavily on e:: pert opinions and not just go out

4 and promulgate something like this to a nontechnical audience

5 in bits and measure, but there are ways, I think, of achieving

6 this.

7 32. STARR: Isn't that the Congressional process?

8 J2. :1ACLEA:i: Hell, I don't know if it's the

9 Congressional -- that's one way to look at it. I mean, that

10 may be one way to talk about it, but in something like this, I

11 mean, you've got a very particular situation here where you've

12 ;c t a number of expert groups anst they're liviiel on :srtain
,

13 issues. :iow, I would think that any kind of safety standards

1 14 tha t would be found okay that the :iRC would pass around to

(
15 IPRI, to the Atomonic Industrial Foru=. to the '!RDC and Union'

| 16 of Concern sciantists, would get approval by all four of those

17 gro up s , I'd be prepared to say there's a sufficient measure of

18 public acceptability.

!
'

19 JR. PERROU: I just find this whole debate kind of

20 bi::are. I think issues are being confused. I thought you were

21 going to raise the quetion, Tom, of implementation, and now

22 you' re talking about cublic acceptability, presumeably the

23 numbers, but I thought that public -- how is the public going to

24 get involved in acceptability laplementation or do it in a

25 way that the public would accept. I think there's a much more

|

I

t
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L72 1 serious, serious, issue here. Look at -- we have Kennedy

2 Commission, we got all those warnings, all those things in the

3 indus tries. Looking at the accident statistics doesn' t seem

4 to make a damn bit of dif ference on the industry. They're still

5 doing the same things. You're going to put in new regulations

6 here and set up these chapters and nothing's going to happen.

7 Tha t 's wha t ! think is the important thing. Do these things

8 mean anything? How is that going to change one width the

9 behavior of any utility, any operator, any of those things

10 sitting out there? That's what I would like to know and I

.

11 think the issue of whether the public gets involved in this

12 is really beside the point right now. It's whether anybody

13 gets involved in it.

14 DR. STARR: Well, the industry has responded and they

15 have maintained that both collasal organi ations - they don't

16 do it overnight but there are alot of substantial things in

17 both organiza tions. The effort to set up this particular

18 exercise is one of the evidences of that. Now, we may not like

19 it and f rom my point of view, the NRC has only- done a fraction

20 of whatothers do, but. it isn ' t that they're not moving, and

21 thes- things do have an effect. It's just that they move very

22 slowly and they don' t move in composite ways the way the town

23 would like to see, or I would like to see for dif ferent reasons .

24 Soth the industry and the NRC are relatively inof ficially

25 organi:ed to respond, and they'll gradually shif t as time goes
l
1

:

I
'
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.L73 1 on anf they're doing it. I'm not going to give you alot of

2 ins tances , but within the utilities, for e:cample, as a result'

3 of the T:1I thing and the pressure to reorganise almost every

4 nuclear utility and set up a nuclear division instead of

5' rolling into their possible plant division. They've recognized

| 6 that this is a special oroblem. That was victorv. number one.. .
,

|

|

7 The :12I, I think, messed up its response, but it responded to

r

j 8 alo t of things. It stoppel the license involved and it put
i
l

| 9 people on T:!I and then it put people on something else, and
|

I

10 so forth, so it's been trying to respond. It isn't that they

11 don't have an ef fect. Whether the efficiency of the response'

12 of direction is a good one, that's a different q :estion . I

13 vould agree with you that there have been alo t of innerf ectionz

i 14 in both, but I doa' t think it's a wasted ef fort. * st ne put
(
,

l 15 it that wa y.,

16 32. PZ2ROU: All right, but what's going to happen

17 with this? What impact is this going to have?

13 Da. OK22::T: If you want to talk about impact, I'll

| 19 let you --

20 32. STA22: This would have a real impact inside the

21 :;2C and inside the industry and being that it would have to be,

22 even though sonebody might not like it, a professional review .

23 group like the Acas supreme Court of a technical nature, which

1 24 would have to believe that based upon the foreseeable technica:

25 secuences which might occur as a result of various events, thaz
|

|
|
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L74 1 the plants design have a plausible probability of meeting this

s
target and ---

3 D2. PE2aou: I'm not impressed.

4 JR. STA22: You may not be inpressed, but I'n

5 impressed because that's never been done before to that degree.

6 It begins now to rationalize the design and engineering decision

7 making that affects both design and machines. The two elements

8 of your three-element picture. Now, that kind of organized

9 analytical structure does n't e::ist and this would create it, and

10 I think it would have a very big effect inside the defenders

11 and inside the utilities -- inside as to what's important and

12 wha: isn't, add to the ecisica-naking process, :: . c. i c h C;2l

13 Acas plays a significant role.

14 JR. PE220U: Uhat's going to happen to Indian Point?

15 .:othing. Is this only for new plants?

16 J2. STA2R: Well, are you asking me what I would

17 do if I wera running the - if I were iictator of N2C? I don't

I8 know what the NRC's going to do.

19 :4R. O ' JoNUCLL: This should be applying to Indian

20 Point, sure.
:

21 J2. PC220W: Okay, now, what's going to happen to

33
Indian Point?--

23 J2. S "'A 22 : IIow J.o I knou.

24 :12. O'JONUILL: Well, right now Indian Point is goinc

25 through and doing a big risk study to " hopefully access the level |

_ _ _ ._
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L75 1 of risk posed by those units on that site. Now, this is going

2 to be now submitted to the NRC and the AC3S, I'm sure, is going

3 to get a chance to review it and they're all going to be lookiny
I

4 at all these numbers and this risk assessment and somehow are
i

5 going to be e::pected to make some judgements as to whether or
i
1

6 not that's good enough.

7 DR. CoC3aAN: If it has an effect, at least it would

8 be indirect if we believe the statement that this is only

9 applicable in tight water reactors and may be more stringent

10 than these existing plants.
t

!

l

1 11 M2. O'DONNELL: That's what this says and that may be

12 very well vhat tha N2P <1oes, but you know, the use of risk

13 assessment techniques and safety goals to me is a mechani33
i

! 14 for ra tionalising and improving upon the way we do things now

15 and in putting the attention on the things that are really

16 impor tant from --

17 32. CCCH2AN: Would you include process in that?

18 :ta. O 'oONNELL: nell, you know,the deterministic

19 requirements are such that you look at things that everybody

20 thought was the worse case, the double ended break of the

21 largest pipe in the cooling system. There's an area of design

22 in analysis that the industry has spent a great deal of time

23 and effort on.
,

| 24 JR. COCHRAN: Three Mile Island was not from that

25 kind of aceirient. It was a valve that stuck open and crea ted

_.
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L76 1 in effect, a two inch break. The reason that people didn' t

2 concentrate on those things was because the deterministic

3 requirements were geared towards this other event and it was,

4 pointed out by the Kennedy Commission and the Regovin Commissicn

5 that the Rasmussen study, in affect, indicated that these

6 smaller type breaks were bigger contributors, so if these

7 techniques .can be used to really focus in on the things that

8 really appear to be more likely and greater contributors for

9 risk. I think that is the rational way to use it.

10 :tR. O'DONNELL: What's the basis for your assumption

11 that that's a greater contribution to risk than simply to

12 overall behavior of the NRC as an institution which grew out

13 of an AZC that was pronoting the technology and --

14 DR. COCHRAN: I'm talking about -- I'm trying to

15 graps i: from the design standpoint. How do you get a Federal

16 design?

17 3R. STARR: They even fool around with other people's

18 lives, I'm sure. To finish Indian Point, I would agree with

19 Ed that this process ought to be brought to a point and if the

20 numbers come out radically different in terms of probability

21 dis tributions and therefore effects -- then I think the NRC

22 is faced with a policy decision, which involves other factors

23 than just this alone, and it might very well be that if the

24 analysis- indicates that the NRC -- what this process makes

15 visible is the probabla sequence of events which might lead to

l

1

1
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L77 1 accidents and if Indian Point then comes out badly in a case

2 like this, the "aC might decide to take whatever's appropriate

3 action to shut it down or whatever.

4 If it turns out that it approaches this answer and

5 special operating characteristics are -- increase staffing like

6 bringing it into this range, they might decide to set special

7 requirements on operation. The grandfathering of senething like

8 this does not mean that you should not go through the process

9 for all the plants.

10 ca. Ptaa0N: I must be extremely dense, but I do not

11 see how either Shoreham or Indian Point - how you take this and

12 opera ta vith this. This sets an overall goal that says we should

13 have an overall thing like this. It icesn't tell me anything

14 about what anybody is going to say about backup systens,

15 emergency systems. Should we have three emergency or four of

16 them?

17 DR. STAaR: On new or existing designs?

18 Da PERROW: On new or on existing. It doesn't --

19 I find this so abstract.

20 DR. STAaR: It's not abstract to me. There's another

21 whole technical piece that goes with this here and that's a

22 probablistic risk analysis, which is a highly technical thing

23 that uses as bes: as you can, engineering data -- engineering

24 j udgeme nts . It goes through all of the analysis to sort of try

15 to figure out wnat the risks are on the things that we know

_ _ . . ,_ _ _ _ __ _ _
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L73 1 might fail and that ends up with a kind of a guiding number

2 that says based on this particular design configuration, there' s

a certain probability of certain events happening. That, then,s

4 gets compared with the target. This just sets a target and

5 tha t process is a very revealing process. It tells you a hell

6 of a lot more about what's going on in a plant, where it's weak

7 points are and what you ought to do to remove the weak points.

8 JR. P ER20W: That isn't what I understand about it.

9 Tha t kind of an analysis has enormous problems with it. We have

10 a long ways to go before we can get any --

11 MR. O ' 3O NNE LL : I think that's why we're saying you

12 sho ul d n' t thrc7 01- what we've got - an institute that's in its

13 place. 'caep coning back to this as a means of improving what

14 we have, no: replacing what we have.

15 32. LA PORTE: Let me ask a cuestion in a different

16 way. From you guys in the industry, what would you find -- sor:

17 of take yourselves out of your official position for just a

18 minute and just as persons knowing about this, what would you

19 say are the four things that would really impress you with

20 industry's response to cleaning up its act. What would really

21 impress you? At the outer reaches of what's possible, wha t

22 makes you think, now that's what should be happening?

23 32. STA22: Well, now, I was responsible for laying

24 out the industry's plans and we got into actions and some of

25 the things I had recommended, but not all of them. The Nuclear

- . - . . - -. - . . . - . - . ._
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L79 I Safety Analysis Center, which we set up which works very closel'r

2 with the NRC's staf f, was something that was an attempt to cure

3 the feedback of e::perience which had become very sluggish. The

4 learning process in actualoperations had become sort of

5 constipated.

6 32. LkPORTE: Okay, that's one.

7 Ja. STAaa: And so we set up a system that works very

8 closely with the N2C staff which now gives almost minute to

9 minute information to everybody in the industry, not only of

10 wha t's happening, but what you do about it, so we've
,

11 shortened down to matters of hours and days the operational

12 technical response time to new information.

13 The other thing was the fact that we felt that

14 there was a great disparity in the quality of operation and the

15 quality of personnel in the operating side and the kind of

16 stuff that has been written about and talked about and I think

17 is right on track and we set up an institution which has ye:

18 to sort of cut its teeth, in its early stages. .That's the

19 Institute of Nuclear Power Operations which is all supported by

20 the ini2stry and which has been trying to set up for uniform

21 views on a nanagement basis of a hierarch inside each operating

22 facility to set up criteria for the operators, for the technical

23 sta f f and so on and to try to improve the quality and

24 understanding of safety and reliability in the operations.

25 Tha t 's to raise the quality of the operations at all nuclear
i

i
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L30 1 stations to that of the best of the stations and that's just

2 beginning to operate.

3 There 's a third thing that we tried to get anf that's

4 the item of standar lization and that one we still are having

5 grave dif ficulty in and that's because it involves the vendors

6 and the industry and the great tradition of individualism by

7 the vendors in the industry so that the - what the NRC is face;

8 with is with new designs all the time and always cite

9 specific so that they have an endless chain of small problems,

10 all of which have a big effect. We think hhat has to be cured

11 eve ntually. t e have not salvad that problem.

12 The other thing that I f elt very strongly about, th-e

13 Kennedy Commission recc= mended over and over agin, was tha

14 f ac t that I think the whole objective of the N2C is philosophicall.

15 wrong. It works on the basis of policing 'sther than the basis

| 16 of removing the problem and it's like the police force versus
|
|

| 17 the crime problem. I don't think that putting people in jail

18 and fining them is any way to get safe operation. I think wha 1

19 lou have to have is an agency that works cooperatively with the

20 industry to improve the safety of designs and the safety of

21 operatio ns. That philosophy doesn't e::ist so what you have
1

l

22 is an adversary system rather than a cooperative system, and I

23 have to tell you, that hasn't happened.
,

1
,

1

|
24 DR. COCH2AN: Time is precious. Now, I'm willing to

|
, .

25 stipulate that you've done slot of things and you're improving'

i
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L31 1 safety, and I don't think we have to waste alot of time going

2 through those. I'm willing to stipulate that and move on to

3 something else. Now, you've taken care of some problems that

4 address utility confidence. They address safety problems

5 directly, but there are other problems.

6 Let's take intervenor finding so that intervenors

7 would have confidence in the process, so that -- I wish I coull

8 cite it, but I can't -- these statements by commissioners and

9 intervenors are very helpful in identifying problems and so

10 forth. Now, there's another -- could be a goal to improve the

11 safety of the plants. It could be a safety goal and it could

12 insure :cnfidence in the process and so forth ani'could we

13 get agreement or do we have disagreement on wheth er that is a

14 proper goal or of whether goals of that nature -- not intervencr

15 findings bur goals that address process or appropriate to

16 add to these strict, numerical numbers of the types of David's

17 gene ration.

18 DR. STARR: I would agree, Tom, that a self appointed

19 technical elite should not have 100% control of all decisions

20 and I recogni=e that there can be merit in having prof essio nals

21 outside of, say, the routine functionof groups playing a role

22 in reviewing and commenting and critiquing and trying to

23 i= prove the basis for decision making, so I don ' t obj ec t to
\.

24 eith: the concept of outside critical reviewing, which you call

15 intervenors -- I hate that word, but I don't object to outside

1

I
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L32 I critical review. I do object to outside critical review on a

2 self -- on a completely random basis, where regardless of

3 degree of knowledge or expertise, an individual decides that

4 he's going to come in and play a role and it's the rando= ness

5 of the intervention that we have now which I --

6 DR. CCCHRAN: Let's talk about how we can set up or

7 reccamend a goal.

8 JR. STARR: Well, I've answered your question.

9 JR. CCCHRAN: Let's reco==end a goal that resolves

10 your randomness process which still permits technically

11 competent people to represent public concerns and --

12 JR. STAR 2: Ne have a prescedent, Ton, and the National

13 Academy is be=2se.1 by Congress as a t:ind of critiquing group.

14 JR. COCHRAN: That's just like the ACRS.

15 JR. STARR: But the Congress at least goes to a third

16 hady for critiquing. Certainly any mechanism for us getting a

17 professional quality group outside of the industry itself to

18 review critical items, I wouldn't object to at all.
r

|
[ 19 JR. CRRENT: Actually, Tom, you 're I think, not correct

20 when you ay the National Academ', appoints its own members

( 21 because when they appoint panels, in f act, most of the members

33
of the panels are from outside of the Academy and they're net--

13 even members of the committees forming the panels.

24 JR. COCH3AN: In some cases that's even worse.

15 JR. cKRznT: Well, I was merely correcting a
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L33 I statement of fact. I'd like to get to your major point. We

2 did not ignore it in this document and we .did not ignore it in

3 our thinking and if you would turn to page 74, you didn't give

4 it alot of space and it's there and this is probably the time to

5 point that out. If you look at the second paragraph, on page

6 74, it says -- three lines instead of one word -- it says,

7 "It is proposed that the NRC has the responsibility for

8 evaluating methodologies and results provided by the reactor

9 owner and also to arrange for a third party review of the

10 probablistic risk assessment. " Now, our thinking was, in fact,

11 that there was some kind of a need,not only for the reasons

~

12 that fou've raisel, cut for the reasons that I have mentio ned,

13 that, in fact, I ict': think this is the kind of thing where

14 there is only one answer. It's no t only -- even if people have

15 absolutely no bias, they'll not get the same answer, and the

16 people will come in with biases, so it was our feeling, in fact,

17 tha t for multiple reasons, including the one that you've

18 mentioned, and I've had that one in mind in proposing it, that

19 there was, in fact both a merit and a need for a third party

20 review and it says, in fact, t hat this risk certification panel

21 when then acted, would have the benefit of this third party

,,
review before they acted.--

23 DT. COCHREN: Well, why didn't you propose the licens e

24 codes so that people could interven -- the people who have sort

15 of been left out on this appointment process, which is going to

w -- - - w
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L34 1 be, if it's like others, the politics would be such that

2 biases seeped in and you don't have a process where an outsider

3 could feel like he got a fair shot a: --

4 DR. OKRENT: Well, let me give you an opinion. I

5 think, in fact, partly, in fact, to give the additional public

6 confide nce , I would have this certification panel presidential

7 appointees. In other words --

3 DR. CCCH2AN: Do you mean like Babitt and Lewis and --

9 Da. OKRINT: nell, they could ecually well be --

10 Ja. STARR: Joan 7eutsch and something like that?

11 DR. OKaENT: No, but they could be Cochran and --

12 22. 3?A22: But they woulin 't be.

13 Dn. CCc32AN: There's more than one pro nuclear, now,

14 come on.

15 Da. oK2:NT: Now, just a minute. I don't know of

16 any way of getting representative people appointed to do jobs

17 like that that's better than the way the Supreme Court is

18 picked. Now, if you know a better way, you'll have to tell me

19 what it is. Now, a: the moment, as far as I'm concerned, the

20 present practice for taking Supreme Court justices is as good

21 a way - - no t that I agree with all nuclear decisions, nor as

,,
I happy about all the people that have been appointed, but--

23 it's not clear to me that if you took that one away, what woul?

24 take its place would be better. It seems to me that the

25 Presilent, in fact, is elected by the people. The Congress is*
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L35 1 elected by the people and there is a process here.

2 M2. O' DC:tiELL: I have problens with this risk sort

3 of thing.

4 33. OKRENT: Yeah, I didn't think he'd'like'it.

5 Ma. O' DotttELL: I wou '..'. .;;' t' . t i f r is k a s s e s sme n:
_

6 were the only thing you had and you're going to make your

7 decision solely on the basis of that, this thing night be a goed

8 idea, but I keep getting back to the idea that we have the

9 whole body of regulations in existing requirements that we

10 must meet anl it does require us to do very sophisticated

11 calculations and seismic design and analysis which we don't

12 submit to a seisnic analysis 7:rtifi:2ti:n 72 11. - = - , these

13 :hings are reviered --

14 32. OK2:NT: It woull all, in f12:, en sr into the

15 j udgement of this group. If you would have done seismic

16 analysis, this third party would have icoked at seisai: analysis,

17 and if they thought there were wea knesses for one reason or

18 another, their information would reflect t hi s .

19 MR. o'3onNELL: nell, we have a Nuclear Regulatory

20 Commission who's charged into the law with making those reviews

21 and those decisions and you're proposing that we have another

22 regulatory group.

13 32. OK2CNT: No, it's not a regulatory group. Again, --

24 JR. LA PCRTE: It's like a science Ocurt only --

15 Ja. ona:NT: I originally had the terms like science |

|
1
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L35 1 court but that's very controversial. and people who are supposed

2 to be very well thought of have their reputations on the line.

3 They may not commit suicide, but --

4 DR. STA32: On this point, Tom, you said something a

5 moment ago, which I think charactericas the problen. You said
'

6 look at those people on the Sabbitt Committee. They're

7 pro nuclear. That's j us t my point. Anybody who works in this

8 area and has this job has to be pro nuclear because the function

9 of this is not to decide whether nuclear power goes ahead or

10 not. It goes to decide the level of safety .

11 32. CCCHRUT: The Hennedy Commission,if I'm

12 paraphrasing and remember another statement that was made, says

13 you ' re no t going to get nuclear safety until the attitudes of

14 the regulators changes and I don't see any goal in here that

15 would insure the absolute of the naclear requiacers changes.

16 DR. STAR 2: I talked with Kennedy about this. Uhat

17 he talked about was waht I said before. He wanted an "2C that,

!
,

18 was interested in safety rather than in regulation and that the

19 but anybody on the :TRC who goes on, has a responsibility to get,
|
.

| 20 nuclear power moving safely. It isn't his responsibility to
1
,

! 21 stop nuclear power.

! 22 32. COCH2A:i: He doesn't have a responsibility to ge;

23 nuclear power T.oving safely. He has the responsibility to

24 insure that nuclear power is not amenicable to the common

15 defense and security or an undue risk in the health anu safety

:
l

1
'
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L36 1 of the public. It says nothing about movi,ng swif tly or safely.

2 In fact, the commission, right now, is acting to get nuclear

3 power =oving to get on with the licensing and is not moving to

4 insure undue risks of the health and safety of the public. I

5 think we ought to look to goals which solve the other' part of

6 that problem.

7 D2. :iAC LEAN: There really is something amiss here.

8 Chauncey has said both that acceptables should be determined

9 by the experts and that those who regulate should not be

10 conf rontational with the industry. They should be working

11 together with the industry to promote common goals, and '

12 thirdly that you can't have anybody that's anti nuclear playinc

13 an i=portant part in --

14 DR. S~A32: That a person who has a philosophical

15 desire to stop nuclear power, should not be given a job of

16 essentially establishing a level of safety.

17 32. :iACLEAN: I think that if this is how we

18 understand the process involved in establishing and impelenting

19 these goals, then we ought to be explicit about it, at least to

20 the extent of calling them things that are neutral with regard

21 to public acceptance - calling them triggering goals -- you

22 know, goals that will trigger licensing or something like that,

23 but there's constantly misleading statements and it starts out !

24 on the first page when we talk about costs to society arising

25 from conflict over accepting technological risks and it really

-- --
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L37 1 suggests, on the first page of this, and in some of your

2 articles, which I enjoyed very much, that when we talk about

3 acceptance, we' re talking about something about society coming

4 to terms with technological risk and acceptingthem, but it

5 turns out, as we explore the details of this, that we want to

6 move society out of it and move it over to the experts, and I

7 think we ought to get rid of the words acceptance and other

8 things. and --

9 33. STARR: I think you're absolutely right and I

10 think that this is a semantic confusion in the way these things

11 are --

12 3R. LA PORCE: I don't think it's confusion at all.

13 I think it's a pref erence in terms of the relationship between

14 the experts and tha public. It's not a ccaf usion. It's very,
,

r
l

I

15 very, straightforward.

16 DR. STARR: But it's not clear. When I have used the

17 term public acceptance, and in this document, what's meant here
l
.

18 is what we, as experts from our po..nt of view, think the public

19 ought to accept. That is dif ferent than what the public wants

| 20 to accept and I thought that was the point that Tom was naking
|
t

| 21 before.

.

22 3R. LA PCRTE: The combination of what you just
|

|
| 23 said and what you said about who should be on the ::iuclear

24 Regulator Commission - you put those two together and anybo'dy

i 25 who is an observer who wonders about the public credibility or

,
t
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L33 1 the credibility of public bodies, with regard to monitoring the

2 behavior of a particularly risky indu'stry, there's no way on

3 earth that anyone who listens to that hould thi-nk that the

4 NaC is anything more than a promoter and should be trustful or

5 trustworthy of being able to say no to the industry if, in fact,

6 they have - a real question about the -- it's just -- it runs

7 exactly away from the problem we 've got now of an enormously

8 distrustful group of observers of which Ton is one and all

9 those people who are very articulate and smart, are ve_ry

10 about what they are seeing and what I am hearing from you is

11 that the industry is behaving in all sorts of ways which would

12 say, we're going to get our act together so that we can

13 continue to do what we've been loing and it's not revealing,

14 essentially, the kinds of uncertainties that you all know exist

15 and I feel, if the goals for safety -- one of the goals for

16 saf ety and opera tionof nuclear power plants ought to be

17 increasing the confidence of the public in the industry and in

18 the regulatroy process itself. Ue're paying enormous costs

19 for this stuff.

20 DR. STARR: Yor. in w, you're making a point and I

21 don' t disagree with the point, but you're interpreting what I

22 had said agains t that point and I have not addressed thatpoint.

23 I said it yesterday and I've said it today several times that

24 we have not addressed in any of these things, the problem of

25 how you establish public confidence or how you communicate with

|
|
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L39 I the public or how the public communicates back to the industry.

*.,
We haven't fiscussed that at all. 1-

3 DR. LA PORTE: I just did. *

4 3R. STARR: I know. All I'm saying is what we've

5 been talking about, or I've been talking about, has left that

6 out, and I agree I've left that out, but there's senething else

7 that I want to point out. You would not consider putting at

8 the head of the Federal 7 rug Administration, somebody who's

9 philosophy was that no drug should be used for any medical

10 purposes and there are such people and you say, well, that's

11 ridiculous, that's assinine because the job of the Federal Drug

l' Administration .3 :, saa :: :: :"s iru;; that are issued are-

13 safe for the public. ""e fac : hat the - ; who heads it.

14 believes in the use of drugs loesn't mean that the public can' t

15 have confidence on his judgement on the safety.

16 OR. PER20W: I believe the administration was doing

17 that right and lef t.

I8 JR. CCCHRXI: 5' ell, Chauncey, will you support a goal

19 of intervenor funding if the Licensing ' card makes a decision

20 of whether the funding is nerited?

21 DR. STARR: No. I'd have te have a much greater

ss
definition of who the people are that are going to be funded.--

23 JR. COCHRAN: That woull be determined by the

l

l 24 Licensing 2 card af ter the hearing, whether or not they

25 ..

:en:ricutel --

1
l

.- -
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L30 1 D2. S7A22: I'd have to know alot more about it, but

2 : woalin' t oaj ect to an outsile body of professionals not

3 directly relatei to the industry as such in terms of either the

4 people who hal done the proper work --

5 32. cccn2XI: Why m uld you have to have more

6 information chan to have some feeling of a general nature of

7 whe:her a licensing board could make a reasonable determination

8 of whether :he funding is justifiel or whether they made a --

9 32. STA22: I'd have to know who that funling goes

10 to, tha t's all.

11 J2. COCH2X.i: It goes ec the participant in the

12 licensing --

13 J2. STAR 2; Lock, I sait .u: : believe in and new

14 732're asking the questica of how to you chocse ani how the

15 third party grew, ani I'd have to know alot more about the

16 optional ways of doing that and how this woull work an.1 --

17 J2. CX2IIT: Tom, I guess it's not clear to me that

.

Intervenor runa,ing is one tha: y1s pane 318 e.ne narrow issue o:.
. . .

- .

19 has to focus on. I think we ought to move away from it.

20 32. COCHRA'i: Look, we've addressed 16 of your

21 bonafied goals and --

22 32. OKariT: :To , all I'm saying is that you're

23 discussing process, but : think you're trying to --

'

24 J2. COCH2XI: T'm trying to pick scce e::amples.

25 Ja. cxariT: tut there are many different aspects of

. - . - . .
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L91 1 process and I think this is an car that you're urying to rcw

2 or scmething.

3 32. PER20W: Give us an e:: ample. It's a concrete

4 example of a basic problem.

5 aa. CocH2A:i: scratching for e::amples. I mean, if

6 tha t is one, I'll take one of yours.

7 32. oKaz.iT: If that is the only e:: ample that you

8 have --

9 32. coe:ina::: All right, the selection of the Acas

10 members hip. 2ight now Aca's members are, for all practical

11 curposes, chosen by the standing body and in fact, there has

12 baen alet of criticism of that. You get c, t c.r: , : :23

13 nistorical ; rec 21ence, yo : ge no people like frca U2 cr

14 3cb Pollarl on the ACRS --

15 :12. O' Jo:a:LL: You also get no industry people.

16 aa, oxas:;T: I consider myself', by the way, as much

17 a acimber of the public as you consider yourself.

18 DR. COC:i2E I: I'll stipulate to that.

19 32. oxar::T: In fact, I find myself as much

20 ostrasized by th-e industry, but I think :here is a question of

21 who is the public and how is the public represented. Again, I

22 tried to irlicate that, in fact, I think process is inportant

23 and in this particular document we tried to pose something

24 specific that we thought w ould help assuming down the road tha :

25 they were going to go this way. I'm not trying ec say that
|

*
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L92 1 process is unimportant and in fact that there is a need for

2 the Pablic to be confident and in fact, the regulators are

3 doing what they said they were trying to do.

4 DR. CoCHRIN: Do you agree that we should look for at

5 least qualitative goals that address process as part of this --

6 3R. OX22'IT : I'm supporting the general fiscussion of

7 the area. I'm trying not to go --

8 JR. P2220W: No, that's the one that ende.1 because

9 you didn't like the e:cample of funding.

10 3R. CoCH2AM: I want to find out whether you agree

'

11 with the issues.

12 32. OxarnT: I think it is important that there be

13 a pro:ess, wheth-ar it be for this or whatever other way it is

14 ione, that, in fact, provides some suitable degree of

15 confidence. I an unable to define whether that means a 40% or

16 2 0% or 5% of the people who --

17 CRAI2: TAN SLovIC: Would that be part of the offer?

18 3a, 033337: no,

i 19 Ja. LA PORTE: It's not usually talked about in terma

20 of percents of persons and let me say what I think Tom means,
i

| 21 at least in part, and that is that in the case of the -- the

1 22 word process is now being used in terms of the sequence of

23 events to which outsiders can come and with the kind of time

24 and resources and availability of background documents that were

25 used by the two, to feel that he had, as he put it, a fair shot

. ._. . . . -
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L93 1 in understanding what the intellectual, analytical basis for .

2 decisions or whatever of the proposals had been so he could

3 comment on them and that's one of the problems that outsiders

4 have had is that they don't have resources to spend the kind

5 of time anything like the sort of time that the persons who's

6 developed analysis have had and they can pay for it and they're

7 there for the job. As I talking about some of the things that

8 you're referring to?

9 D R. CoCHRA::: Well, the Commission is proposing to

10 the Congress that in some circumstances in the licensing

11 review that discovery not be allowed and staff ed by an outside

12 party. :: s2 ens to T.c that uniermines people, undernines public

13 participation and so forth and undermines the credibility,

! 14 "a cc ep tability" , whatever -- I think a goal should be - a safet-r
|

|

| 15 goal should be the reverse. That political process that's going
|

| 16 on right now on the hill. -- tell the Commission that they're
i

17 neaded in the wrong direction.

18 32. STAR 2: Well, To=, first, you know when a

19 government agency gives the National Academy or any ecuivalent

20 body a task of appointing a conmittee to keep doing third party

21 review, it funds that, so in fact, the principle of having fund s

22 for outside review is not new. That's an old principle. There

|

| 23 is a prescedent for paying outside people for critical review.

i
1 24 JR. COCHRAN: Well, the N2C has consultants.

25 Da. STARR: so the issue really is who the outside
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L94 1 people are and how they're selected and I think that's putting

2 a blanket on it of saying ~ hat anyone who wants to call himself

3 an intervenor ge:s funded is too wide a scope.

4 32. COCH3AN: I didn't say that. I said if you

5 allowed the licensed employees --

| 6 3R. STAR 2: And I said I'd have, to know more about

7 the mechanism -- let's go back to the =atter of discovery.
,

I
'

8 What are the conplaints of the NRC that its staff is badgered

9 to hell. It's harassed by having to answer questions from the

| 10 outside, all of which require time and energy and everything
i

11 else and there's an harassment issue, and the question is how
I

l
12 Ic you put a bound on this?'

|

l
13 DR. CCCH3AN: You have a Licensing Bosr1 and if it's'

14 harassment and the discovery process, the council for the NRC

15 can go to the Licensing Board and object to the questions as

16 being irrelevant and the Licensing Board, if it screes with

17 the account with the staf f that they're not televant, they'll

18 he thrown out. If the Licensing 3oard believes the questions

1
'

19 are relevant, they'd have to be answered. I mean, it's like

20 any other legal proceeding where you have some --

21 32. PERROW: You don't handle the problem by not
|

|

| 22 allowing the discovery.

23 Ja. STAan: Yeah, I'm not running the NRC and I

24 didn't make the N2C reg 21ations and all I'= saying is that

25 before you sound righteous on one side, you have to recognize

- 3 . - , =
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L95 1 the problem on the other. 057

2 DR. psa20W: That's clear, but it's pretty extreme

3 remedy, and given the pressure for licensing --

4 D2. STARR: I think the NRC will have to answer for

5 itself on those matters.

6 DR. pERROU: Hell, the question is whether that

7 beongs in here.

8 DR. LA PORTE: It loesn't belong in the. yellow book.

9 That's not what the yellow book is for but it might belong in

10 something for safety proceedings.

11 DR. OXRENT: But what is the -- what is it, nov,

12 that is being suggested because -- in other veris, as I've

13 indica ted, I think in fact there is merit td crf nc to providei

14 a process that not only, in fact, vill have the potential for

15 enhancing safety but in fact will have the potential for

16 giving the public a better basis for judging, if you will,
t

i

17 whether the particular commission is doing their job the way

l 18 they said they were. My simplistic, perhaps, approach in

19 regard to this is to say that there be a third party,

1

20 independent review in this case. In my opinion, in fact, ic is

21 practical to constitute such a group which, in fact, includes
,

i

22 people needed from the N2C or from the industry --
t

|
.

23 DR. COC! DAN: You have that already.|

24 D2. OKRINT: No, I'm sorry. The ACRC 'c' i-t 'c tP

25 kind of peer review that this is talking about and in fact
1

1
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L96 1 there exists somewhat similar things to this, in fact, in

*.
2 Ger=any they have something called the T:N or there's a group

3 of experts who are paid - they're sort of governnent employees

4 but for all their services the companies and utilities, or

5 whatever it is, are being affected and audited and so they

6 aupply the money to cover the cost of the government, as it

7 were and it's their responsibility, let's say -- if it's

8 welding that you're worried about, to be satisfiei that the

9 welding was done adequately. This doesn't let the evner off

10 the book f rom having his own quality assurance role, but they

11 have a thirl party - an in.lependent -- and these guys are looked

12 u;:ca usually the way somebody was describing thers r' '.": : :y1

13 that they wanted to audit the various groups to fin! -- I naan,

14 in other words, in principle, they're supposed to be somewhat

15 mean.

16 JR. LA PORTE: ilell, one of the vays of putting it -

17 I'm not sure of the language here, but one of the ways of

18 putting it would be -- one of the goals in the levelopment of

19 safety programs sh-ould be to provide a process or have a

20 process which provides access to responsible intervenors with - -

21 through the medium of, and you give some examples. In discovery

22 and adequate tiac to review background documents and resources

23 to do so aai if you wanted to put in another example -- take

24 Tom's notion -- I really don't understand it but it seems, frer

25 the base of its principle to have those persons who would
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L97 I receive some resources, could this be approved by the

3
License Agent Board and -- or sonething of an equivalent sort.-

3 Mow, I don' t know whether that -- I don't know enough shout

4 NRC's proceedings to know whether that's unusual for uha: they

5 do now o r no t.. You've given us to udnerstand that it's not the

6 case now and it's hard to get the sense that you have a -- ycu

7 and others who are technically competent to get a sense that

8 they really have a chance to get themselves heard in a serious

9 way.

10 Ja. CocH2AN: It's a little more compliested. There

11 is a process which anybody can -- I think that's a party to

l' licensing procee-lin 'to carticipate in that, and the . u - in -
i

13 is, is tha: fair? Is :he staff really operating as an a

14 for the licensee at the time of the hetring or is the staf f

15 acting as an agent in the "public interest". Is the -- does

16 Acas which has a quc11 judicial role in the licensing process -

17 is it what might he required under the Federal Advisory

18 Committee Act reasonacly representative of the interests

19 involved or sort of heavily weighted and the process is fairly

'O complicated and there's lots of room for the Commission throug'n-
.

'l its power over the process to really bias it, and I'm no:-

33
familiar with the other agencies, but I'm sure that tha t 's--

23 probably -- There are all kinds of issues like that and

'4 proposals to change the laws an 1 the autcaic gnergy Act and-

25 *

" streamline " the crocess which nicht be --
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L99 1 DR. LA PORTE: Tom, let me ask you a different way.

~

- 2 I'm sympathetic in sort of a general way, to your - to what

3 you're describing, not so much with NRC but the way the

4 relationships are of the public interest groups and government

5 bodies which are closely tied to industry, bat besides a

6 statement that would come from a group like this or some other

7 group that simply says open up the system so that more people

8 can participate in a more meaningful fashion, which I suspect

9 that the people who were there knew that's what they were doi:a

10 more or less -- what can you say to give more detail about?

11 I mean, you've tried it with regard to the licensing -- you

12 k now, providing sources for outsiders which is a natter of some

13 controversy but it may very well occur beside that.

14 DR. COC3RAN: I think you have to have a process

15 whereby parties in the process feel that regardless of whether

16 they won or lost on the issue, they had a fair shot.

17 DR. LA PORTE: Well, waat do you mean by process?-

18 DR. COCHRAN: Well, in this case it's a question of

19 are these quantitative goals.

20 DR. LA PORTE: Dy process do you mean a set of what?

21 What do you have in your head when you say that?

22 DR. PERRON: Do you want a forum?

23 DR. COCNRAN: No. I'm talking -- well, I mean there' s

24 a whole series of things. I mean there's the procedures in

25 about which an individual or in *1viduals participate in the
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L99 1 licensing process. vol

2 DR. LA poRTE: Licensing here.

3 Da. CoCH3AN: In licensing here. Is the staff,
,

4 because if you look at historically how appointmente are made

5 to senior staff level --

6 DR. LA PORTE: That's not processing. That's the

7 quality of personnel involved.

8 DR. PAGE: Well, appointments are certainly part of '

9 the process.

10 D2. LA PORTE: Well, are you talking about how the

11 s ta f f gets appointed then?

12 33. COCHRAM: Yes. Do they all get appointed or 93 cr

13 90% of then coming from the nuclear industry 2nd therefore saw

14 the staff has this sort of built-in bias to sort of get the

15 thing licensed rather than to look af ter the interest.

16 DR. LA Poa:E: Well, you're talking about alot more

17 than just a formal process.

18 DA. COCHRAN: Do the whistle blowers get shoved out

|

| 19 the door or put on --
i
!

! 20 Da, STARR: Wha t tm is describing are the generic

1

21 problems of any large judgemental bcdy. In other words, the

22 judicial system or regulatory agency for the 32C -- they e:cist

13 in all of enen in v$rious degrees and Tom's unhappy with the
|

24 NRC for his recsons. I'm unhappy for a different set of

15 reasons, but there 's -- this 'is a complicated issue of how you

!
|
i

|
_- .._
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S100 1 you es tablish a balance --

2 3R. COCHRAN: This stuff is co= plicated tec, but |

3 tha t doe s n' t mean we s houldn ' t --

4 3R. STA22: ::o, but I think it's almost a separate

5 subjec . I : hough: your key point and the poin: that was

6 raised before was that you can' t jus: trest this in the absence

7 of recognizing the structure under which this goes and I think

that-th' eform has been =ade and I agree, but this documen:8 e

9 doesn' t treat with the structure.

10 3R. CCC:IRAM: That is a separate forn and that is

11 this entire :wo days, so far, of activity in these three

12 buildings, ss acted as if safety gcals means shculd. we or

13 shouldn' t we adop: so=ething like this and should we jugele

14 the numbers around a little bit and the other issue I have is

15 no safety goels doesn' mean jus: that. I: =eans auch more.

16 3R. A PORTE: I think I find myself as slightly

17 be=used by Tom's coming back at this, as the rest of you

18 because I don' t understand the situation very well, but I think

19 that what he's saying and the kinds of responses tha: the NRC

20 and the governaen: and, industry - particularly industry's

21 a ttitudes towards legitimating his concerns that my response is

22 tha: the industry doesn': legitimate those concerns and they

.

13 respond -- you two have respondel that way, both in your words|
l
i

j 24 and in your -- in the looks on your faces. These are irritants
,

|

15 tha t are legiti=a:e in terms of the ways be: ween ::RC industry

.

(

I
|
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L101 1 and the public in contact. As long as that persists, you're

2 going to have a degree of mistrust justified, I think, by the

3 kind of response that the persons who are wanting in and feel

4 affected will have, and as- long as that mistrust remains,

5 you'ra going to have conflict of a sort from here to -- it's

6 going to seem to be obstructionist and it will be in lots of

7 ways almost because it has to be.

I

8 MR. O ' 30'.iNELL : You're misreading my face, whatever
.

9 my face was saying.

10 M.< . LA PORTE: Well, I'd like very much to believe

11 that.

12 '!R . O ' ?'T NLL : These concerns that Tom is raising,

13 are in my opinion, lacitimate concerns and ones that shoul 2 he

14 liscussed and tha cuestions of intervenor funding and how staff

15 is selected and things like that are very legitimate concerns.

16 It doesn't necessatily mean that I agree with giving money to

17 in ts rve nors, but I think, again, tha problem is we're somehow
,

!

18 thinking that this document an-: t* - safety goal is going to be

19 the answer to everything. It's not. It's a part of the total
|

I 20 picture.

21 32. LA Poarr: Uell, that side steps the issue here.

22 MR. O? 30:TNELL: I think we hav r to side step the issue

23 here. I don't think we can leal with this -- the subject of

24 process and funding of intervenors, I think, is a subject for

25 some other for 2m.

_ _ _
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L102 1 32. LA PORTE: Uby?

2 :12. O'00:::i LL: 3ecause I don't think we can deal with

3 that.

4 32. LA PCRTE: What's the goal of this form?

5 '!R . O'DoNNELL: :!y understanding of the gosi of this
t

6 form was to come td grips with the question of quantitative
,

l
| 7 safety

8 3R. PAG : I think you can't find a better form than

9 this one. We're tlaking about, not only how you set nunerical

10 goal b2: also hev do you work to promote the liklihood of its,

|

11 achievement and that means that you have to worry about the

12 proc ess and how the process works.
1

13 :12. O ' 00:iNELL: I'm perfectly willing to sit here and

14 discuss tgese. things. I just didn't think that was --

15 CHAIRtAN SLcvIC: :ty understanding is that th.s is a

16 very legitimate issue.

17 3R. STARR: This is the structure of th-e NRC and

18 how --

|
.

19 33. 'iACLEAN: This whole workshop is not entitled|

20 toward a quantitative safety goal. It was entitled toward a

21 safety goal and the three panels run quantitative, aualitative,
1
t
'

22 and this is the economic, ethical and social, political issues

23 so I really do think enat these are the questions that we have

24 to address.

25 3R. PERRow: I think 1 =ay have misled by this
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L103 1 is what you know, for good or bad, is what we have as an

2 example and it's likely to ecce out.

3 This is exactly what I would predict would come out

4 and this is what worries me, so we're dealing with that.

5 Da. : tac LIN:: Right, and we've dealt for a long tine
e

6 with alot of the sort of internal workings of this and I don't

7 think that was exactly what this panel is going to do, but I'm

8 glaf we did it because I've learned alot, but I think our

9 fundamental responsibility here is to ask, so what io we make

10 of something like this supposing we can agree on all of the

11 numbers, and how does this fit in towards achieving a safety '

12 tea l .

13 :ow, I think that, I mean, if I can go back to

14 acceptance a little bit, I mean, I want to say a few things

15 about accepting risks. I mean, all of these things work from

16 the assumption in sophisticated modern technologies, we can't

17 have them without risks. We also know that alot of these

18 technologies have to be implemanted as a result of

19 centralized decision making, so what you have is you've got!

20 some centralised body making decisions that are imposing risks

21 on other people and the fundanental ethical question is when

22 is it j ustified to do that - to impose any risk at all, and

13 then we can debate what level of risk is okay for certain
i

24 jus tified procedures, and we have a pretty gcod answer in cases

25 where the decisions don' t have to be made in a centralised way.
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L194 1 When a decision doesn't have to be made in a centralized way,

2 say, a doctor is going to do something to imposes a very small

3 risk with no risk on a patient, he has to get the prior consent

4 o f that patient.

5 one of the problems with decisions that have to be

6 made in cent'ralised ways is that you can't get the consent that

7 way. You can't go around and ask everybody if they accept

8 the standard and have them say yes. If you could, tha t 's wha t

9 you s houd do. Now, if you can't do that, what do you do? Well

10 there are other notions of consent and I wouldn't want to give

11 up this idea that consent, rather than something else, is what

12 ve need to appeal. - Where yo2 can't get consent of one level

13 of risk is alright or not, then the way tha t philosophers

14 usually appeal to when talking about it in establishing social

15 and political ins titutio ns, is you agree to some sort of

16 consent on the procedures that will be established and now,

17 that's exactly wnere I think we are here and the question of what

18 procedures -- that really raises the issue of where, in the

19 process, are we going to bring in the experts and the expert

20 opinion making and rely on the expert judgements. Th-at's

21 something that I think the general public has to agree to. We

22 all know that we can' t do without expert judgements here and

13 the question has to be what's the role of them,wherever they're
.

24 going to fit in.

25 Now, it seems to =e that sociologically it's absurd to
1

. -- - - , . - , . ,
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L105 I think that you can sort of snowball over the public

n
opposition in nu: lear power, and especially the exper:-

3 c:cosition to nuclear Vover and cone up with anything that
..

4 can make any kind of plausible clain to be socially acceptable,

5 so one of the things in determining the processes, is to try

6 to establish -- by the way, we're dealing with an adversary

7
. a.. 4.as. a #a~.~. o.# ..'.a. a _ e a .> '....' a. s s4.a .. , 4.....o,. ne a,.a. ..
. . a s t .. . .- -

8 .o .,a .4 .i a. .in * w.ay .'.a . - a s . .o . . a .i ' l ewe ...- -.4,e .4. 334 w
. .f3.... . . . . -... . .

9 oc.casition and make a case < I don't see how you're ever going
.

10 to ge: :his technology socially acceptable.

11 I also think that it would be very easy to achieve

11 a.-~,. so.. ,: n . ,. . . .. . . a. . a. . . s 1.,. a. a, n o .. o :. a. a.n. . . . :: , - .- --
.. -- .. . . .. .. ... v.

13
. a . e p . 2 .4 3 4 . ., .e ,..o.a . . . . . i .i .- ,. y ,. , . , .f .a - .4..o .4a3 .- . - . . .. . . w..a .;. .

I4 opposing groups to work together, but that rests on the

15 assu=ption tha: eople who raised opposition to the way certai.,e

16 things have operated in nuclear power were not all intent on

17 shoving down or oc. .casine. the wav. certain things are ha :ening...

18 You may not agree with that. I don' t know enough ahou it.

19 .41, r.3,. ..,4.,.,.,. y v. s.a . ; .o ,.. .a k. .o
',

. . . . . . . . . .... . .

3 < e .. . .e -. .ge ye. 4 .e.4 3. i c n ..wa. . .. a d e .i s a.-. ..- =.~..e. ' v. i_~. o - .a . .. e . ... - . .. . .. . .

,1 '

,
.
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| Wha t you're going to have, like Indian Point, you're going to--
;

l

! 13 have 3,]O) cages or senethinc. or a verv. :onn. lex an alv. sis, whic'.n
.

,

24 is strongly dependen; on assunptions and perceptions of now
1
1

15 21 ants work ani assumptiens on econemo failures and things of

!
l

l
1

. _ .
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L106 1 tha t so rt. What I'm saying is that there's going to be a

2 large band of * uncartainty that has to be aidressed and I do

3 agree, I think, that the public, whatever that means, has to

4 have some understanling of what's going on in this process.

5 The science court idea, I think is a good one for the technical

6 e::pertise side, but there has to be some mechanism, I think --

7 a credibility of that court, that speaks to the public and also

8 speaks to me as the person responsible for making the staff

9 evaluation, because it is complex. It's not something that

10 is easy to understand, but more importantly, I think, several

11 times I've gotten the sense that the group is not addressing

12 full n the rtestion that I think 21's hit several times, and

'
13 :na: 13 the role Of :h s 30-:alle.i quantitative apprcach as-

14 comparel to the role of the past practices of the NRC, and I

15 would appreciate it if the panel would express some judge =ent.

16 I think there's a consensus, but I'm not e::actly sure just

17 whether or not this risk approach, quantitative, is supposed to

18 supplant, sup?lement, or what. What 2: ''Te role?

19 D2. COCH2AM: We're all in consensus that it would

20 sup pl emen: i:.

21 32. OK2 UT: Well, the word supplemen is an ill

22 defined word in itself. You may get everyone around here to

23 agree with that, but if they had to write what this meant, it

24 would look dif ferent. Let me just breath a word of caution

25 in :nat regard.

-
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L137 I J2. CCC32AN: Anl I would add, under some procedures,

2 it's irrelevant. -

3 32. STA22: Can we come back to this question of the

4 process jus: for a acuent? I'd like to con =ent on the

5 presenta: ion we made because I agree with it co=pletely. I

6
,

have to tell you that in :ne history of the business, however,
t

!
7 when the AEC had the so-called licensing operating within its

8 own contract, all these iss les that you have just not. raised

9 were raised as a criticism of the fa:t tha t the AZC had in

10 both promotional and licensing responsibilities and therefore

11 was oiased in its decisions, and a group was set out separately
,

12 ::11e' fc.s . : '. - :: 'agulatory Tommission to -- sal by the
I

13 const.: of whataver grocess we had, 'thich is a congressional

i 14 action, a procedure was set up. An institution was set up to
t
i

15 make those decisions on the public's behalf. Now, wha t ' s

16 nac..aening is that :here's a grouc. of people who don't like the

17 decisions and who --

| 18 3 .1, ;A PoaOZ: Hell, now wai a minute.
i

19 Ja. 32A22: Le: me finish my concent and then you

20 can say anything you want about it. What; actually happened was

21 tha t there was a group of people that didn' t like the decision

22 and my belief is that the inherent distrust tha t these people

23 nad of the nuclear power, per se, motivated them to try to

24 intervene in the process which the N2C had established, and they

25 did this by pulling the NRC in:o the Federal courts, and getting-

1
r

|

|
|

|

!
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L103 1 the 7eleral courts, not Congress, to interpret what the NRC's
,

2 actions should be -- what its process should be, and they took
'

3 it out of the mechanism of the Congress and put in into the

4 Federal court and posed a series of its procedures on the NRC

5 and the NRC has now - and that's been followed through. Com

6 is s=iling because he knows that's what happened, and in fact,

7 the NRC now - its administrative procedures and policies have

8 been heavily interweaved with those imposed upon it by legal
.

9 interpretations of the Federal process.

10 Now, I think the process has gotten messed up and.

.

11 ought to be cleaned up for alot of reasons. I don't disagree

12 with the obj ectives. I just want te point 0:t tht: 5t n :' r -

13 saying is correct, but not new. Chat's exactly :: : 7 ncress

14 tried to do. It just ha sn ' t been effective.

i 15 3R. : TAC LCAN: tihat's new is that -- I mean, from my

16 vague understanding of this, I think that I agree with you

17 almo st all the way, that when the iRC was established, it was
.

18 establishe1 as just the right kind of thing to meet all the
!

19 precedural requirements to make decisions that are acceptable
1

|

20 and that what happened, for whatever reason, is they lost a

1 21 large amount of their credibility in the public's eye and so
i
r

I
'

22 you really have to there's not a universal distrust of--

23 experts or regulators. chis technology has very special

24 problems and one of the very special problems it has is that|
!

| 25 the regulatory agency has lost a large part of its credibility
|

l

|
|
;

l
:

{

l
-- - - -
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L109 1 and it has to be regained somehow, right?

2 :12. E2::ST: We would agree on that.

3 DR. PERROW: :taybe we ought to tell the story a little

4 different. I haven' t of ten done this to you and I always want

5 to rewrite you because it's extraordinary how you vies the

6 world. I think that you've got to stErt out that first they

7 set up the ::aC and staffed it with all A2C nuclear power

8 proponents an:1 I think that's been very well established so

9 you had the old AEC in there.

10 02. STARR: I agree with that.

11 D3. PER20W: And then, the first intervenors were not

12 dead set against nuclear power, as you said. The first ones

13 came in and said, "Just don' t put it over this earthquake fault."

14 The next one came in and said -- with another specific kind of

15 thing, that said something about containment or air claims, or

16 something like that. They were not anti nuclear. They said,

i 17 "You're not doing a good job." Then the N2C came back and

|

i 18 tried to block these efforts and then the people had te go to
|
|

19 Federal court in order to get some protection so they could

20 carry through what was supposed to be -- and they forced the

21 NRC to do what was supposed to be its function, so that's a

22 slightly different script from that. I don't think anybody

23 started ou: anti nuclear power per se. It took a long time to

24 get enere because we didn't even know about alot of these

25 things. We vorried about fish in warm water, and then there wap
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L110 1 e2rthquakes. It took a long time to get to t'ge point where.AU'

2 so much distrust of the NRC and of the industry turned people

3 to say, "I don' t want any part of nuclear power. I'll never

4 trust this."

5 DR. CoCHr.AN:That's kind of water under the bridge and

6 I think we can stipulate that there are all these categories

7 of people but they ought to all have a fair shake in the

8 process ani .they all ought to be able -- the ones that are
.

9 anti nuclear that want to intervene -- I mean there's some that

10 are going to try to slow things down and there are going to

11 be some that think they could win if the process were only

12 fair and it's very costly to slow things down and we ought to

13 have processes that allow is to do it very quickly. There's

14 some that are only interested in their issues and there's a

15 whole spectrum, but I can tell you one thing. The vast majority

16 o f that group of people think s the process is not a fair one.

17 CHAIRMAN SLOVIC: I'm hearing the-same things over

18 and over again now.

19
- We don't have alot of time lef t. I'n

20 wondering if there's some other things we ought to look at

21 before we adjourn.

22 DR. LA PORTE: How are we doing on that list?

23 JR. CCO3RAN: Well, can we have a consensus that at

24 least the Commission, in addressing this issue, shouli take a

25 more :areful look at this and - - I don't know. Somebody else
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Lill I =sy be able --

2 :ta. O' 30N::ILL: think the pr cess by which decision s

3 are =ade --

4 32. STA2R: I think Irnst hit those points and thin k

5 tha t setting such a goal cught to raise the considera icnof the

6 process of verification and the process of credibili:y that all

7! these are associa:ed with :he goal and that this is not by

8 itself, going to be suf ficient.

9 33. La poaT;: That doesn't get at what you were

10 saying.

11 ca. cc HRA::: You're still trying to classify or make

12 the goals : hat hay're see%ing :s inclusiva pr0:sss.

13 32. 3 A12: You're no: ; cine to ask the ::20 to ac: ed

14 desercy itself and start afres' Soneone else is going to have.

15 :o do that.

16 12. 22:IST: There's certainly a narrow issue of
'

17 process which has to do with the verification process fer all

18 the studies that cone in ahich I think, at least --

19 3R. C3C22A:i: And which I haven't seen any of this

20 write up. I mean, to me, this is Sege and family have ignored

21 this issue and naybe all I'm looking for is a statement, at

22 best, since I'll never get agreenent out of Chauncey, that

23 they've got to spend alot of zine on this issue, otherwise

24 this is kind of irrelevant.

25 :ta , ; a :ST: I think it's extre=ely i=portant because

i
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L112 I we'll spend the rest of our lives debating whether or not the

s
goals have been met, because they are complex goals to prove on-

3 verification and if we establish a goal and do not have a

4 verification process that makes sense, is understandable and

5 reasonably single, then we're all wasting our time here

6 considering quantitative goals.
4

7 DR. PAGE: I'd like to turn it over to -- it seems to

8 me that one of the great problems that we face here is that the

9 |i2C is in the position of making what amounts to large numbers

10 of predictions of various kinds of failure - not just =echanica l

11 failure, but how operators fail and how designers fail and we

12 are reaching a way o' seeing htu well we're doing. Uhen Harold

13 Lewis came to cal Tkch last year, he sort of chuckled ani

14 laughed at the Rasumssen Report. He told these stories about

15 going through the code and not being able to make heads or,

16 tails of the documentation to see whether or not you were on t?e

17 tree or of f the tree.

18 .;o w, my point is that it's virtually useless to set

19 up a formal procedure of risk assessment which can't be

| 20 checked and I think it's a high priority thing to recast the

21 way in which ue do our risk assessment such as we define interin

33
pre dictio ns, interin events, interim indicators essentially--

23 that allow us to know if we're icing a good job or a had job.

24 I think you can see this, where it works that the two cases

25 wnere people say that risk assessment really works well are-

k-
_
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L113 1 one, weather forecasters, and two, people who handicap forces.

2 The reasons for why it works, I dhink, are obviou s. There's

3 alot of feedback and specific predictions and numerical

4 estimates of what the event's going to be and then you see what 's

5 going on. : Tow, granted, it's alot harder in this field because

6 we' re faced with trying to figure out what's a common mode of

7 failure and what's not a common mode of failure. We're faced

8 with ultimate events that we'd like to know something about

9 tha t have a very low probability and internediate events that

10 we have a very hard time defining in such a way that we can get

11 a frequency interpretation calibrator estimate. It seems to me

12 that we must be able to it better th=., before, and to the

13 e:: tent that we lo batt:-r than bef ore tn ' 32're Open about it,

14 we begin to see what the performance is, an.1 that's a road

15 towards increasing this distrustei distrusted credibility, and

16 I think that's a very important one. So that 's one point I

17 wanted to make.

18 Tne second one is closely related, which is, another

19 reasons why the weather forecasters and the handicapters do well

20 in the sense of making procable predictions, is that they get

21 rewardeel and punished based upon their performance and it's

22 visible and it's a little bit like these air traffic controllers

23 that we've been talking about all weekend, where if a plane

24 goes down, you know it and you're in trouble and that's what

25 keeps these people on their toes.
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L114 1 If you look at the Kennedy report and the afternath

2 of it, you've sort of got a world of difference between the way

i 3 operators work in a nuclear plant, you know, sort of recruited

4 off the street, trained a little bit, shown the awitches and

5 the way, say, aASA pilots are trained where they do lots of

6 simulations. It's a high level of professionalism and you say,
l
,

7 well what are the major differences. Well, one of the najor

8 dif fe re nces is when things go well in a nuclear plant you becone

9 slee.y. The re 's no thing to do .

10 32. OK22:i?: We probably have more reactors than they

11 have space shuttles but they have had mere engineers killed
.

12 in-inerte.1 compartments than we have 'u l ra2:tara Tt you--

13 have to 120% at ::ASA an! after you've finira: ;raisinc then yo u

14 can still find things that they've missed. I'u talkinh about
!

1
- 15 thre recent incidents. I'm just saying ---

16 Ja. PAG : I'm not -- I .lon't want to say --

17 Ja. LA PoaTE: :ie's not seeking --
1

18 Ja. Oxa2:IT: I'm jtst saying what has --
|
|

19 32. STAaa: only a quick fact. The operators all go

20 through about two years of training, licensing by .:uclear

21 Regulatory Co=nission and continuous simulation e.xercises, so

22 the fact that they're not adeq2 ate for the total situation is

23 s till true, but don't exaggerate they're incompetence.

~

24 32. OX2E'iT: Look, I think the :120 neef s to do better,.

1
r

25 but I don' t think NASA and "the FAA are perfect. That's the onlj

_ _ _ __ .-
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L115 1 point I'd like to make.

2 b2. PAGE: Okay. Nell, these are in part, clerical

3 questions. The basic point is you're not going to have a very

4 good system of predicting risks and managing risks and finding

5 design failure and so on, unless you have an open system of

6 performance where you can tell if you're icing well or badly and

7 two, a system of incentive so tha: those people who make

8 predictions, uno flip the switches and get the training, and sc

9 on, have their ass on the line a little bit. If it's varied,

10 it's pretty obvious why we get into the kin.ls of management

11 problems li:te Three : tile Island, and design and institutional

12 problems an d decision-making problems like 'te 've seer -- it

13 seems to me cha: these things ars visible af ter the f 2ct.

14 ::obo!y's saying that these accilents have been managed real

15 well and the question is wha: lo we do to make them work before

16 the fact, and I'm just saying that these are the two ways that

17 I see.

18 33. PERRCN: He's brought up a point that I keep

19 harping on and I'll jus: mention it again. When you take these

20 goals and you start putting them down by the technical

21 specifications an1 so forth, you're going to come up against

22 the fact tha: I've just been looking at four, recente -- not

23 unusual -- they were almost ranienly picked LER's and nuclear

24 prints aal all oi them had multiple failures of the kind that

25 could not be conceived by, I think, the kind of predictions
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L116 1 that woull to into making this an operative, safe -- incredible

2 shings that happened and they're all very different -- the rang.e

3 of possibilities that can happen in these plants is enormous.

4 The co=plexities are enormous. I'm considering design - what

5 I call -- it's not three, it's five the depot system design,

6 operators, procedures, equipment and environment, so you icok

7 at those four accidents and they would be off scale for any

8 risk prediction system that we have now and anything that would

9 come to back up this and that's just an enormous problem.

10 Ja. Coc!!2AN: Chauncey, is it possible to devise a

11 system -- I mean there's a system of sanctions now - finds of

12 their guys that lon' t report things and so forth. Is it

13 possible to take that fund and turn it into rewards or to make

14 it bigger. I mean, tax the 35 plants and hand it over to the -

15 :12. O' 30:i:: LL: I thought you were going to say

16 hand it over to the intervenors.

17 Da. STARR: :io , To=, that's a serious suggestion and,
,

1
1

18 in fact, it is possible because there are fairly accurate

19 records, both on maintenance and operation. The LZR's is just

20 one source and there are other sources and one could tag crews

21 and individuals and crews in terms of their relative

22 performance on =aintenance, their relative performance on

23 ope ra cion, the number of LER's that occur that are due to the

24 human operation characteristics and provide reward - , you don'-
|

25 have to provide punishment. You could provide rewards and
|
|

. . - . - - , -,
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Lil7 1 bonuses for those individual groups that perform better.

2 DR. OKRENT: Or who report the fewest LER's.

3 D3. ER"ST: You have to watch out because --

4 DR. STARR: Well, yes. You sort of take my next

5 comment. You have to be very careful that you don't set up a

6 s ys tem, incidentally, that's true with the FAA. You have to be
:

7 very careful that you don' t set up a s ystem that inhibits your

8 flow o f information.

9 Da. PsaacW: But you've got safeguards there.

10 DR. STAna: There are all kinds of information, but

11 you have to be -- it's a point that can be handled. It's not

12 simple. I 7 eta complicated snd --

13 32. LA PCRTE: You 7.ean by what? Complicated in what

14 sense?
|

15 DR. STAR 2: Any system you set up that's going to

16 blanket the operations of all kinds of institutions and hundred s,

17 and hundreds of people, raises all the issues of equity and

18 process and all that.

19 MR. O'DONNELL: I think, you know, Three : tile Island

| 20 has had a great effect on providing incentives to the industry

21 as a whole. It very clearly demonstrated that each utility is

22 affected by how the other utilities perform and it's apparent

23 that there are, among the various utilities, a spectrum of

24 confidence - levels of confidence in operating staff and

25 management.
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Lil3 I 32. PERROU: Some of them haven' t got that message

2 y e t.

3 MR. O'IONNELL: I think IMPO is one illustration of

4 how the industry is tecognizing this synergistic interaction

5 between themselves and in fact, is supposed to be setting up-

6 standards of excellence and self policing mechanisms for the

7 indus try.

8 33. LA PORTE: Well, the jury isn't in on that one
.

9 yet.

10 Ma, o'DonaELL: Yeah but what I'm saying is that

'

11 there is an economic incentive that's been recognized by all

12 :hs ::i'.i ies.

13 3.t . PAGE: nell, maybe we should na'<e an economi:

14 tacentive a little- more clear cut. It appears that the

15 behavior of MedEd af ter the accident is very much like the

16 behavior of people who live in ficod banks af ter a flood. You
I

17 know, first you live in the flood line, and you don't find the

18 insurance, even though it's heavily subsidized and then when

19 the flood happens, you say, " Help us. We're victims. Give

20 us special trea tment. " Now, it may be that we should have our

21 incentive structure work right beforehand so that people

22 exhibit precautionary behavior as opposed to strategic, af ter-
;

| 23 the- f ac t behavior.
l

24 33. SEA 22: .\nd, of course, the industry recognized

25 tha t too, so the industry has set up an adlitional insurance
_
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L119 1 fund which is not covered by the regular insurance which covers

2 things like the pur: nase power cost and so forth, and has

3 inquirel that all the nuclear utilities to join this and has

4 :old them that if they don' t follow the criteria set by then,

5 they' re not going to be eligible for this insurance and i gets

.

6 to be a fairly sig economic, incentive to essentially try to

7 i= prove their operations. Yoc're right about this, but this was

8 all af ter T*tI and GPU was not --

9 J2. Coc!I2A: : I don': know. I =ean, maybe i: could

10 be an incentive, but tha: type of insurance is also a

11 disincentive because it lowers the risk of the individual

12 u tili ti ss . I woul! say, if you va, si to increaso '.=

13 incentive vis a vis T:12 we shou 11 get rid of Price Te !srson.

14 32. STA22: Oc you go around setting fires to houses

15 because you carry fire insurance.

16 Ja. PAJE: Some people lo.

17 aa, coc:gaA::: well, I night say, well I don 't have :

18 worry aco 2: licensing the plant of this size because after all,
!

19 in terms of populations --

20 D2. LA PORTI: All of this is very hear.ening. I'd

21 he equally impressed, however, if the industry said, " Yeah,

|
22 tha t's right. By God, those outside experts, who aren' t

23 emplov.el bv. us, or by the University, who are s= set and want tc'

1
I

24
,

participate in this certainly have a hard time doing that.
|

|

| 25 hey're important and what we shoul! ?.o is se: up a blind trus:
|

!

!
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2 outside experts to do a good job and be part of the pay review. "

3 I'd be impressed with that because it woull seen to me that

4 what that says is that there's a recognition inside the

5 indus'try and inside the : ac that they've got to do somethin;

6 in the next :lecade to recover the sense -- to establish --

7 realize the legitinacy of the requirements and then we also

8 realize the difficulty in neeting it in the co==on interest,

9 and that sculd be inpressive. It iouldn't ta%e alot of money

10 but it would send all kinds of signals.

11 Ja. STA22: It's an interesting suggestion and it's

12 not out of or;ler at all. The only diff.aulty is thr.: .-

13 assure an outcome for which alot of people, inchiin; mysei!,

14 voull raise a big loubt. Jo you think the publi: =anfidence

15 would go out by some order of magnitude because the inlustry

i

16 had set up a fund to take care of outside experts? You sae,'

17 tha t's your assumption.

i
! 18 Ja. 00C:I2A::: I think the public confidence would go -

19 up dependant upon if the people felt like their representatives

20 our there, experts, had a fair shake in the process.

! 21 32. ?A3E: And also if the fecisions begin to get
I

( 22 better because eney're being better thought out.
|

23 32. s Aal: 3ut who % nows that the decision is bette:

| 24 except the experis?
i

25 Ja. ?Ast: The analogy is with criminal law here, and

!
1
:

l
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L121 1 after the case of Gidian, it was decided that the indigents

2 shoull have a bigger representation. I think that most people

3 feel that jury trials just do not work well unless defendants

4 have lawyers. After he got in people felt, well maybe the

5 systen will work a little better.

6 :13. O'ConNELL: Does the same thing apply in civil

7 cases?

8 33. PA3E: No .-

9 JR. C00H3AN: There's no reason you couldn't have a

10 licensing branen in the Nac, or = ore than one, sort of to be

11 the technical e: perts for the intervenors or sqnething. I nean

12 tha t s et up sone sort of mechanism --

13 al. ?Aar: The parallel in civil cassa is sort of

14 interes ting. I mean, the reason why we tolerate lawyers that

15 take 30g contingency fees is precisely that's the only way that

16 they can ge t -- that people -- that accidents can get

17 represented and so we do have these nechanisms.

18 J2. LA PCRT2: I'm a little surprised. You responded

19 almost e::actly the same way to every suggestion that the

20 industry recognize the legitimacy of external review and the

21 dif ficulty of e::ternal reviewers of discharging that function

22 of the society by saying, oh, it probably won 't work.

23 2R. STARR: I didn't say that.
~

24 I2. LA PORTZ: Nell you came very close to that.

25 32, s:Ana: You're interpreting everything I'm saying
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L122 1 one way.

2 32. PER3ON: Uell, you questioned whe'ther it'would

3 have any effect.

4 33. STAR 3: I didn't say any effect. I said the

5 suggestion has value if one accepts the presumed outsome, namely

6 that public confidence would be restored by this.

7 33, La poa;;: The tone of your voice suggested that

8 you didn't accept che liklihood of a desired outcome. Let me

9 turn it around and say that it seems to me that instead of the

10 industry, and I'm probably unfairly representing, suggesting

11 the industry really, rather than waiting for someone else to

12 solve that problem for then, pick it up direttly and try to

13 be crastive abou: how to solve it itse13, be:nuse the ::RC

14 isn' t likely to. It's no: really in a position to do that.

15 Without the cooperation and the encouragement of the industry,

16 it's no t likely, and I think it's very much of a symbiotic

17 relationship there in the solution of these things and it's

18 un fo rtuna te, but that's the way it is.

19 32. . STAR 3: Well, I want to come back to one point,

20 which I don't know the answer to, but I'll phrase the question.

21 I think the chief problem in all of this is not so much whether

22 the industry would or would not consider either through the

23 government or directly making funds available to outside groups

24 for critical review. The key problem is not the funds or even
i

25 the principle. The key problem is how those groups get selected
'

i
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ocaL123 1 and I would want to hear a much better --

2 DR.,LA PORTE: You solve the problem. Make the

3 proposal rather than to ask someone else to do it for you and,

4 then say no.

5 DR. STAaa: I'll tell you what our experience has

6 been as a generalization. You can find exceptions, but the

7 generalization is that the people who are critical, but who are

8 not expert, but who are participating one way or another --

9 I'll give you an example -- the Now organization - the National

10 organization for Women taking an anti-nuclear posture and makes

11 no pretense about being a nuclear expert. Those people who have
i

12 some ideological base 'or being anti nuclear, uculd not be happ: r

13 with an outside group that gave a cent. Now, there nay be an
i

14 intermediate public which is not committed one way or the other

15 that might have alot = ore competence than an outside group ' cut

16 how that group gets elected is the key.

17 DR. LA PORT : Do you have some suggestions on how to

18 do it?

19 DR. COCHRAN: You set up a systen where the licensing

20 boa rd, the judicial body makes the judgement as to the - whethe: -

21 the intervention has erit or if it's useful in sharpening the

22 decision or usefui t- the licensing board in making a decision

23 and they can f r r- , e the decision on the issue of need, wheth+r

24 the people got so much m.19ey they didn't need this money or

25 whatever -- I mean --

. - .. - . . _ --.__ _
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L124 1 DR. LA PORTE: You guys must be problem solvers.

2 DR. STARR: I thought this was --

3 D R. :1ACLEAN: Even in the nuclear industry we've seen

4 how opposing groups can work tos; ether in some areas with

5 considerable s2ccess.

6 DR. PE220W: There's precedence for this with the

7 UCS and Krypton.

S 3R. :iACIZA:1: That's exactly what I was thinking.

9 The UCS said that it was so safe to vent it,- even af ter they

10 said that, people living around Three : tile Island said they
a

11 didn't want it vended, but you didn't see -- I mean, there- was

12 .rary little sympathy, I think, a:rcss the country, then, that

13 Kryp to n s houldn ' t be vendel. I mean, I know it was because

14 Kendall came out and made the announcement. Instant credibility.'

l
15 Da, PEancW: They were invited in on that issue'

16 because of their critical status.

17 3R. :tACLEAN: I think another instance, without trying

| 18 to rule on the merits of this particular case, but the way the

19 IRG proceedert in setting up their recommeniations that

20 eventually le-1 to the Carter policy and you didn't see any

21 groups that stulied the issue and male reconmendations which

33
were adopted almost to the letter as -- you didn't see any big--

23 opposition of the policy.

24 JR. STAR 2: The IRG was not considered a third party

25 either, was it?
I

l
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L125 I 3 ?.. :iACLEA;i: :fo , it wasn't, but these -- here are two

,
instances where the problem that you keep on claiming is really-

3 essential is bow ara you ever going to set up and identi:y
- - -

4 people on the other side in a responsible way. Tha t seems to

5 be solved. I mean, that's been solved in the past. It's no:

6 suen an impossible --

7 32. STA22: I didn't say it couldn't be solved. All

3 I said was I vanced to see --
.

9 32. LA PO2TE: You keep wanting to see things. Why

10 not make some proposals because ene wanting to see response
-

11 and always, no, that wo n ' t wo rk , sounds like --

1' : . . - .: tere ene incustry proposal wnica
- - - - -- ,, .

. .. . . . . . . .

13 w33, in e f 5 3.::, 1::aptal or eniorsed by your critics, I nean,

14 you get all sorts o f accepta' ility out of that.c

15 3.1. STA22: Why is it the problem of the :r?.C? The

16 .iac has to have , as you pointed out before, it's a body created

17 by Congress tha t was supposed to represen: public opinion or

18 public judgement. If it's not doing this properly, why shouldn :

19 it es tablish the =echanism by whi:h third party revievs?|
,

I
i

|
20 32. Coc: IRA.1: You knov, it recommended intervenor

'l funding but that was to the Congress and that iiin't pass and-

,s
intervenor funding was not stpported. There are enanples of--

13 goo d a lterna tive s. I r.ean they se: :p a Citizen's Advisory

24 Co==ittee on clean up at T:!I which turned around and came in

25 and recramen le 1 hings like relax your standards on solidificat:.cn
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L125 1 of the resins so you can get 'en off and shipping - they

2 recommen. led getting on with cleaning up the war.

3 0 .1. PC320U: I thinh the .iaC should try to do it,

4 but the industry should too because neither of you have

5 credibility. If you want to get credibility for the industry,

6 then you've got to take some profits --

7 32. ;tACLE.u : There are a number of issues that I

8 think that come up - safety issues in that regard to

9 regulating the operation of plants snd the disposing of the

10 wastes where the issue should we have nuclear power or not

11 loss n' t get raised directly, where that one can be shelved and

12 people frca different perspectives, can work together. Frankly

13 I don't see uhy the inlastry itself, just loesn't, out of their

14 pocket, fund opposing views. I mean, it wul1 seem to be such

15 a more efficient way to reach agreement on the number of issues .

16 :12. O ' 30::::r;L: I think these- :.m e: amples are very

17 good e:camples of competent interaction between industry and

13 public interest groups. The : endall thing on the venting, !

19 think, was a very positive step as well as the Citizens Panel.

20 3a. ;A PoaTE: Well, why is it that industry has to

21 he -- this is a long time since all of this conflict has been

22 going on and in the industry, if we can think of it in a --

23 :12. O'00;".:ILL: The industry has as much mistrust

24 of the inter - enor groups as the intervenor groups have of the

25 i:idus:ry.
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L127 I JR..LA PORTI: Yeah, but the industry -- there's

2 lots of resources there and they're not I mean, fou guys--

3 aren't below average intelligence to go on and try to be

4 essentially pro active or reactive in these things. I know

5 :he idea that we can si 'around here and think up a couple

6 of examples that sound good - we should be in parallel to this,

7 responding to an inlustry draft that gives us you know, five

8 dif ferent alternatives for us to try to think through a social

9 science anf that way the out:one can be as the industry social

10 scientists I mesa, that's the sort of thing you'd like to--

11 see happening. I don't understand it. I can think up some

1, reasons.-

13 JR. STA22: That icesn' t mean the industry wou11n' t

14 consider things.

15 ca. LA PCa:I: can': just consider things. Do It!!

16 32. s A22: Well, because there are also negative

17 outcomes which are possiale.

18 a. LA PCRTI: Well, o f course!!s

19 3R. STA22: Well, the point is that the industry's

20 experience with the history of the intervenors has been that

21 when they got outside funding, not from the industry and not

22 f rom the .iRC and not from the government, when they got outside

23 funding, : hey becare a destructive group. At least that's

24 the way the induse:y interprets it, so the industry, in effect,

25 felt that feeding the monster was no way to get rid of it.
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L123 1 ::ow, you have to understand that there are two types of outcomes

2 and that if you set up a really workable situation, you resolve

3 a conflict. You also could set up a situat n when all you do

4 is strengthen the opposition without ever resolving the

5 conflict and because of the two outcomes, the industry is very

6 suspicious of doing anything.

7 3R. : TAC LEAN: As in all these other risk situations

8 you have to consider the alternatives. The alternative might
i

9 be to try to foreplay and run the opposition, and I think you've

10 got to do a good risk assessment on what the best --

11 C:4 AIR:tA:: SLOVIC: I am getting a sense that it is eine

12 to adjourn this meeting and personally I'm glai it's going' to

13 be -- t.:ere's going to te a transfer vote because I think it's

14 really been a remarkable, ac tually, two-day session in terms

15 of the- issues. Alot of these readings, I found this really

16 sort of unusual in the depth and frankness of the approach to

17 some pretty complicated issues. :taybe something will even come

18 of it!

19 Le t me just mention something about kind of what I

20 know of what happens next on this. There's a session tomorrow

21 and you will have an opportunity, I'm sure, to add your comment

22 on my comments and at a later point, I believe the transcript

23 of the plenary comments will be sent to you for your own

24 additions or whatever or anything further, so you'll have

25 further opportunities to look at the record here. I could just

. - . . -- _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ - - - . . - .. _ .- - _ - . ._, ..
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L129 1 like to thank everyone. I think we all worked pretty hard and

2 seriously. Personally, I'm tired, but pleased and thank you.

3 (Thereupon, at 5: 4 0 p.m. , the hearing was adjourned,)
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